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Grand Concert for one honrby<rHAI%DIsEB,8
Clothing
at 8.30 o’clock.
checked free. Music for dancing by
CH 4NDLEB K QBAwBILl.E BAND.
Refreshment* o' first cass quality for sale in Reception Hall by Mrs. Ulmer.
TICKETS, admitting Gent and two Ladies, $1.00

"GRAND

MONDAY,

SACKS,

BY THH

Guards.

Montgomery

Drill and Ball.

Exhibition

TirKCTa for the round trip inoludiDg adTickets for Sft'e at P. J. McCalrnUaion 61.30.
lam's furnishing goods store, 609 Congress street.
THEBK IVIIJ. BE AN

SALE

OF

—

Dolmans,

POSTPONED
Owing to Miss Cary’s illness
_d3t_
CITY HALL,

aplO

PATIENCE !
Full ©rchexlru and Cktru.

Tickets at Stockbridge’s Music store Monday
and 60 cents.
morning, April 3d. Reserved seats 36
Admission 26 cents.
3o
ce: ts; Chilj?f mi live—Reserved seats 2 o and
dren 15 cents,
Half fare to Matinee on Maine Central. Grand
'Trunk and Portland & Rochester R. R. mhSldtd

MEW PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank Curtis.Proprietor and Manager

Fast 33ay,
EVENING,

AND

AFTERNOON

benefit
—

OF

—

of ail

kinds with Trimmings to
New
match.

SPRING HOSIERY
great variety

in

for

Ladies, Gents

and Children,

[uttons.

We have just opened as fine a
line of new Buttons to match all
shades of Dres's Goods and Cloakings as has ever be: n offered in the

Farrell,

on

which oocasiou will be pres nted

We have just received
assortment of made np

a

large

Lace Goods

with tbe following cast of characters:
'I'5 bi A.miss X.FIK.A FABBELL
Torenzo Chat- Groen; Fiammetta, Annie I-ibbj;
Pern* (3bas. Cram; Fredrick, Atude Rogers; Roeco,
Ed.
Louise' Wells; Parafonto. Geo. Clark; Matteo,
Miss Cora
aibber- Luigi, Miss Eva Bartlett; Paolo,
Hunter.
Eunice
Miss
Woodman; Francesca,
apTdtd
Sale of seats, Monday, April loth,
,1

for the neck in

new

PROFITS.”

Assembly

THE

Learn our prices and you will
that we mean what, we say.

see

ASSOCIATION.

CUMBERLAND ROWING

Army and Mavy Hall,

THURSDAY EveHiny, April 15th,

Good Goods and Low Prices,

ITlnwic liy CHANDLER.
Admission 50

Gilbert's Closing Assembly
NIGHT.
FAST

Tickets, admitting Geat with Ladies, 75
■cents.

aplO__

New
.Frank

Theatre.

Portland

curtis

]4

.Proprietor

&

Manager.

TWO .Nights aii<l Saturday Matinee,
Commencing April 14th.
'Jlie nfsfcinguighed Ac'ress

In her Famous Crea ion

OTflAME lie M0HR1V.4RT.
In the

Celebrated Contested piay

Supported by her

Snperb

Costu

own

Powerful Company.

by Worth,

nee

Paris.

Carriages 10.30.
Commences at 8.
Business Manager (for Miss Ward) J. H. Cobbe
Gallery 3‘ cents.
Seats SI .CO, 75 and 50 cents.
Sale of seats commences Wednesday, April 12tb.

__d*w

aplO

iMHH Toii'V
Book iiiedttrs.
H«w
II, Pries?re
A. QUl.tl l
BirtMDge SI. lit Kjchsner Wtrcrt.

wsa,

Pattern and Model Maker.
I. BA

Me.

RUHR, 3» Iron* St.,

Mortland

__

Patriarchal

STUDLEY,
ap6dtf

OSCAR WILDE

Tempel

compositions

were

used,

fel>20

eodtf

CONCORD, GROCERY AND EXPRESS
w a a o x s

,

(Uncle and double, to be sold at once, singly or in
lota, for WHAT THEN W ill IIUlN«,at

MAINE STATE PRISON.
mfa27__alm

•i.H.T,aKMIN.Eig;

A.W.dOEB^;^

s. H.LARMINIE & €0.,
Ificrchaul*.

Coimniuiiotp

drain,
isr

Seeds,

Eouirntrclal *»■, Tnr.land,
>

CHICAGO OFFICE,
C
Futures bought and sold on
Marine. Correspondence invite

Me.

122 ^ ¥all<S S‘
wgo

NERVE

.F-O-O-D-

CAREFULLY PREPARER,
THOROUGHLY TESTED,__,
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE.
The Phosphates of the Wheat are its most
valuable food property, and are, when properly prepared, the most acceptable nutriment
with which to build up the system.

BCILDJFORlIEAl/rn.
Wheat Bitters are prepared, not by fermentation hut by solution and are richest in the
Phosphates, while the starch and impure mat-

ARTIST

FALMOUTH

Portrait Work

Fine

Facilities

Especial
Aim:

for

HOTEL.

Specialty

a

Life Size Crayons.

mar 2

TO PLEASE.

WHITNEY,

Market

Square, Portland,

Dressing.
Belknap

Mortgage

Due 1905.
This security is a flrst mortgage upon
this road aud its properties.
FOR SAM! BY

AMERICAN LOAN & TRUST CO.,
55 CONGRESS STREET,
Simmous If niirien^, llo«tou.
dl2fc

OF

BABY CARRIAGES
To be found in New England,
comprising the New Sleeping
Coach, the Whitney manufacturing Co., and other flrsl class
mn

Ifftg

C. DAY, JR, & CO.,
No. 187 Middle Streetdlw
Notice*
persons are hereby cautioned against haror
boring
trusting any of the crew of the JSorweglan bark “Storjohams,” Ellingsen, master, from
as
no
bills
of their contracting will be paid
Havana,
by captain or consignees.
ap8d3t*
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO*

ALI,

OF

—

LATEST DESIGN’T*

STAN OAR O QUALITY,
ELEGANTLY FINISHED,
and warranted in every particular. S PECIAL I'lES-

No fi>.er carriages are made iu this
10 to 20 per cent, saved by orderiug

DL'BING

Factory.

47 Chestnut St, New Haven, Conn.

WEEK COMMENCING APRIL 3,

dlawOm
—

Wedding William S. Lowell,
CARD PLATE ENGRAVER
AND

dtf

CORRODEBS AND .MANUFACTURERS.

RED

LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE

& SHEET LEAD.

TIN & TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER & c,
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts
Charitable Mechanics’Association in 1881.
eod6m
marl

NEW MAPLE SUGAR
made by Geo. Beede, Sandwich, N. 11.,
FOR

8ALE BY

R. Y. BARBER &

SON,

13 EXCHANGE STREET,
dlw
PORTLAND, HIE.
ai>8

—

ri GCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES and g
"
4
TENDER ITCHINCS on all part, ot the
body. It makes the akin white, soft and smooth;

and is tha BUST toilet

of latest designs and ucoqualed finish, to which the
inspection of the riding public is respectfully so-

and external treatment.
All first clasp druggists have it. Price 51. per package.

licited,

ZEN AS

THOMPSON,

32 & 38 Union
ap-3

roBTLASn,

tan and freckles,

dressing in THE WORLD. Elegantly put up, two
bottle* in one package, consisting of both intemel

CUAS. N. CRITTENTON, 116 Fulton St.
York City, sole agent for Dr. C. W. Benson’s
edies, to whom all orders should bo addressed.
mch!7

New
rem-

MWF lm

Street,
dlw

ME.

1st received.
A

large

MISS
mh30

AT

STREET.

..

rltf

Afier the First of May the wages of
Coal Team-tcrs and Yardmeu shall be
Eleven Dollars per week.
P. J. IlIU (JINS, President pro tem.
a Portland, April 7, 1882.
ap8d3t
Caution.
are

on

Portland, April 7,1882.

against

loan-

inwodnt.

aprSddt*

....
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Old travelers tell us that an English waiter
never smiles.
There is nothing wonderful
about that. Birds of prey are not usually hilarious in their habits.
A man whose life is

Portland Laborers’ Benevolent Union.

persons
hereby cautioned
ALL
ing F. II. Jewell any money

class administered this rebuke because any
liquor law had been passed, and the other
class because the law does not go far
enough. Some Democrats voted the Republican ticket for the reasen that they did not
like the waj^ Germans were behaving, but
their name was not legion by any meaus.’’

cided that what one convict sees a fellowconvict do cannot be testified to. It is to be
hoped that tho Tennessee Legislature will
act on the Governor’s very sensible suggestion at the special session which has been
called.

r-

FAIRWEATHER’S,

ft©. 8 ELM

the

question has been raised in
Tennessee, created by the murder of a convict by a fellow prisoner. Almost as a flatter of course, the only witnesses of the transaction were convicts also, and now the
Governor has been persuaded, on the ground
that such persons are not competent to give
testimony, to set aside the conviction and
sentence. It will be a bad day for penitentiary wardens and turnkeys when it is de-

STAMPING,
—

temperance people joined
with the Republican brewers and saloonkeepers in rebuking the party of their preference for passing the Pond bill, by voting
The one
the straight Democratic ticket.
instances

A curious

lot of very choice
designs for

“BOSTON STAR BRAND”

PURE WHITE LEAD

The State Credit Democratic Executive
Committee of Tennessee have instructed
their chairman to call the Gubernatorial
Convention in conjunction with the other
wing of the party in order to unite the two

where he owns fertile wheat fields and rich
coal lands, condemns bourbonism, root and
DR. C. W. BENSON, of Baltimore, Md.,
branch. To an old army comrade, who still
prides himself on being a genuine “mossIn the course of his practice U1.covered what now
are renowned in medical practice, viz: acombina
back,” General Shelby recently declared
tion of Celery and Chamomile in the shape of Pills
that bourbonism hung like a pall over the
They are used by the profession at largo and con- i
State,
impeded her progress and turned imstantly recommended by them.
Missouri, he
migration from her borders.
11 is not a patent medicine. It is the result of his
own experience in practice.
They are a sure cure \ said, could only be great and powerful when
for the following special diseases, and are worthy
universal toleration of opinion prevailed,
of a trial by all intelligent sufferers.
They are prewhen men could vote as they pleased, and
pared expressly to cure sick headache, nervous have their votes
represent their will.
headache, dyspeptic headache, neuralgia, paralysis
sleeplessness, dyspepsia and nervousness, and will
While the State of South Carolina is
The Doctor’s great remedy for Skin
cure any case.
rocked mightily to and fro because certain of
disease, called Dr. Benson’s Skin Cure is exceedingly
valuable and greatly sought after by all persons
her officials are to be tried in open court beAn
who have skin diseases or bad complexion.
fore juries of her own citizens for ballot box
excellent toilet dressing.
stuffing, the dreadful negro, on whose acSold by all druggists. Price, 60 cents a box.
count all this fuss was made, continues to
Depot, 106 North Entaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mail, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.50, to
escape. Within the last fortnight 150 colany address.
ored people have left the vicinity of GreenDR. -i. W. BENSON'S
for various points in the West, and it
ville
^
may be by the time their right to vote becomes firmly established in South Carolina
they will be in such a minority as not to be
Is Warranted to Cure
m
gj considered dangerous even if they should
chance to vote a Republican ticket.
ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, H
INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
H
g
The Cincinnati! Commercial says of
g ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
§
n
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
Monday’s election in that city: “In some

removes

VVM. J. BRIDE, Treas

Office, 21 and 20 Oliver street, Boston, Mass.

or

in bringing hungry moil things they
never ordered aud can't eat, bringing them
wrong things at wrong times, bringing tbs

passed
vrone at
Symptoms are moisture, stinging, itching,
night; seems as if pin-worm were crawling about
the rectum; the private parts are often affected. As a
8
pleasant, economical and positive cure, Swathe**
Ointment is superior to any article in the mr*
3-ct.
Star
50
cts.
in
Sold by druggists, or^eend
Boxes, $1.25. Address, Da. Swathe A Son, Phil k

Janl8

d&«]^

soup cold and the fruit warm, and then laying
lor a tip and pocketing it in cold blood, is a
man with all these crimes on his conscience expected to smile? If the English waiter did
.smile and smile, he wonld be only the more a

villain.

literature.

The first numbers

were

rather disappointing—perhaps because the

ex-

pectations ef the public were raised to an undue
pitch by the promises in the preliminary announcements, ami because the contributors,
many of them distinguished in literature, were
not at their best at the start. The cumbrous
form of the weekly and the awkward cover in
which it was enveloped also made against it.
But these defects have been done away with.
The objectionable cover has been dropped.
The writers have got their pace, and Our Continent is now a most entertaining weekly paper, replete with excellent and diversified matter. ft excels in short stories, its essays on
social and literary topics are admirably ban.
died, its editorial articles are terso and timely,
its poetry i3 not bad, and its illustrations are
line.
Below we give a few tastes of Us

quality:
SOME OF UNCLE

BEMUS’S VIEWS.

The Rev. Jeems

Henry preaches to a large
colored congregation in Atlanta, and he is not
only respected by his own race, but by the
whites as well. He is energetic, persistent aDd
devout, and in the midst of it all, he manages
to
keep an eye on Uncle Remus, in
manifests
he
welfare
whoso
spiritual

is
interest.
Uncle Remus
many
great
yearB older than the Rev. Jeems Henry, and
his attitude toward the preacher Is ono of paternal respect. The old man, however, is accustomed to listen to the lectures of his young
friend with an air of listless and patient indifference which, when Uncle Remus’s restless
and fiery disposition is taken into consideration,.is the next thiDg to dramatic art of a very
high order—if dramatic art lies anywhere in
the neighborhood of simulation. Recently the
Brother Jeems
two met on a street corner.
Henry was going forth upon a mission connected with his church, while Uncle Remus
was gazing anxiously at the cloudy skies.
"Bless you, Brother Remus!” exclaimed the
preacher by way of salutation, "How you
come on this mighty long time?”
“Middlin’, Brer Jeems Henry—des middlin'.
I'm some’rs ’twix’ de po’-house en de doctorshop, yit I glad fum my heart dat ’tain’t no
wuss.”
"That’s what I tolls ’em all, Brother Remus.
They ought to be thankful for what they’ve
got. I hope soon to seo you workin’ in the
vineyard, Brother Remus. The harvest is
waitin’ an’ the labor few."
“Dat so, Brer Jeems Henry; I stall’s wid
you dar, sho. But de mo’ost w’at er ole cripple nigger lak me kin do dish yor kinder wedder is ter set down en wait for watormillion
time.”
"All tho same, Brother Remus, the Marstor’s
work is got to be done.”
"I ain’t ’sputin’ dat, Brer Jeems Henry, en I
ain’t gwinetor ’spite it—kaze w en I sees you
peradiu’ ’roun’, en promernnrdin’ up en down
wid yo’ stannin’ coller a stickin' up, en yo’
stove-pipe hat a shinin’ en yo' black frock coat
a floppin’, den it seems like tor me I done miss
my callin’.”
"How is that, Brother Remus?”
"Hit’s deB dis away, Brer Jeems Henry.
W’en my bag er meal run dry, en my little
rasher er bacon disrepear fum decubberd, whar
I gwiue git anv mo’, cenpin 1 sail out en scuffle
’roun' alter it? En yit, ef I wuz stoopin’ up’
erds in yo' shoes, Brer Jeems Henry, dey ain’t
kin be much uv a scuffle.”
asked the
“How so, Brother Remus?”
preacher with an uneasy smile.
“Monst’us easy, Brer Jeems Henry, moust’I’d ’ten’ de speunce meetin’, liketerus easy.
neght, en let drap er hint, en I'd ’ten’ de pr’ar
meetin’, like day atter tor-morrer night, eu let
drap a n'er hint. By Sunday de scheme ud
be plum ripe, en den I'd rise upcu lap de congregation ter order, en line out "Ye livin’ mens
come view de ground’; en und’ kivver er dat,
I’d sen’ ’roun’ de conterbution plate, en, I
boun’ you, de nex' time folks come wisitin'
’roun’ me, dey’d be a bag er meal, on a rasher
bacon, en a jug er ’lassos in de cuhberd. Dat
“You doin' us both injustice when you talk
in that style, Brother Remus, said the preach-

er.
xer uti uuuirariea

er

uhi,

x>rer

hcduis u.vu-

ry,” responded Uncle Remus, “I ain't mix

bofe un us up in it. I des bin tollin’ you ’bout
de pogranco w’at a no’ count ole nigger name
Remus would er laid out, perwidin’ dat his
streak er luck had er bin de lenk en breadt’ er

yono.”

English historian, who
Freeman,
has been mulling around here for three or
four months, says we are splendid fellows
and that he will never believe anything bad
the

General Joe Shelby, the old confederate
cavalry leader, for himself, and for Missouri

Elegant Family and Pleasure Carriages
aud Road Wagons

Stationer.

a

complete it.

^

country. From
direct from the

mar27

Gen. Newton will give Hell Gate another
hoist this Summer, using dynamite enough
to crumble 11 acres of the obstructing rocks.
It has cost $2,016,000 to get thus far in the
work, and four years more will be necessary
to

periodical

dey would, liouey!”

hit the case.

Carriage Season ’82 iSKIN CURE!

I, 4ftl>AIT* LANDAULEIS,
COACHES COC i-JKS, BROCGIIAUP.

BOSTON LEAD MFG. CO.
STOCK

Open
—

nearly

Radclyffe-Radcliffe-Hall.

6 c^nrt. BONDS

CARRIAGES

The Cinciunati Enquirer calls the result
of Monday’s city election “aground-swell
victory for the Democratic ticket in Cincinnati.” “A beer-swill victory” would more

widow,

NEW ENGLAND

mar29

Democracy.

In 1878 Mrs. Sagar, a lovely Philadelphia
was attracted by the double-barreled name and dog-tail whiskers of an Englishman named Radclyffe-Radcliffe-Hall, became his wife and went to his English home.
She has been granted a divorce, the doublebarreled name and dog-tail whiskers being
an insufficient offset to the cruelty of Mr.

Me.

—AND—

1st

Opinions vary respecting the political
effect of the President’s first veto, but the
members from the Pacific slope say it will
unquestionably give the States there to the

organizations.

NEW YORK

& Son

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a Lawn
Dressing which is second to none in the world;
every article of which it is composed is food for
grass. It also eOectuallv drives earth worms from
the lawns, and lik-wise kills moss, which is often so
troublesome in old lawns. After applying stable
and many
manures to lawn*, also
other lawn dressings now in use, it is a locg time
before the children can be allowed to play on them
Not so with the
on account of the offensive odor.
composition which we offer to the public, for there
is nothing of which it is coxnposod to prevent chil
dren vising the <awn as a play ground at any and all
times.
jyTry it and you will use no ether.
Put up in bags of 10, 25, 50 and 100 pounds.
B3T*Directions in each bag.
It may also be found at Messrs. Kendall & Whitney's Market Square. W. C. Sawyer & Co.’s, No. 7
Preble "treet, Geo. Blanchard & Brothers, No. 4G
and
Union Street, and A. A. Mitchell’s, corner
Commercial Street.

FROM THE

eodeow&weowom

in Timothy, Clorer. Flax, linn
|{ariau, Millet, Bed Top, BlucUrasM,
l.awn Grain, Orchurd lira**,
Garden, Flower, Mird Seed*, Ac.

¥

1
9

Hall,

Messrs. C. W.

7

Dealer*

9

The Philadelphia Record makes no concealment of its information that President
Arthur is to bo married to Mrs. Craig Wadsworth of Geneseo, who is described as “a
brilliantly beautiful woman.”

of Americans again. Mr. Freeman is very
kind.
___

Jly7eodtf

KENDALL &

Lawn

ter are eliminated. These make in themselves a basis, to which is added the beet and
choicest medicinal qualities, necessary to
make it a tor'o and bitter. It is at onco healthful, pleasant to the taato and must not be oonfounded with the thousand and one cheap
alcoholic bitters which are sold as cure-alls.
Medicine is doubly effective when used with
food, bo as to nourish while it corrects.
Sold by drusrifista, $1.00 per bottle.
WHEAT BITTERS 00., MTrs. N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

OPPOSITE

SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

ap6

Provisions,

BLOOD,

The Blood, Brain and Nerves are the forces
which bear the strain of every day work and
life, and in order to save sickness it is wise to

mchll

THE EAUtiEST

When Queen Victoria went to Mentone,
she took her own bed with her. She cares
but little for the society of the big bugs of
France.

BRAIN and

28 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND,e°d3wME.
OFFICE
apr3

_

Phaetons,Open & Top Buggies,

diseases.

The Richest

SPECIAL AGENT.

Specialty
513 CONGRESS STREET.

NEW ANIJ SKt'ONB HAND,

The New York Tribune has more reason
of Reto believe that the general sentiment
publicans will approve Mr. Arthur s course
as to the anti-Chinese bill.

BEST

AUG. H. FORD,

GILSON,

tions

CARRIAGES,

100

H. C.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and Recep-

d2t

day._

__

118 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass,

For Massachusetts, Maine and Hew Hampshire.

Cards.

1, IIn the interest of
h
€.. to be organized WEDNESDAY
i. D.
NINO, April 12tli, a.d nil E.
Patriarchs are requested to lie present.
PER ORDER CHAIRMAN.

“Stubborn clients build fine houses for
a
lawyers” was the sage remark made at
legislative hearing in Connecticut the other

AHD

Visiting

of

The Kenneth, Pa., Advance, in order to
be in time for the procession, flies the name
of Mr. Blaine for President in 1884.

THE

AND

_

adjourned

_ap8__

Lung and Kidney

HEDGES & HODGES, STATE AGENTS,

OF

then the artist was equally
happy in their arrangement
The proof of the negatives
gave Mr. Wilde the greatest
satisfaction, as does the
Aesthetic and other poses of
Hearn the popular photographer of the fState of
Maine, whose new and elegant studio is located in
Dow’s Block, 514 Congress
Street in this city.

The New York Sun predicts that the tariff will not be disturbed during this administration.

$1,390.

A prominent New York
Artist
photographed a
short time ago Mr. Oscar
Wilde, the Aesthetic apostle,
in many positions which
are very characteristic, as
being explanatory of the
fp'gh
doctrines of ibis new disciple. Among many of the C. W. BELKNAP & SON,
Street,
compositions which were 142 & 8 44 Commercial
PORTLAND, MR.
emblematic, were some, mh20
_dtf
with the dim and shadowy
Established 1848.)
and
patterns of sunflowers used
lilies on the w alls, and
FAMILY
as acce series in the interiMANUFACTURERS
exterior
when
and
ors,

meeting of the PatriPortland it hereby called at
lOlh.
Encampment Hall MONDAY, April
is called
at 7.80 P. M. Thf« meeting
Ah

of

Superphosphates

IO. 1. P. C.
oreha

Policy

up Life

Market

253 Middle Street.

Joseph O. Smith, Secretary of State.

ForfeitaEvery Policy issued by this Company contains the following conditions, and is absolutely Non
ble- In case of Lapse, after two or more Full Years, Premiums have been pail, the full Four Percent.
in
iwo
either
of
the
the
ways:
option of
Assured,
Reserve Value will be applied by the Company, at
FI RmT To the Extension of the full amount of the Insurance for such period as the full value will pay
for at the Company’s Published Rates: or, 8ECO*»-Ou surrender of the Ooginal Policy within Three
Mon hs from date of Lapse, to the purchase of a Paid-up Policy.
iLLCSTttAjlO^: Policy No.
68 49G was issued Oct. 20 1871, for $5,000 on the Annual Life Plan, at age 37, annual Premium
amounted
to $1,072.65. The Policy lapsed in
less
were
Dividends,
Premiums
which,
SI 38 80
Ten
paid,
of Term Insurance for
1881* and the Company app.ied the Reserve Value of $689.76 to the purchase
so
that
10
Premiums
the
7
and
paid for over 20 years of Insurance,
of
10
days;
Sr> 000 for the period
years
It was optional
thousand.
the average yearly cost being $53.67, which is at the rate of but $10.71 per
for a Paidwith the Assured to take the Extended Insurance as above, or to surrender the original Policy

:

FORGET-ME-NOT.

•

......

afefajy L* L* B B
Pi
B M
Jm^LS A#

cents._ap4ulw

By the Governor.

pepsia, Indigestion, Malaria,
Weakness, and relieve all

$2,910,649.06
Surplus as-regards Policy-holders,
00
Number of Policies in force, 46,652, Insuring..

and choice

thaw those doing business under
Our moito is
a larger expense.
“QUICK HALES AND SMALL
BY

..

As we have a very low rent the
expense of running our store is
very small and we can afford to
sell any of our goods at

61
Fifth Grand

....
....
$0,577,399.53
Total
.....
Assets Dec. 31st, 1881, Market Value,
Liabilities, ( Deserve at 4 per cent.).$32,808,102.52

styles,

LOWER PRICES

amusements,

Brown’s Iron Bitters is
composed of Iron in soluble
form; Cinchona the great
tonic, together with other
standard remedies, making
a remarkable non-alcoholic
tonic, which will cure Dys-

IN 1881.

AGENT,

THE MASCOT

In accordance with a pious and tline-honored
down to us from the Pilgrim Fathers,
and found so suitable to our love and veneration, I,
Harris M. Planted, Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the Council, do hereby appoint
and9et apart Thursday, the thirteenth day of April,
next, as a day of humiliation, f sting and prayer.
And I do recommend to the Christian people of onr
State to keep this their annual fast; refrain from
and in their homes
labor, business,
and houses of public worship, humble themselves
before Him whoso mercy endureth forever; supplicating His favor upon themselves, the State and
nation; confessing their sins and seeking forgive“If we conness of the same, In humility of spirit.
fess our sli s, He is faithful and just to forgive us
our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.’’
Given at the Council Chamber at Augusta
this thirty-ilrst day of March, in tha year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-two, and of the Independence of the
United States of America tho one hundred
and sixth.
Habbis M. I’laistlh.

$0,818,223.33

•

«
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.....
2,817,101.80
i'laims by Death,
...
399,130.88
Endowments and Annuities,
Sum ndered Policies,.12
.....
1,394,208.87
Dividends to Policy*holders,
982.019 32
All other Expenditures,.

Cloaking Material

city.

IT1 is* Leila

Total,

MAINE.

custom, come

called the king 0/ medicines.
John K.Allbndeb.

■

APRIL 13th,

Gilbert and Sullivan's Jiitbotic Opera,

$4,000,802.40

journal.

.A. 3PROCX.-AJSd:^.TION.

in side and back all gone—soreness
all out of my breast, and I have a
good appetite, and am gaining in
streni^th and flesh. It can justly be

Interest,.1,812.920.87
EXPENDITURES

Past Day Afternoon and Evening,

BOSTON ENGLISH OPERA GO.

Premiums.

■■

OF

oar

BY THE GOVERNOR.

Gentlemen1 have suffered with
pam in my side and back, and great
soreness on mv breast, with snooting pains all through my body, attended with great weakness, depression of spirits, and loss of appetite. I have taken several different
medicines, and was treated by prominent physicians for my liver, kidneys, ana spleen, but I got no relief.
I thought I would try Brown(s Iron
Bitters; I have now taken one bottle
and a half and am about well—pain

RECEIPTS IN 1881.

claiming to represent

STATE

Mansfield, Ohio, Nov. 26, x88x.

Abstract of Animal Statement made to the Insurance
Commissioner of Maine.

a

of every person

How? By getting one
bottle of Brown’ Iron Bitters, and taking it regularly
according to directions.

AMZI DODD, President.

In the above goods wo are now
to show as tine a line of
prepared
styles a« can be found in the city.
Also a nice assortment of

feeling

choose.

]\r©warii, nxr. j.

Ulsters.

Concert

Hospital

With

purchaa-

10th & 11th.

____

regular attache of the Pbkss is furnished
Card eertiioate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credentials
with

You can continue feeling
miserable and good for nothing, and no one but yourself can find fault, but if you
are tired of that kind oflife,
you can change it if you

ST.
CO., 511 COWGRESS janROeodtx

J. TO. DYER &

and

on

Monday and Tuesday, April

in

fail to interest all

Judge TourgJo’s venture, Our Continent, is
steadily gaining in popular favor, and lias already made for itself a good place in American

as a guaranty of good faith.
We oannot undertake to retnrn or prefer re communications that are not used.

tired and
worn out, instead of aches
and pains, wouldn’t you
rather feel fresh and strong?
Instead of

—

LaktUChnrch
grrm Street,

ap8

prices which cannot

We do not read anonymous letters and conunucare In
The name and address of the writ
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for cblica-

Evslky

TALMAS

Articles
Aprons & FancyBoemi,
Con-

At the HU

We have made

trash, but first class goods.

This is not

Some Selections from Its Pages.

tlon but

health and avoid sickness.

01"'

ap4__

EASTER

SEEK

DEKKA SHAWLS, $10 and $15, former price, $50.
CLOAKS, $5.00, former price, $98.00.
FRENCH and ENGLISH CRETONNES, .95c former
prices, .50, .09 and .75.
DRESS GOODS, 12-13 to 1.25, former prices 35 to 3.25.
PIANO COVERS, $3.25, formerprice, $6.00.
PLAIN SILKS, .70 worth 1.00.
LOT DRESS GOODS, .131-2 worth .35
than half price.
LOT CLOAKINGS, less
“
DRESS BUTTONS.
price.
VELVETEENS and CORDUROYS, half
“
“
CHILDREN’S WOOL HOSE,
CASSIMERES at very low prices.
BLACK WORSTED DRESS BRAID, 4 cts. per piec
of the best makes.
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eations.
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COLCORD,

148 Fearl Street.

BANI>, commencing

Ladies’ tickets 25

-

■

Given to nriyate pupil* by the subeeribai.

—

CITY I£AZjIj,
Easter Monday Night, April 10th.
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At this point, Brother Jeoms Henry concluded to change the subject
“Well, I wish you’d comedown to class-meetA lady
iu’ next Sunday, Brother Remus

trotn Liberia is expected to make a little talk.
She’s at our bouse now, an’ you might come
Aiovn and get acquainted with her.”
“Bless yo’ soul, Brer Jeems Henry! my 'omanin days is done gone. 1 seen de time, en
’taint been so mighty long, ’go, n’er, w'en I’d
des jump at de chance farter call on dish yer
lady, en it’d doue yo’ heart good fer ter see mo
sidlin’- ’roun’ ’er blue pidjiu on top er do barn;
Ain’t dish yer lady,”
but dat time done pas’.
continued the old man—“Ain’t dish yer lady
got a 'scription paper ’lontt wid ’er?”
“I don’t know if she ain’t, Brother Remus,”
replied Brother Jeems Henry, after a pause.
“Ah-yi! dat w’at I think. She got a 'scription paper, en she bail fum gome g'ciety er
n’er,’way off yan’, w,at nobody ain’t never
year talk un, en she’ll git up dar befo’ you all
wid a bokay er coffee weeds en pepper pods, en
she’ll natally intrance you wid de niceness er
dat country; en den, lo en beholee, blneby
she'll out wid dat 'scription paper, en she'll
up’u say dat bein’s how dem folks ’cross dar
gittin on mighty po’ly wid der coffee weeds en
der pepper pods, she hope eu trus' dat eve’y
body’ll fling in sump’n ef ’taint’ nuffln' but a
tbrip; en den Brer Rastus’ll slap his han' ter
his jaw en raise de chnue, eu de money’ll rattle en jingle, eu de nex town w’at de lady’ll
strak, she’ll strak it wid a bran new boBuet.
I done
No use to tell me, Brer Jeems Henry.
bin dar. I done bin seasoned win am.”
Brother Jeems Henry here consulted an imwent
mense silver watch, while Uncle Remus
on:

“No, Brer Jeems Henry; ef you see dat lady
she ax after me by name, you up’n tell ’er
dat 1 sent ’er howd’y, but don't g-> no ladder;
des take yo’ stan’ 'pun dat. Hen ef she lake’u
press de question, take off yo’ hat en tell ’er
en

dat wilts you wuz roamin’ ’roun’ you met up
wid er ole nigger w’at got mo’gray ha’rs dan
lie is mouey, en dis ole nigger he up’n ’lowed,
he did, dat ef ’tain't no fudder fum de meetin’houEe ter de chicken-coop in dat Liberioua
country dan w'at tig in dish Nuuitcd State er
Georgy, den dey's lot’s er trouble all 'roun' de
worril. Gnn ’er dat, en let ’er go.”
As the preacher, smiling in spite of himself,
turned to go forth upon his mission, he was followed by the sonorous voice of Uncle Remus:
“Pot my name in yo’ pra’rs, Brer Jeems

Henry!”
AMERICAN VIM.

The best life of the modern world has come
to us for geaeratioDS.
By a course of natural
selection, the strongest and bravest of tho Old
World lives have sought for bettermeut on our
shores.
Iron-bauded moil, prompted by a
laudable ambition to bo more than the rigorous
rule of caste aud custom would allow them to
becomo at home, have adventured all upon the
Golden-hearted meu
throw of emigration.
wiio forgot themselves and thought ouly of the
good of their descendants have buried their nobility in the chaos of our unformed life.
These burned their bridges when they came.
They brought the wealth of the fatherlands,
the seed of their ripest fruitage, and buried it
iu our virgin soil. It grow, not a hybrid whose
elements may be clearly traced, but a distinct
America is the child of Europe,
new species.
but the American is of America, day by day
and year by year growing more distinct and
idiosyncratic.
THE BEST

GYMNASIUM.

The exercise that is best adapted to develop
all parts of the body in a natural, healthy manIt is always at band; it
ner is domestic labor.
can be taken regularly every day, and there is
such variety that almost every muscle can be
exercised. House-work should never be considered menial or degrading; it is nature’s laboratory in which the girl may obtain not only
the best physical development but most valuable knowledge that will lit her for the practical duties of life. This training may be supplemented by other kinds of exercise, such as
walking and oat door sports. Tho very general introduction of foreign hoi pinto domestic
service has proved most unfortunate for tho
health of American women.
Closely connected with this ueglect of physical training at home is an evil of great magnitude—that is, supreme devotion to brain work.
The practise pursued very generally at tile
present day of confining tho girl in school or
sominary for a series of years consecutively i3
attended with the most serious evils. In the
language of a popular writer. “It is educating
While we would not disour girls to death.”
card education in all its various departments,
extending to the highest culture, we maintain
that it is no advantage or blessing if it is to be
obtained at the expense of the physical system.
There are other parts of the body besides tho
brain that need faithful training. The highest
accomplishments and mental acquisitions will
not compensate for impaired constitution and
poor health.

glHE TOWNSIIir

tain English institutions, thereby establishing
its entire respectability.
The truth is, our township system, for it has
long ceased to be peculiar to New England exceptip degree, was tire accident of an accident.
The poetical boast that “it was brought over
in the cabin of the Mayflower'’ while true
enough in one sense, is lamentably false in the
sense in which it was intended to be taken.
It was neither intended by its first originators
as a copy of any Old World
institution nor as
tho model on which should bo founded a permanent government.
If its originators had
dreamed that they were building after any institution of tho mother country, they would no
doubt have hesitated long before they would
have adopted it. Those early Puritans were
not so greatly impressed with the excellence
of English forms of society and government as
of
their
many
descendants. They had
its bitter fruits. To them
gathered
only
had
been
a
Eugland
harsh
mother.
When they left her shores they went away to
seek cot only a new land but new social and
political conditions. It is true they could not
escape the influence of her thought and her institutions because they could not unmake themselves nor ravel out the tangled web of tbetr
own lives.
Get as far a3 they could, it is evident and natural that they sought as far as
possible to avoid copying her forms and adopting her traditions.
un tne other nana there

no

doubt

that it

forms of

English colonial

government were

re-

garded, and the gradual strengthening which
the need of public defotise imposed, are prime

elements in the formation and preservation of
that system which is the very corner-stone of
our uatioual life.
It was the outgrowth of a
dire necessity aud of the most profound unconsciousness. It sprang from English roots no
doubt. It may even be said to be an evolution
from English institutions, because they who
gave it form were themselves the product of
English life; bat in any proper sense it oannot
be said to be of English growth.—.f. W. Tour-

g(c.

TUB RAILROAD LIAR.

It has always been a source of wonder to me
what a railway corporation expects to gain by
movements of its trains profound
keeping the
mysteries from the traveling public, especially
during periods of sudden emergencies, accidents and annoying delays. The passengers on
the train, the waiting friends and expectant
passengers at the stations are alike snubbed,
misled by evasive replies, or directly and inAll this makes the
tentionally misinformed.
delay doubly exasperating to the waiting people, and it dosen’t move the delayed train a
minute faster and doesn't add to the popularity of the road.
When the recent Hurry tf snow and boreal
winds and Artie cold swept over the land I
waited at a great city station of one of the greatest railroads in America for a train due at 5
o’clock p. in.
I suspected the train would te
late. By diligent enquiry I managed to find
five men in the uniform of the railroad comemployees, who assured me that they
idn’t know anything about that train.
Wei), as a general thing, a railroad man is
not expected to know anything about the trains
on his own road I suppose.
I f that is so, these
five neatly uniformed men in the handsomest
station in America filled the bill to perfection.
That is what the brakeman Melias and conductor Hanford knew, and they have got into
trouble and an indictment for it.
15ut
conunueu my search, and unearthed
oue or two more unarmed specimens of colossal ignorance of all matters remotely pertaining
to the railroad, one of the specimens, the one
with the bluest coat and brightest buttons, expressing great surprise at learning there were
any trains at all on the road that day. Presently I found a liar, who deliberately told me the
express was only forty-five minutes behind
time. I afterward learned that he was not the
regular liar, but was a supernumerary who
was just learning bis business, and only went
on in star parts when the regular liar was sick.
But on this occasion there were so many
anxious people asking questions that the entire
force of liars at the disposal of the company was
on the stage at once, assisted by the full strength
of the entire ballet.
I met most of them. I
found a light comedy liar, who, when I asked
him how much was •'22'’ behind, said it was
all behind the engine.
The sarcastic liar
finished telling a nervous old woman that the
train would ha iu before morning, and then
when I asked him where ii|was now he said
his watch had stopped, and went away to tell
another passenger it would be along in twenty
At last I found the premiere liar,
minutes.
who is never sarcastic, never evasive, always
polite, always direct, and never ill-natured.
He looked me straight i the eyes, aud in tones
earnest with conviction told me at 7.30 p. m.
the train was only one hour late.
He told me
the same thing again at eight o’clock; quietly
and earnestly be repeated this declaratfon at
9.15 p. m.; at 10 20 lie re-alllrmed It; he stuck
to it at 11; when midnight paused in the
Bkyhe called upon the stars to witness that
what he said was true; he stack to it at 1 a.
m.; and at last, at 3 oclock iu the morning,
that train camo in, ten hoars behind time, anil
the premiere liar was still telling the questioning people that it was an hour behind schedule
time.
Now what good did a)! this deceit and misrepresentation do the railroad company? It
didn’t make a pound of steam; It didn’t clear
away a snow-drift; it didn’t deceive the public,
who have come to disbelieve alnftist everything
a station employee tells them about
delayed
trains. It would bo some comfort to a man
train
how
for
a
to
know
about
long he
waiting
has to wait. If he is going to bo ten hoars, he
will go homo and start the next day. And when
a train is ten hours late surely somebody iu the
employ of the company must know something
about it. It is true the employees are pestered
aud bothered by the endless questioning of the
waiting, impatient, restless crowd, but if they
can’t stand questioning they should leave the
railroad and go to work in a powder mill, where
people will not crowd aronnd them and
ask questions
There is need of great reform here, and the people who wait for trains
will rise up and call that railway company
blessed that gives its employees opportunity
and permission to tell the truth about delayed
trains.- Robert J. Burdette.

Sauy’s

Tried for Manslaughter.
In the United States District Court in Boston, Friday, before Judge Webb, James Ross,
a seaman on the schooner John Bird, of Rockland, was tried on an indictment charging him
with manslaughter. Brief mention of the trial was made in onr telhgraph columns SaturThe evidence submitted by the prosecuting attorney, Charles Almy, Jr showed that
while the vessel was in Cienfuegos, W. I., the
defendant while engag d in a fight With George
Dicksou, a shipmate, stabbed him, and death
Thomas J. Morrison, Esq.,
was the result.
appeared for the defeuce, and argued a new
point of maritime law, and, judging from the
verdict, he impressed the jury strongly in his
favor. In an able plea, that was favorably
commented on by a number of leading members of the bar who were present, he set forth
the fact that the vessel being moored to the
wharf lemoved her from American jurisdic-

day.

tion am’, rondered the offender answerable to
He also showed
Spauibh authorities only.
that at the time of the stabbing Dickson was
of strikwith
the
intention
Ross
for
rushing
ing him with a wooden winch Sever, 4 feet long
and 2J iuches in diameter, and the latter in
self defence stabbed him. The jury acquitted
Ou anRoss on the charge of manslaughter.
other indictment, charging him with an assault
with a dangerous weapon, he was found guilty
but as there were shown many extenuating circumstances in his behalf, only nominal sentence will probably be imposed.

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Read Nichols of Lewiston, the young man
who was accidentally shot while gunning in
the lower part of the city, Thursday foie noon,
His wound and
died of bis injuries Friday.
The charge of the
sufferings were horrible.
shot mado a hole in his thigh about an inch in
diameter, and burned aw3y the flesh over a
space as large as a man’s palm on the side it
entered. Where the charge came out, on the
inside of the thigh, it tore away a piece of
flesh measuring several inches either way.
Gov. Plaisted has accepted an invitation of
the Lewiston Zouaves to be present at their
A
drill and ball Tuesday evening, the 11th.
large number of Gov. Plaisted staff officers and
staff
are expected
Chamberlain’s
of
Gen.
many
to be present.
KNOX

COUNTY.

Another woman added to those at the State
Prison last week, making four now boarding at
that institution at the expense of the state.

SYSTEM.

There is no doubt that the township system
of constituent
—the infinite multiplication
democracies—is the keystone of oar American
it is underhow
little
It
is
strange
system.
stood or
appreciated even by those whose
whole political thought has been shaped by its
influences. Neithor its cliarac'.eriaiies our iis
results have ever been carefully analyzed.
Now and then, on tho Fourth of July, ‘Forefather's Day,” and similar occasions, it is
made the subject of vague and extravagant
eulogy. One or two writors who seem to have
been phenomenal iu their power to blunder over the most significant features of the system,
have undertaken to tmee its descent from eer-

is

they had possessed foreknowledge of the fact
that they were framing aud setting the m adsills of a great nationality when they called
their first council of Bafety and held their first
little congress of peers; if they had known its
fntnre as it grew to the dignity of clerk and
moderator, and assumed one after another the
administrative, judicial aud legislative functions of a miniature republic—if they had
known this it i3 more than probable that, honest, God-feariug men as they were, they would
have hesitated, studied, looked backward, aud
instead of allowing the natural instincts of
sturdy, earnest, high-minded men to shape
without restraint a new social fabric they
would have given us a stiff, formal, impractical absurdity like the constitution which John
Locke prepared for the province of Carolina.
It was because they acted without restraint
and provided only for the day that was before
them that they bailded so surely for eternity.
The isolation aud growth which followed, the
jealousy with which all attemps to impose the

OXFORD

COUNTY.

The Norway New Religion has changed its
name to True Religion and its form to IS pages
instead of fonr.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

named Harvey Wallace, only 7
old, arrived in Bangor last week on the
He was
Puliman train from Milford, Mass.
barely able to tell who t e was and that he was
going to St. John. The little fellow had cotne
through without a tioket and had no money to
pay his fare to the eud of bis journey. Bat in
view of the fact that he had got thus far along
A little

boy

years

his way, the railroad men decided to
ward him to his destination.

ou

for-

THE PERUVIAN COMPANY.
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Shipherd

Continues His Narrative

Before the Committee.

MAINE.
The Knox & Lincoln Railroad.
Damabiscotta, April 8.—A meeting of the
committees of the various cities and to*ns interested in the Knox & Lincoln railroad to-day
voted—22 to 5—that it was advisable to sell th%
road to the Maine Central for $1,300,000 in
20-40 bonds, at 5 percent. A sub-committee
was instructed to submit this to the Maine
Central, the latter road having withdrawn all

propositions.
Fire in Thomaston.
Thom Aston, April 8.—The house and barn
of Luman J. Butler, situated on the meadow
road in this town, was destroyed by fire this
afternoon. The household furniture was saved
but a cow and swine were burned. The barn
was set on fire by children playing with matchLoss $000.
es. No insurance.
Suicide.

Gabdinkr, April 8.—During a fit of insanity, John C. Bartlett, one of Gardiner’s best
known business men, committed suicide to-day
by hauging. The deceased was62 years of age,
and leaves a wife and four children.,
Postal

Changes.

Washington, April 9.—Following are the
postal changes in Maine during the past week:
Established—Sound, Hancock county, Susan
D- Murphy, postmaster.
Postmaster appointed—James O'Brien, Milltown, Washington county.

MARINE NEWS.
A Camden Schooner Floated.
Portsmouth, N. H., April 9.- The schooner
Laura T. Chase, of Camden, Me., ashore on
Hick’s Bock in this harbor since Tuesday, was
floated this afternoon and beached for repairs.

NEW YORK.
Extensive Forgeries Discovered.
Albany, April 8.—For several weeks past a
person styling himself Samuel Lewis has been
uttering forged checks drawn upon E. H. BenThe Albany City National
der of this city.
Bank has had about forty of these worthless
ohecks sent from Bocbester, Syracuse, Buffalo
and New York city and New Haven and
The latter placoisnow
Waterbury, Conn.
the field of the forger’s operations.
The Adams Swindle.
New York. April 8.—Superintendent Wallins has beeu in communication with the chief
of the Boston police about the swindlers who
duped Charles" Francis Adams. He took a
picture of Norton, one of the principals in the
swindle, from the rogues’ gallery, and forwarded it to Boston as a means of identificaIt was taken years ago, when Norton
tion.
was arrested in this city for a banco swindle,
but escaped conviction and fled to Boston,
where he has remained ever Bince. His accomplice in the Boston transaction, J. S. Morrison, alias Fitzgerald, is not known to detectives in this city. He is a California man, and
when he came East some years ago, stopped
here for a while, but did not achieve any

notoriety.
Enforcing the Law Against Political As
soclatlons.
The Tribune says: The indictment of Gen.
been quashed, his name
N. M. Curtis has
having been erroneously insisted vs Mehemian
Bat
the prosecution is nor
instead of Nextor.
District Boston Woodford qos
to stop here.
F. N.
P. Wheeler and
has qeen Evvert
Whiteuge, counsel for the civil seiviee
the
it
is
reform
ossociation
practice
a
for
awit
to
his
office
in
new
complaint before proceeding, after
one
indictment has been quashed. Counsel
have, therefore: presented a new complaint to
the district attorney, and the matter will be
brought before the grand jury this month.
Members of the civil service reform association
say they are actuated by no personal motive
against Curtis, but are determined to take
every measure possible to have the law punish-

ing political

forced to its

assessments
full extent.

on

office-holders

en-

WASHINGTON.
Death of Representative Allen.

Washington, April 9.—RepresentaveTbos.

Allen of Missouri, who has been lying ill several weeks in this city, died yesterday morn-

ing.

The remains of Congressman Allen of Missouri were conveyed by special train from
Washington today. Brief funeral ceremonies
were held this forenoon at the Arlington Hotel, at which were present Vice-President
Davis, Speaker Keifer and a large number of
Senators and Representatives and friends of
the deceased. At the conclusion of the ceremonies the remains were taken to the Balti
more & Potomac depot and accompanied by his
family and a Congressional escort, left at 1.30
p. m. en route for Pittsfield, Mass., Congressman Allen’s birth place, where, in accordance
with his last request his remains will be interred.
Probable Mitigation of Sergt. Mason’s
Sentence.
The Secretary of War still refuses to give
An afterout his report on the Mason case.
the following on the
noon paper publishes
of
the
that
It
is
understood
Secretary
subject:
War has recommended a mitigation of Sergt.
Mason's seuce to four or five month’s imprisonment m the regular guardhouse.

REPOET OF HIS
-MR.

INTERVIEWS WITH
BLAINE.

_
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Buildings and Fences Swept Away—A
Number of Fatalities.
Detroit, Mich., April 8.—Further accounts
that
show
thq fcyclone of Thurday night visited
the township of Assyria, Barry county, and
with the same general results of devastation.
Its traok was about 40 rods in width. Mr.
Mead’s two small children are reported killed,
with another badly injured. Charles Reynolds
children
was also killed, and his wife and two
were severely injured. Levi Kenyon was inwere
and
his
buildings
jured, probably fatally,
demolished. This is the third visitation of the
sort in two years in this township. Additional
particulars from Kalamo, Eaton county, state
that a man named Benjamin Conkling was
killed, and his house and barn were wrecked.
Some 10 or 12 other houses and barns were demolished, and the ground was swept clean of
fences and everything else in the path of the
tornado.
A Topeka diBpatch says that the storm in
the vicinity of Chase was a tornado rather
than a cyclone, and that the damage was even
worse than previously reported. Many curious
freaks of wind are mentioned, but remarkably
few fatalities seem to have resulted. Michigan
dispatches estimate the damage done by the
cyclone in Kal imo and Carmel townships at

$50,000

to

$75,000.
THE FLOODS.

Latest Reports from Louisiana.
New Orleans, April 8.—The river is falling
and is now 14 inches below the highest point
The water has fallen over a
of this Beason.
foot in Black River, and 15 inches at Vidalia.
Thought Town is under water 1 to 4 feet. The
waters of the La Fourche and upper Tonsas
are

falling slowly.

to all points, fillThe relief comin
mittee continue active
shipping forage, etc.,
to all sections of the overflowed country.
No mails reach the Teche country, hut the
bulletin
has established
Times-Democrat
boards at Morgan City, Franklin. Jeannette.
New Iberia and Washington, and telegraphs
to those points a synopsis of the daily news.
The Arizona crevasse is now 1,000 feet wide,
The Loudry crevasse will probably be closed
All the crevasses below the
early next week.
city are closed, except at Storey’s.
Rations have been

shipped

ing applications for 15 days.

Decision in an Interesting Pension Case.
A dispatch
Waxerburv, Vt., April 8.
from Washington, says that Harriet Gleason of
Chelsea, Vt., widow of Russell Gleason of the
Twenty-first Regiment Maine Volunteers, has
received a pension of over 51.COO arrears and
It is a test case, ending a long
S8 per month.
controversy between the mother and widow.
The mother drew a pension several years on
the ground that Bussell had obtained a divorce
from Harriet at Cambridge, Mass. Harriet’s
claim was rejected by Bentley, commissioner,
and appealed by Mr. Deavitte, her attorney, of
Montpelier. Vt., to the Secretary of the Interior, on the ground that ihe divorce, being a
mense et tboro only, Harriet was still nis legal
widow, and so it is now he’d, and the mother’s
name stricken from the roll.
—

The Golden City Disaster—Indictment of
the Officers of the Steamer.
Memphis, April 8.—The grand jury of the
criminal court have returned indictments of
involuntary manslaughter against S. C. Meintire, captain, J. N. Bordureut, first mate, J. C.
Hill, second mate, and Wash Smith, colored,
captain of the watch of the steamer Golden
City, which was burned at the wharf here on
the 30th of March. The indictments charge
crim nal carelessness and negligence on the
part of those officers in loading and protecting
the cargo of the vessel.
Another Train Robbery.
Dallas, Texas, April 8.—Six masked men
wont through a passenger train Friday night,
and Santa Fe railroad,
on the Gulf, Colorado

but left without getting into the express car.
after firing at the conductor.
They got about
8400. A party from Fort Worth, with bloodhounds, are in pursuit.

Rumored Death of the Emperor of China
San Fkancisco, April 8.—Hong Kong dateB
of Marcu 14th, per steamer Relgic, state that
there was a rumor at Shanghae, March 4tb,
that the Emperor of China was dead, but it
was not confirmed.

Congress-lst Session.

purchasable man.

The running discussion ensued, in which
members of the committee on the one side and
Mr. Shipberd on the other endeavored to define to their mutual satisfaction the limit of
the inquiry in the matter of any public charges
against Mr. Hurlbut which might have influenced Mr. Shipherd in making his proposition.
Representative Blount objected to admitting
secondary evidence as to Mr. Hurlbut’s act or
character not in any way connected with this
transaction. If this sort of evidence is to be
admitted, evidence on the other side should
be beard also, and as Mr. Hurlbut was dead
and unable to meet his accuser, it seemed to
him manifestly unjust and improper to admit
any such evidence.
Representative Blount, therefore, moved to
exclude this evidence.
After some discussion it was decided to let
the motion lie on the table for the present.
Mr. Rice suggested that it had occurred to
him that the mode of pursuing the inquiry
might give the appearance of a partisan investigation, as thus far the Republican members had occupied about all the time: not that
any complaint bad been made by any member
of the committee, but it had occurred to him
that it would be fairer to allow'some of the
Democratic members to take up the conduct
of the investigation.
The committee desired Mr. Rice to continue.
Mr. Blount remarked that the investigation
was being conducted to his satisfaction. The
chairman stated that he would call upon one
of 'he Democratic members to take up the
case as soon as Mr. Rice had considered the
branch of the case upon which he started.
Mr. Rice resumed with the inquiry, "Have
you any other
correspondence with the
Secretary of State (Mr. Blaine) which has not
been printed?”
Answer—"I have none, with
the exception of one of Dec. 10, 1881, addressed
to Gov. Boutwell, and intended to bo shown
the Secretary of State, whoever it might be,
whether Blaine or
The
Frelinghaysen.”
letter was then put in evidence and read by
the clerk. It was quite long and defended the
writer (Shipherd) from the Secretary’s charges
against him of attempting to bribe Minister
Hurlbut.
■Mr. btnpcerd was asked to state what personal interviews he had with Secretary Blaine,
and replied that he held the first interview
with him on the evening of Oct. 13, and another on the morning of Oct. 11.
Witness then stated at some length the <fircumstances which led up to the first interview,
going back to the dispatches which he (Shipherd) had supposed were sent by Secretary
Blaine to Mr. Hurlbut. These dispatches witness stated were read to Senator Blair by Mr.
Blaine Jane 2, and subsequently Senator Blair
remarked to him, “Shipherd, if you had written the dispatches yourself they could not have
covered the ground more perfectly, particularly the cable dispatch.” Shortly after that witness saw Senator Blair and asked if the dispatches had been sent, and was assured that
they had been, and again a few days afterwards
Senator Blair said to witness, “I have seen the
Secretary and he says the dispatches were Bent
without an alteration of any kind on June 2.
When witness received Hurlbut’s letter, stating that no such letter had been received, he
was much disturbed, and at once sought Senator Blair to find out what it meant. The Senator was greatly puzzled and said:
“Mr. Shipherd, this offects my veracity and that of the
Secretary; I will make this my business to in-

vestigate.”

DEVASTATING CYCLONE.

said "Have received
reply from Mr. Hurlbut
and there is nothing iu your charges whatever.
I knew there was nothing in it, so don’t say
anything more to me on that subject.”
Mr. Rice then askod witness if he had any
further facts to offer to show that Mr. Hurlbut
ever had had any connection with the Credit
Industrial, and received the reply, "I have
not.”
Mr. Kico- Have you any facts to offer to
lead to the slightest suspicion that Mr Blaine
ever had any connection with, or interest in,
the Credit Industrial?
A.—None whatever.
Rice—Have you anything to show that Mr.
Blaine ever had the slightest interest in the
Peruvian Company?
A.—I have never charged him with any connection with, or interest in it either.
Rice—Then what grounds have you for supposing the Secretary ever was favorable to the
a

Washington, April 8.—Mr. Rice resumed
the examination ol Mr. Shipherd before the
foreign affairs committee at 10.30 o’clock this
morning, by asking if he had any further correspondence or interviews with Walker Blaine company?
A.—The manner in which he treated the
subsequent to the writing of the letter read subject, particularly the assurance of Senator
one
that
he
had
Witness
answered
yesterday.
"Blair. Blair frequently told me "Shipherd,
other interview with Walter Blaine at the
you can quote the Secretary freely; quote him
State Department sometime in November last,
a great deal stronger than you have done. You
and that Mr. Trescott was present a part of
can't quote him too strong, but don’t expect
tbs time. Witness here desired to know if the
him tr commit himself in writing; but be sure
exhibits which ho had offered in evidence a
of this, that the State Department is thoroughfew days since (referring to the newspaper
ly with us in this matter.”
charges against Mr. Hurlbut some years ago)
Further questions elicited nothing of particwere to be admitted in evidence as a part of
ular interest other than that the Secretary, in
the circumstances which had influenced him
discussing the Peruvian question evinced a de(Shipherd) in forming his opinion of Mr. sire to have the troubles between Chili and
Hurlbut.
Peru settled as favorably as possible to Pern.
Sir. Rice replied that so far as he was conThe committee then adjourned to 19.30 a. m.
cerned he could not see the pertinence to this
Monday.
investigation of reviewing any matter occurring
years ago, or any newspaper allegations in regard to them.
Representatives Blount and Belmont were of
the opinion that Mr. Shipherd had already
been accorded sufficient latitude in showing
HOUSE.
how he was influenced in writing the letter of
Washington, April 8.
June 2, to Sir. Hurlbut. A general discussion
In his prayer this morning the chaplain
ensued, and the opinion of the committee was
to
referred
the death of William
unanimously expressed in opposition to the touchingly
Allen of Missouri and invoked divine proadmission of campaign matter in the nature
tection upon his family The House went with
of a general attack upon the character of Mr.
committee of the whole, Eobinson of MassaHurlbut.
in the chair, for debate only on the
chusetts
Witness was ashed to proceed, and interpostariff Commission bill.
ed a request to be beard on the question,
After remarks by Mr. Muldrow against the
which was awarded him. With much embill and Mr. Brewer against free trade, the
phasis witness proceeded to state his views. committe rose. Mr. Frost of Missouri announcThe object of bis investigation, as he undered the death of his colleague, Thomas Allen.
stood it, was to make inquiry, first, as to the
He then offered-resolutions of regret and for
missing letter; second, as to whether any Min- the
appointment of seven Representatives and
isters of the United States have been improperthree Senators to superintend the funeral cerein
the
Peruvian
In
interested
Company.
ly
monies which were unanimously adopted.
regard to his own position, witness found himThe speaker, in accordance therewith anself here in a dual capacity—as a witness and
nounced the appointment of the following
As be understood it, the letas a defendant.
to attend the remains to Pittsfield,
committee
the Secretary of State practically
ter of
Mass.: Messrs. Hatch, Frost, Eobinson, Guncharged him (Shipberd) with having attempt- ter, Chalmers, Mills and Aldrich.
ed Vo bribe a Minister of the United States.
The House at 1.45, out of respect to the deThis had arrested the attention of Congress
ceased, adjourned.
and had led to this investigation. He (witMr. Allen’s desk was tastefully draped in
ness) had been very sharply interrogated as to black and decorated with beautiful flowers.
his motives in writing the letter and he deemed it due to himself to be allowed to offer in
evidence in his own defence everything which
THE FLAMES.
led him to form the opinion that Hurlbut was
a

_VVitness continued: “Finally Senator Blair
advised me to come to Washington, bring my
letters and correspondence, and lay the matter
before the Secretary, and in that way we
shonld get at the bottom of it.”
Witness therefore came to Washington and
held his first interview with the Secretary on
the evening of October 13. Witness then detailed what occnrred at this interview, prefacing it with the remark that possibly he might
in some way overrun what was said or do te at
one interview into another.
The Secretary appeared a little Impatient, and as he (Shipherd)
thought seemed to anticipate the object of his
visit. Witness showed him Hurlbut’s letter.
He took it, read it, threw it down and said,
“What’s the matter with thatletter?” Witness
replied, “Mr. Secretary, it disturbs us by what
it does not say rather than by what it does
say.” It discusses Peru and her affairs, but
savs nothing of American interests.
Witness
continued: “I then adverted to Mr. Hurlbut’s
singular conduct in withholding the documents
he had been requested to deliver to Mr. AriMr. Blaine retorted sharply.
zola.
‘What
business have you to make an errand boy of an
American minister?
He would have done
right if be had thrown all your papers into the
fire.’

Witness then told Mr. Blaine what was reported of Mr. Hnrlbut’s intimacy with Suarez;
that they had gone ont together on the steamer; that on arriving at Lima Suarez had placed
at Mr. Hurlbut’s disposal one of the finest
residences in Lima, with a wine cellar exceptionally well stocked, and that Mr. Hurlbut
was occupying it free of expense to himself,
and all had been furnished by the Credit Industrie!. Mr. Blaine laughed incredulously
and said, “Oh, they don’t catch Steve in that
way; if he lives in a fine house he pays
rent for it.”
Witness then said, further, "Well, Mr. Secretary, their intimacy is a matter of public
comment in Lima. They are always together.
Suarez is virtually an inmate of the American
At this, Mr Blaine exclaimed
Legation.’’
with great emphasis, “If all this be true be
must have sold out to the Credit Industrial. I
will go to the bottom of this."
Then, after a
moment, turning te witness, he added, “What
do you want me to do, Shipherd?" Witness
handed him the draft of a dispatch and said:
i’bend that to Mr. Hurlbut.” Mr. Blaine read
t and replied, “No, not that; ’t would raise a
He (Mr. Blaine) then
howl in Congress.”
wrote, resting on the arms of his chair, a disfollows: “The report
substance
as
in
patch,
reaches the State Department that your conduct is such as to lead to the suspicion of improper relations with the Credit Industrie!.
Witness continued, “I
You must stop it.”
heard afterwards, through Senator Blair, that
the dispatch was sent, but the dispatch, which
it appears from the correspondence furnished,
by the State Department, as sent, was very
different from this dispatch, which the Secretary wrote in my presence and read to me.”
Witness further detailed what occurred at
the interview on November 3d. At this interview Mr. Cilley, a
gentleman thoroughly
familiar with the affairs of Peru and Chili
was struck
Witness
was present.
by one remark of.Blaine. The secretary drew his chair
close up to witness and slapping him familiarly said; “do you know Shipherd, you have
something they haven’t all got? That is patience, sir.” I will give you some more advice
for nothing. You have only got to be patient
and you will win your whole deal. Be patient
and you will see Sfar'inez drop into your lap
like an apple. Every time the Chilian minister comes to the department I notice that his
seat is hotter and hotter, and it is the Peruvian
And this,
company that is disturbing him.
said witness, was only thirty days previous to
sending to me the letter of Dec. 3d, in which
he expressed so much indignation.
Witness was
currence at the

aiso
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Great Destruction of Property in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cincinnati, April 6.—A great fire is raging
now at Hamilton, 20 miles north of here.Three
A message
fite engines were sent from here.
just received by telephone says the fire started
at 10.30 to-night in the city building, ou High
street, near the entrance to the bridge over the
It has already consumed the
Great Miami.
oity building and several livery stables, and
under a high wind has got beyond control of
the fire department. It is now, at 11.15, passing in the direction of the Presbyterian and
Baptist, churches, county jail aud post office.
The greatest consternation prevails amongst
the citizens.
LATER.

At 12.30 the following particulars were
learned by a telephone message from Hamilton :
The fire started in a livery stable on
Front street, owned by Wm. Jellison, and the
wind was blowing south. The large hall Agricultural Works are burned, including a number of sream engines owned by Nashville partieo.
The fire then crossed the street, and
burned a livery stable next to the Phillips
The wind shifting to the west, the
House.
O’Brien wheel works and Black & Clamson’s
warehouse, a large, new building, were burned.
The fire then crossing back to the other side of
the street, destroyed a city building owned by
Peter Black, on which there was $3,003 insurance, when the fire department got it in check.
The public records of the city were nearly all
saved. Loss estimated at $40,000.
A Fire Bug in Cleveland.
Cleveland, April 0.—Three incendiary fires
occurred last night in Youngstown, with losses
aggregating several thousand dollars, and the
people of Youngstown are much alarmed. A
week rgo, three other fires were set and they
fear a plot to burn the city.

LABOR TROUBLES.

Fall
Lawrence ana
Elver.
Lawrence, April 8.—The strikers this evening voted almost unanimously not to return
to work on the opening of the .Central Pacific
mills Monday. There was but two dissening
votes. The meeting was largly attended, and
SCO voted.
Fall River, April 8.—It is not probable
now that the Sagamore will start up Monday,
most of the weavers and many of the carders
and other help having secured work elsewhere.
The spinuers will make no further offort lor a
The

Situation at

compromise.

The Carpenters of Brooklyn.
York, April 9.—The caipentera of
Brooklyn to-night votek to strike Jon Monday
iu all shops not paying advance of $3 25 per
Dispite the almost unanimous vote of the
strikers last night it is confidently believed
by the management of the Pacific mills that
enough help will return iuthe morning to start
up at least one thousand .looms in the lower
mill. .The proposition of Superintendent Stone
which was rejected by the strikers at their
meeting yesterday was to the effect that should
they return, and it was found that prices off
ered were too low the schedule would bo reised
Under this schedule its is stated by the coporatiou that weavers would average $30 per month
and from 13 to 15 cents more per cut than paid
at the Washington mills on the same goods,
further that the proposed schedule will yield
them 5 cents more per cut than in any mill in
the country.
Strenuous efforts will be made by the leaders to influence the disaffected strikers not to
return in the morning. The upper mill will
not be opened, but the worsted weavers recently employed thete will be given work at the
lower mill if they desire it. The latter mill
will be opened in any event, and if enough
strikers do not return in a week new help will
be gradually engaged until a full complement
of operatives is secured.
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Three Sisters in Perfect Health Die in
Half an Hour.
Philadelphia, April 8.—An astonishing
case of fatality in which three sisters died with;
in half an honr, was reported to the coroner today. Two of the deceased women, Sarah Wilson, a widow, aged 52, and Mrs. Cynthia Winsmore, 58 years, resided at No. 329 Wharton
street, and the thira, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith, at
1335 South Seventh street. About 10 o’clock
last night Mrs. Winsmore heard a noise in her
sister’s room, and upon entering it found Mrs.
Wilson dying. Medical assistance was promptly summoned and Mrs. Smith also sent for.
The physicians found Mrs. Wilson in a comatose condition and administered ammonia, but
she did not revive and expired in a few minBefore they had recovered from their
utes.
astonishment, Mrs. Winsmore was overcome
and fell to the floor unconscious, and in ten
minutes she died. Ten minutes later Mrs.
Smith, the third sister, was a corpse. The
physicians were nonplused and the greatest
consternation spread through the household.
The only theory upon which the deaths are achat Mrs. Wilson was seized
counted for is
with a congestion chill and died from an atof
which
tack
ensued, and that both
apoplexy
Mrs. Winsmore and Mrs. Smith died from
nervons prostration, which caused attacks of
heart disease or apoplexy. There are no suspicions of foui play as the family lived on most
amicable terms.

RIOTING AND BLOODSHED.
a
Laborers Threaten to Burn
New York Village.
Fokt Plains, N. Y., April 8.—A riot occurAbout 400 Italians
red here this afternoon.
who have been at work here on the West
shore railroad have been waiting for settlement
with the contractors, but not getting their pay
to-day, as expected, they congregated around
the Zoller House, where the contractor was
stopping, and began smashing., windows and
The Grand
shooting revolvers at the house
Army pcs< was called out and dispersed the
had
done
considerbut
not
before
they
rioters,
able damage to the Zoller House. None of
the inmates of the hotel were seriously injured, though some of the Italians were
wounded by pistol shots flred by the inmates of
Trouble is feared to-night, as the
the hoiel.
Italians have threatened to burn the town.
from
neighboring towns has been asked
Help
for, and when it arrives there will he enough
to protect the village.

Italian

Base Ball.
At

phia

Philadelphia—Providence

3

Philadel-

0.

At Worcester—Worcesters 21; Browns 8.

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The steamer Assyrian Monarch arrived at
New York Saturday from London with the
elephant Jumbo on board.
The Z unis leave

day.

Washington

for home to-

Minister Lowcli wag denounced
meeting at Buffalo last night.

at

a

large

It is feared at Gloucester {that two fishing
schooners with twenty-two men on board are
lost.
The Faculty of Dartmouth College have
voted to restore to their class at the beginning
of the Spring term the four Sophomores who
were concerned in the abduction of a Fresh-

Portland Dally Wholesale market.
l’obtland, April 8.
Sugars were quoted Vse off to-day at 10c for grauulated and 9Vic Extra C. Hams are strong and V4c
following are 10-day’a quotations of Flour.
Grain, Provisions. Sc.
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flour.

Washington, April 8.—The bill of exceptions taken in the case of Charles J. Guiteau,
and signed by Judge Cox of the criminal court
have been printed and make a pamphlet of 39
pages. There are 32 exceptions as to matters
occurring up to the time when the case was
given to the jury, and exceptions also to the
rulings of the court denying a new trial, and
overruling the motion in arrest ef judgment.
They may be summarized as follows:
First—On the ruling of the court in allowing
the government to put in testimony as to the
plea of insanity in rebuttal.
Second—On the admission of R. S. McArthur's testimony that the prisoner had obiained 8100 from him on a note, which had not
been paid.
Third—On the admission of the testimony
of Charles Welil that the prisoner in 1872 collected over 8000 for Emil Haas, a client, which
he failed to pay over.
Fourth—On the overruling of the defendant's testimony of Wehl as to conversations he
bad with the prisoner after he had failed to
over to Haas the moneys collected for
im.
Fifth—On the overruling of ^defendant’s
objections to the testimony of D. McLean
Shaw, detailing conversations he had with the
prisoner in 1872 or 1873, in which he (the prisoner) spoke of “sticking” someone with a brass
watch.
Sixth—On the admission ot testimony of
Shaw as to the prisoner’s speaking of borrowing money from Dr. McCarthy.
Seventh—On the admission of the following
question and answer in the examination of Dr.
Fordyco Barker: “Is the habit of boasting of
intimacy with people holding high position
and possessing influence and power, when the
fact is otherwise, any evidence, in your judgment as a scientist, of an insane delusion.”
A.—It is not an evidence of a delusion of an
insane person became it is not the result of a
disease, and insanity is a disease; it is a result
of vanity and self conceit and love of notoriety. These are vices and not diseases.
Eighth—In the admission of the testimony
of Henry M. Collyer, ttiat the prisoner, in 1873
collected, as attorney for Bees, Bros. & Co.,
§17, which he refused to pay over.
Ninth—In allowing J. M. Justice, a witness,
to be asked bis opinion of the prisoner’s power
to distinguish right from wrong, an exception
being made to the answer that he believed
the prisoner able to distinguish right from
wrong.
Tenth—In the admission of the letter addressed to Col. Corkill, submitted December 15
to which the defence objected on the ground
that it was incomnlete, a piece having been cut
ont.
Eleventh—To the admission of the testimony of Annie Dumire, formerly the wife of the
prisoner, that when she lived with (him, from
1869 to 1874, she never saw anything that
would indicate that be was of unsound mind.
Twelfth—To the admissioh of the answer of
Dr. A. McL. Hamilton, as to the prisoner’s
sanity. “I believe the man to be sane, although
eccentric, and to be able to distinguish the
difference between .right and wrong, and to
know the consequence of any act he may be

Eay

doing

Thirteenth—To the admission of the ^answer
of Dr. Hamilton, that there are a great many
medically insane people who do. .not know the
difference between right aud wrong
The fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, seven-

teenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, twenty-fourth,
twenty-fifth, twenty-sixth, twenty-seventh,
twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth exceptions relate to the admission of the hypothetical questions of the government and the replies there-

of various experts.
Twentieth—To the admission in the testimony of Dr. Stevens, who saw the prisoner on
several occasions in jail and conversed with
him, of the question if there was anything in
the statements of the prisoner to indicate that
he was under an insane delusion when he murdered the President, and bis answer thereto,
that he could not take his statement in itself
aud by itself os evidence of insanity.
Twenty-first—To certain questions asked Dr.
O Evereis, who, with other medical experts,
examined the prisoner, as to his .opinion from
that examination aud his answers that he had
an opinion and it was that he was sane.
Twenty-second—To allowing Dr. B. E. McDonald to be asked: “Is an impulse successfully resisted for two or three weeks irresistible?” and allowing the answer to be given: “I
should not consider it so.”
xwenty-tmra—xo allowing tno statement oi
Dr. McDonald to go to the jury, that the newspapers commenced to notice the fact that the
interruptions were only given when the evidence was against him.
Thirtieth—T the r efusal of the court to
strike out from the testimony of Dr. Kempster
“I asked him whether he considered the apostles insane. He evidently discovered the dilemma he was in.”
Thirty-iirst—To the refasal of the court,
while evidence in sur-rebuttal was being offered, to allow defendant to examine but one witness (James Brooks) named in the affidavit of
Mrs. Scoville.
Thirty-second—On refusal of the court to allow Dr. George M. Beard, a medical expert
called by defendants in sur-rebuttal, to answer
(he hypothetical questions.
To the charge of Judge Cox, no less than 36
clauses are made the subject of exception.
to
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Terrorism in Ireland.

THE MURDER OF A WOMAN IN WEST
MEATH LAID AT GLADSTONE’S
DOOR.
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Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
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PORTLANDjApril 8.
Tho following quotation* of Grain wore received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., 167 Commercial street, Portland.
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48% 48ya
72ya 49% 48%
72ya 49% 48%
71% 48% 4 %
71% 48% 47%

at 135.

Foreign Exporta.
CARDENAS. Bark Norton Stover—4522 shooks,
2228 heads.

Receipts
If or Portland,
'or connecting

chandise.

oars

of Maine Central.

Portland, April 7.
27 miscellaneous merchandise
cars miscellaneous mer-

roads 74

Daily Domestic Receipts.

fly water conveyance—1000 bash Oornmeal to G
W. Trno & Oo.
Dry floods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices and
corrected daily by Storer Bros. & Co., Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
unbleached cottons.

Heavy 36 in. 7%@
Mod. 36 in. 6ya®
Light 36 in. 5 |
Pino 40 in. 7%@

8M1 Fine 7-4.14®17
7Vfc Fine 3-4.18g22

Fine 9-4.22®2«
Fine 10-4... .27%®32Mi

6
9

ULISACHUD COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.16
Best 36 In. ,11V4@13
@20
Fine 7-4.19
Vied. 36 in.. 8
@11
@23
.light36in.. 6 <3 7% Fine 8-4.21 @26
Fine 9-4.26
Fine 42 in..10
@30
@14
Fine 10-4 ,.275&@32V4
Fine 6-4.... 11 @17
T1UJ&1.NUS, STU.

llokings,
Best.15

Linus..
»
Corset Jeans_ 7a 8
Satteens. 8® 9Vj
Cambrics. 5@ 6%

@18
@14

Medium... 11
Light_ 8

@10

Denims.12ya@16*6 Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7 *>16
Duoks-Brown 9 @12
Fancy 12Vb@16V4i Twine & Warps 18^28 Va
Batting—Best. ..xiYawijj
Good.. 8Vfc®iri*

Mtock

Dublin, April 8.—Smythe, a West Meath
landlord, who, while returning from church
last Sunday with some ladies was fired at bnt
escaped, while one .of ladies was killed, has
written a letter to Gladstone, in which he says:

“Your pratical adhesion to the principle that
force is no remedy in a case of Irish savagery,
has culminated in making it possible for a land
league association to murder my sister-at-law
I lay the guilt of that deed of
at noonday.
blood at your door in the face of the whole
country, supported as you are by the “no rent”
members of Parliament and their press and some
of he Irish bishops.
The terrorism existing
under the protection of your police is so tremendous, that I know there are but few who
would venture to denounce the murderers had
Were they to do so their
they seen them.
lives would certainly be forfeited, while the
prisoner woo d almost as surely escape after
Mr. Gladstone
the farce of a trial by jury.”
replying, assures Smythe of his heartfelt sympathy and is confident that Mr. Smythe will
readily understand why he does not notice his

..

Summit Branch... HVi
HVi
78
preferred. 78%
Common.. 39%
398/4
[Sales at the Broker's Board. Boston, April 8.
Bath City 6s, 1898..102V8
Portland. Saco A Portsmouth R.R.114
PeDperell Manufacturing Co.1445
Hill Manufacturing Co.101(o>101%
Bates Manufacturing Co.220
Eastern it. K.. 4Vfe8.107
Eastern Railroad. 43
Northern Paoittc

charges.

A Magistrate Denes Assassins.
Major Tra 11, resident magistrate, write
from Claremorris, county Mayo, recommending that certain death shall be the penalty of

all attempts at murder.
He says he has often
been threatened, aDd has been warned that
his assassination was not only planned, but
actually paid for, bat he defies the assassins.
He draws a remarkable picture of the state of
the country. He says he never travels without
the escort of two armed policemen and armed
groom. Counting the Winchester rifle, the revolvers and shotguns of the party, there are 25
rouuds that can be discharged in as many seconds, with 34 iu reserve. His escort search all
the plantations, hedges, &c. on the route and the
neighborhood of his house is patroled all night
by an armed guard, who are provided with dogs
to aid iu the search for explosive and assassins.
Three Arrests in Dublin,
London, April 8.—Three men were arrested
in Dublin today on a warrant from Mr. Foster,
Chief Secretary for Ireland, for treasonable
practices. At the time of these arrests more
concealed arms were discovered.
The English Press Getting “Funny.”
The Observer today referring to the case of
“If Americans are to ask a
Dr. LaniBon says:
respite for Dr. Ltmson because there is evidence in America proving bis insauity, the
English government might with equal justice
demand a respite for Guueau on the ground
that certain persons in England are couvinoed
he is not responsible for the crime be committed.
Foreign Notes.
A dispatch from St. Petersburg says because
of the activity of the Nihilists of Moscow the
question of holding the coronation of the Czar
elsewhere is being seriously discussed.

18c
4

New Y ork Stock and Money
(By Telegraph.)
New York, April 8.—Money closed offered at 4;
last loan at 4.
The following are to day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States 6s, ex .101 Ve
United States 6’a ext.102%
United States new, 4% s, reg.116%
United States new, 4%’s coup.116%
Unite) States new, 4’s, reg....
119%
United States new, 4’s, coup.119%
Pacific 6’b of 96.130
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
Market.

& Alton.
& Alton preferred.

130
150

...

.....

C. B. Quincy... .132%
Erie. 35%
Erie preferred. 73%
Illinois Central*.
134%
Lake Shore*.1 7%
80 %
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central. 80%
Northwestern.128%
Northwestern preferred.138%
New York Central.f.129
Rock Island.
130
Ill
Milwaukee & St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred .119%
Union Pacific stock.112%
Western Union Tel. Co. 83 Vs
*Ex div.
Mining tttocic*.
(By Telegraph.)
San Francisco. April 8 -The following
losing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
( nidorntu

the

are

Best •& Belcher.

5

Kodie.
Ci Virginia...
Eureka..

1

«ouid &

6%
—

Curry.

21%
2%

ftale& Norcroee.
Mexican.
Northern Belle..
Opbir..

1
8

...

8%
3%
1%

Savage

Sierra Nevada
Union Con

8

.........

j*10

Fellow Jacket

1

Gloucester Fisk Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING April 7.
Our quotations are wholesale prices for fare lots
and jobbing lots command an advance on our fig-

ures.

Straight lots of
Georges Codfish—Stock light.
held at $6%(fi)$7
qtl for large
and $4% for medium; New Bank $o% for large
Bank
at
for
>ld
for
$6a$5V«
medium;
and $4%
large and $4% for medium. Shore Codfish, pickled
and
for
for
me$4%
large
cured, nominally, $5%

prime quality

dium.

Cusk Haddock and Hake practically out of the
we quote Pollock $2% 1? qtl; English do

market

$3Vk%$3V>.

Boneless and prepared fish 4ya@6yac $> lb for
Hake and Cusk to 5V4@8 for best oodflsh. Smoked
Halibut out of the market. Smoked Salmon at 18c;
box; No 1 at 16c; tucks 14c.
•Sealed Herring 19c
Bloaters 8»>c & hundred.

Mackerel—Market nominally

at

$20 for 1 s, $12

quote Eastern round $3V4 t* bbl.;
f°Herring—We
do $3%; choice Nova Scotia split at $6;

or-

MINOR TELEGRAMS.

Michael J. Noonan, a liquor spotter, was arrested iu Dover, N. H., Saturday night, for
signing the name of his wife and that of a witHe claims
ness to a deed and other forgeries.
he can explain everything satisfactorily.
Rev. Lorenzo Barber of Troy, N. Y., while
hunting back of West Troy. Saturday afternoon accideulally shot himself while gettige a
fence and soon after.
A Newport, R. I. despatch says Commodore
Luce iB unable to understand the non-arrival
of the United States training ship Portsmouth.
He has her nothing from her since her departure for Hampton Roads.
A wind storm of great violence swept over
Victoria, B. C., Saturday.
Caspar W. Easloy, of Johnstown, Pa., a journalist and lawyer, died yesterday, aged 41. He
was city editor of the Johnstown Daily Tribune since its first issue.
The New York Tribune accuses Jules Guthridge, a telegraph operator, of making public a
private dispatch from Whitlaw Reid to President Garfield, but Guthndge denies the act.
H. Winans, the defaulting ex-city
treasurer of Newark, N J., was admitted to
bail Saturday, in $5,000, to abide action of the
grand jury on a charge of forgery.
Wm.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

Light

FOR

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 10, 1 A. M. )
For New England,
rain or snow, followed by clearing

weather, northeasterly winds, higher baromt
and lower temperature.

ter

split
dinary do $ft; Labrador $6Vi
Frozen Herring—dull ;we quote at 85c i> hundred.
Fresh Halibut—To-day’s sales at 12 and lUo ^ lb
for white and gray.
Trout *14 W bbl; Swordfish at $6@7; Codfish at
*5 Haddock at $3Vk, Halibut Heads $3ya, Halibut Fins $9 bbl, Fins and Napes at $4ya, Tongues
80 Tongues and Sounds at $10; Alewives at $3@
0314 Halifax Salmon $22 for No Is; *20 for 2s;
California do at $16; Shad $10.
gal, crude do at 80c;
Pure Medicine Oil at $ 1
Blackfisb Oil 60c; Cod do 38c; Shore do at 36c;Por-

$12 ^ ton; Fish do $9; Liter do $9;
^Porgte^crap,
Fish skins $16; Livers 30c & bucket.
Uraeetic flhrheu.
Bv Telearaub.)
NEW TORE. April 8.—Cotton closed
for
uplands and at
middling
12 l-16c

middling Orleans.

Thursday at
12 6-16

for

steady; Extra State 6 00
Flour—market
60: choice do 6 76@6 00; extra Western 6 00@
6
latter choice patents;
00@9
00,
60- Minnesota
6 001x5 60; trade brands 6 00
Ohio'shipping extras
low
extras
6 00x5 26; Southern
Louis
26: at
sales for week 99,000 bbls.
0 2 at 3 0"@4 00;
closed
quiet and weaker; No 2
Wheat—market
Red Winter on spot at 1 42; April 1 40@1 41; sales
1
sales
36%
June; 1 24 for July;
at 1 41 for May;
1 1«®1 20 August; No 2 Chicago nominally at 1 30
1
at
tulwaukee
2
33@1 34;sales for the
®1 sT- No
dosed

f6

week 7,604,000 bush.
corn-closed weak at the advance; No 2 on spot
at 81V«(®
at 8*@83c: April at 81%@82%c; May
H1W.C- sales at 81c for June; 81c for July,81% for
Auirust: sales for the week 7.84","00 bush.
oiTS—closed easier: No 1 white 66c; No 2 do at
No 3 White 62c; No 1 Mixed 02%; No 2 do at
No 3 do 61c; sales for the week 1,910.000.
Pork—market closed easier; futures entirely nom60
inal- old mess on spot 16 62%@16 76;new do 17
17 75- sales for the week 3200 on spot,
at
steam
on
prime
spot
easier;
40
11 42X4(3111 45; April at 11 45 asked: sales 11
for
1160
July;
June;
for May; 11 5
11 60@11 66 August.

62o'

rArd-^closed

@@1152%

Tallow—firm 7%@8.
Butter—weaker; creameries 40@42%e.

Cheese firm: State factories at 13%@14.

•

8?—FewSmsin’ess

Havana. April
days during the
week, Easter holidays intervening Sugar market
with
an
Molasses
lively
Sugar 86
upward tendency;
to 89 degrees polarization at 7 a 7*4 reals gold per
arrobe: Muscovado, common to fair 7V2@73A reals;
Centrifugal Sugar, 92 to 90 dog. in boxes and hhds
9V2 9%.
Stocks in warehouse at Havana and Matanzas 60,200 boxes, 96,600 bags and 139,400 hhds; receipts
for the week 8760 boxes, 8,2 O bag* and 14,800
hhds; exports 66u0 boxes, 13.700 bags and 9,9* 0
hh's, including 60 boxes, 9H0 bags and 9Ot>0 hhds
to the United states.
Molasses active. 60 deg. polarization 8ys@9 reals
Jp keg.
Freights active at previous quotations with a fair
demand.
Spanish gold 1.71.
Exchange flat; on United States 60 days gold at
prem; short

E. Libby.

fn Brunswick, March
Miss Nan M. Simpson.

29, Geo. W. Woodard and

DEATHS.
In this city, the 1st inst. Thomas Luby, aged 70
years.
In this city the 8th inst. Edward Barry, aged 58
years.
[Funeral this morning at 9 o’clock, from his late
residence No. 28 South street.]
In this city. April 7, Mrs Mary Bailey, widow of
the late Samuel Bailey, aged 86 years 4 months.
[Funeral this afternoon at 1 o’clock, at the residence of her son. Capt. Harrington, Ferry Village.
In this city, April 8th, of pneumonia, Sammie E.
Kenn&rd *ged 4 years and 10 months.
[Funeral Monday 2 p. m at No. 144 Federal st.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.]
In this city, April 9, Charles II. Farris, aged 53
years.
[Not ce of funeral hereafter.;
At the Hospital. April 8, Edward Wyrus. son of
Charles A. and Mary L. Tracey, aged 4 years 9 days.

copy.]
Scarboro, April 8th, John

[Halifax
In

papers

H. Small, aged 84

years 9 months.
Boston papers please copy.
In East Fryeburg, Nov. 26, Mrs. Hannah, widow
of the late Rev. John Pike aged 86 years 11 mos.
In Brunswick, March 30, Jacob Pennell, aged
75 years.
In Brunswick, April 2, Mrs. Deborah Jonos, aged
99 years 9 months.
In Brunswick, April 4, Walter E. Curtis, aged
23 years.
In Lynn, April 2, Fernandez S. Libby, aged 25
years,—son of the late Capt. Thos L. Libby, of Port•
land.
a

_

MAILING DA1SOFMTEATIMHIPM.
FOB

Accapulco.New York..Panama.Apl

10

York..Liverpool....Apl 11
John,PR Apl 11
Alpin.,.New
Parthia.New York..Liverpool... Apl 12
.Liverpool....
Apl 13
Brooklyn.Portland
Lessing .New York. Hamburg-Apl 13
Brussels....New
York..Liverpool... Apl 13
Cityof
British Empire_New York..Havana.Apl 13
Ailsa.New York.. Port Prince.. A pi 14
Balcarres.New York..Laguayra ....Apl 16
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool—Apl 15
Furnessia.NewYork. .Glasgow.Apl 16
.New

Abyssinia.

York..St
..

Prussian.Boston.Glasgow.Apl
Atlas..Boston.Liverpool—Apl
Saratoga.New York Havana.Apl

Bermuda.New York..St Kitts.Apl
St Germain .New York. .Havre.Apl

Scythia.New York..Liverpool—Apl
Circassian
.Portland.. ..Liverpool.... Apl
City of Para..New York..Aspiuwall.... Apl
Parisian.Boston.Liverpool... .Apl
Toronto. .Portland....Liverpool....Apl
Colon.New York..Aspinwall....Apl

15
15
15
16
19
19
20
20
27
27
29

MINI AYCRE ALMANAC.APRIL 10.
......5 25 High water,,p<a>. 4.J5W
Sunrises.
0.40
Sun sets..6 38 I Moon riaes.
...

MARINE

NEWS.

PORT OP

PORTLAND.

Steamship
Henry Fox.
Brig Mary C Mariner, Jones, boston, to load for
Cuba. To B Webster.
Scb Ann* D Price, Nightingale, Plymouth—nails
to

to N M Perkins.
Scb Golden Eagle,

Hinckley, Addison—potatoes

to

Hodgdon.Bros.
Sch Victory, Hatch, Pemaqid.

San Francisco. (Dec 8.)

Aspinwall

At at

Jacksonvil'e.

Emery.

Brig Castalia, Jackson Kennebec, to load for
Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Joshua S Bragdon, for Bergen Point, NJ—
John Main.
Sch Casco Lodge, Dyer, New York—R Williams,
Sch Hyue. Marr, New York—Rumery, Blrnie&Co
Sch United States, Sawyer, Addison—N Blake.
Sch Collector, Feariby, Eastport—N Blake.
Sch Sarah Louise, Hickey, Calais—N Blake.
Sch Chalcedony, Bryant. Machias—N Blake.
Sch Tiara, Chatto, Brookin—N Blake.
Sch Capitol, Gamage, Bristol—N Blake.
Sch Cinderella, Webber, Round Pond—N Blake.
Sch Pearl, Anderson, Port Clyae—N Blake.
Sch May Snowman, Oliver, Bath—N Blake.
Scb Jas Barrett, Jones, Cousins River, to load for
New York—Orlando Nickerson.
SAILED— Barque Elliott Ritchie; schs Elva E
Pettingill, Lizzie Dewey, Samuel McManemy, J S
Bragdon, and others.
SUNDAY. April 9.
Arrived.
Steamer Hercules, Pendleton, Philadelphia—coal
to Eastern RR.
Brig Ida. (Br) Smith, St John, PR-sugar to Geo
S Hunt & Go.
Scb Kioka, Alley, Boston.
Sch Afton, (Br) Watts, St John, NB—lumber to
M P Emery.
Sch Game Cock, Robinson, Calais for-.

SAILED—Brig Castalia.
Launched—At Bath 6th, by Deering & Donnell,
aechrof 120 tons, (carpenter’s measure) designed
for the fishing business. Owned by B Maddox & Co,
Gloucester.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Wm H Jordan, which has been in the dry
dock for a month past has completed repairs to bottom and is ready to come out. AO that remains to
be d04e now is to build a new bouse forward and put
in a foremat. Expense of repairs will be less than
first estimate.

DOMEMTIC POHT«.
PORTLAND, O-Cld 3d, ship Storm King, Reed,
Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Ar 3d, schs E O Allen, Meady,
Wiscaesei; Lizzie S Haynes, Gamage, do.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 3d, brig Henry C Buckram,

New Orleans.
NEW ORLEANS- Ar 3d, barque Hattie G Dixon,
Yates Cardenas; sch Levi Hart. Giles Boston.
Cld 3d. brig A J Pettengill, Dewey, Pensacola.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 3d, sch Northern Light,
Ross. Baltimore.
Ar 4tb, seh T H Livingstone, Hodgdon. Belfast.
Cld 4th. sch Ira D Sturgs. Hodgdon, New York.
SATILLA RIVER—Sid 4th, sch Carrie S Bailey,
Higgins. Bath.
DARTEN—Cld 3d, brig Mary Stewart Coombs, for
New York; Lucia Porter, for Wilmington, Del.
Ar 7th, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, Baltimore.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 6th, barque J W Dresser,
Brown, Bull River.

Harrington.

WILMINGTON, NC-Ar 6th, barque Grenada,
Curtis, St Thamas.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 6tb, barque
Martha A McNeil, from Baltimore for San Francisco.
Passed out 6th, barque Lilian, from Baltimore for
Havana; brig Mary C Haskell, from Alexandria for
Matanzas.
Ar 7 h, brig Eugenie, Roberts, from Cape do Vertls
for Boston.
BA LTLMORE—Cld 6th, sch D S Williams, King,
Boston.
Sid 6th, sch Electric Light, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, ship E W Stetson,
Hammond, Bremen.
Cld 6th, barque Reynard. Emery. Boston.
Ar 7ih. brig oohanna, Ray. Cardenas; sell Enos B
Pbillipps, Kennebec; steamer Perkiomeu, Miller.

Portland.
WILMINGTON,DEL— Ar 6th, sch Freddie L
Porter. Kennebec.

NEWCASTLE—Passed down 6tb, ship Harvester,
for Tacoma,
Passed down 7th, brigs Antelope, for Cardenas;
Clarabelle. for Trinidad.
Sid Im Delaware Breakwater 7th. brig L F Munson, for Sagua; sebs Grace Bradley. Senator Grimes,
Augusta O Gross, Georgie D Loud, Alfred Keen,

Wm

Wiokford.
gCld 7th, ships Jas Drummond, Curtis, San Francisco; Sachem. Merrimau. do; Alhambra, Dow, for
Bremen; schs Storm Petrel. Herrick, for Baracoa;
ben H King, Bunker, do; OUve Avery, Bishop, for
Portland; Louisa Wilson. Alley. Boston.
Sid 7th, brig Mary Bartlett, for Cienfuegos; Annie

R Storer. for Cardenas.
Passed the Gate 7th, sens Teiuman, irom c tors
for Portland; AK Woodward, do for Providence;
Veto, Hoboken for Boothbay; I> G Floyd, do for
Camden; D Sawyer, Hoboken for Salem; Florence
P Hall, Weehawkeu for Boston; Mary, Kondout for
Portsmouth; John Somes, EiizabetbjKjrt for Portland; Alligator, Port Johnson tor Saco.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 7th, schs Lucy Wentworth,
Hibbard. Calais; William Pickering Bellatty, Ellsworth; Waterloo, Jordan, do for Pawtucket.
FALL RIVER—Sid Cth.scb Maud Malloch, Wilbur. New York.

PAWTUCKET-Ar 7th, sch Waterloo, Jordan,
Ellsworth.
NARRAGANSET— Ar 7th, schs Abby K Bentley,
from Belfast for Jacksonville; Mary Eliza, Providence for New York.
Sid ,6th. schs Harbinger, Wentworth, NYork for
Boston; Savannah, Atwood, do for Cambridge; Wm
Lee, Boothbay for Philadelphia; Speedwell, Rockland for New York.
In port 7th, sch Elizabeth D’Hart, Low, New
York for Boston.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 6th, schs Marshall Perrin, Packard, fm Elizabothport for Boston, (or Portland); Ned Sumter, Snow, Rockland for New York;
Wild Pigeon, and H M Buell, from Gun Point for
Philadelphia.
HYANN1S—Returned Oth, sch Wm C Pendleton,
for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 7th. sobs Wm Butman, Morrison,
Elizabethport for Newburyport; Mentor, Hinkley,

492 & 494
aP3

Special Notice.

YOUR OLD)
CLOTHES!

Can be

Dyed

beautifully

Cleansed

or

and Preaaed

by Tailor*#
A*reN#»ea, at a trifling
expense, and

QtJOTATONg

—

A2vD

FOSTER’S

—

for

.$4.85
Victoria Sovereigns
Spanish Doubloons. 15.50

Mexican & So. Amr. Doubloons. .16.45
4.70
German Twenty Mark.
Canada Notes. .99%
B.
&N.
S.
Notes.99
N.
American Silver % and % Dollars.99%
.96
Canada Silver
English Silver, per £. 4.75
L
Trade
ollars.98
.87
Mexican
Prince Edward Island notes...98
Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
in any of the principal Cities On the Continent of

ex-

pressed C.O.D.

Ladies

J. B. Brown & Sons.
paying

Congress St.<lfc»

We would call special attention to the Anmwwhich appears in our columns to-day
or«’ ftolic
with reference to Taxes, that all persons Interested
may comply with the tenor of such notice, particularly the clauses with reference to the U. S. Gov
ernmeut Bonds, Deposits in Savings Banks and
abatement of Taxes, and thus save hard thoughts
and possibly hard words, when too late.
mar 31
dtapl6sn

FINANCIAL.

are now

shown.

Card, Foss,

ell, of Machiaa.
April 5 lat 41 02, Ion 60 36, brig Ida. from Porto
Rico for Portland.
April 4, lat 34 41, Ion 73 43, brig Daisy Boynton, of Eastport.

We

ever

ship Florence, Leonard,

NPOKEN.

SPECIE

have

we

ship Belvidere, Jordan,

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves clcanet

jan23

..

every day at 10 cent*

perj^air

i

..

Europe.

Highest price paid for Sterling Bills on London.
Government Bonds and good Local Securities
bought and sold direct or on commission, at the most
favorable

HOSIERY.

mar!7eo<ltf

rates._

BOMBS
FOB

April Investments.
7’s
7’s
6’s
6’s
5 1-2’s
“
*
5’s
Akron, Ohio,
6’s
Portland Water company
6’s
Akron, Ohio
7’s
Maiue Central E. R.
6’s
R
Portland & Ogden»bnrg R.
)
6’s
R.
R.
New York & New England
6’s
Southern Pacific R- K.
(Payable in Gold Coin Secured by Land Grant and

City“of Chicago,

•

•
CleveUud
“
Su Louis
County of St. Louis
City of Fort Wayn*>, Indiana,

■

■

We

pared
fine

now

are

to show
line of

a

prevery

Cotton,

Lisle, and Silk Hosiery
for Ladies, Misses and
Children.

Sinking fund.)

Bank Stocks Wanted.
II. M. PAYSON & CO.
32 Exchange Street,
POBTLAIVP.oodtf

ap3

WALL STREEr OPERATIONS.

Banking House

The old-established

JOHN A. DODGE &
No. 1£ Wall

Street,

New

ot

CO.,

INVESTMENTS.
Evansville, Indiana.6s

Androscoggin & Kennebec 1st Mortgage..6s
Leeds & bariiiiugton 1st Mort.6s
Portland & Ogd ns burg 1st Mort.6s

Northern Pacific 1st Mort.6s
New York & New England 1st Mort.6s
Railroad Equipment Co
.6s
Maine Central R. R Co. Consol.7s

Stocks bought and sold at New York, Philadelphia and Boston Stock Exchi\pge9. Members of
Boston Stock

Exchange.

& Moulton
WoodburyExchange
Sts.,

Corns

Cure Your
BT U8INO

York,

Buy and sell all active stocks on three to five per
cent, margin. They send FREE their
“WEEKLY FINANCIAL REPORT,”
Showing how large profits can be made on iuvestmeiits of $ IQ to $1 ,i»OQ.feblS eodlyr

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Com, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Entirely harness; is not a caustic.
It removes Com*, Warts, Bunions
without leaving a bi»~,j8h.
Brash for

applying

Callous

and

U. each bottle.

CURB IS OVABjATTiritn

tST-i'

mo

For sale t, all Druggists.
Price J5 cents.
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testily to lb value.
A sU for Schlotterbeck’s Cora ibid Wart
Solvent and take

no

other.

nov2i>

radtf

turner bros:
hare

now

open anil ready for

inspection

Cor. Middle &

eodtf

dec 31

BOKTDS.

Ladies’, Misses’and Children’s

6s
Portland Water Co., 1st Mort.
5s
Cincinnati,
6s
Cincinnati,.-7s
C<**k County
.7s
Evansville lnd.,

GARMENTS,

--

--

--

--

Chicago,

--

--

--

Maine Central R. R Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
-son SALE BY—

SWAN &

--7s
7s
6s

Consisting of

6s
Coupon,

BARRETT,

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
mch7

Talmas; Visiles,

eodtf

Portland Safe

Dolmans,

Jackets,

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Deposit Co., Fichus, Ulsters, &c.

Chartered in 1875 by the Legislature of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of
VALUABLES, and the RENTAL
of SAFES in its FIRE nnd
BURGL4B PROOF
VAULTS.
Directors. John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H. ». Libby,
Jacob McLellau, Philip II. Brown, Edward A.
Noy^s, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweat a«l of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan, Anson P. Morrill, Au-

IN

LACE, SILK RHADAMES,
Brocade and

Satin

Cloth Materials.

Prices from $3.00 to $60.00.

gusta, Joseph Dane, Keunebnnk.

Rental of Safes in .Vault, §10 to §75 per
ts at moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address

Special depos

year.

New Styles
Also

a

being_Constantly

Received.

New Stock of Laces, Dress

SWEAT, Src’y nnd Treas.,
Trimmings, Buttons and Hosiery'
87 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Desirable
mar30
eodly | in all the New and

WILLIAM

from.Philadelphia

and Wm WiLon.
NEW YORK—Ar 7tb, schs Wm H Sargent. Low,
Jacksonville; schs Alice Oakes, Merrill, Portland;
Nautilus, Tollman and Lsonessa, Henderson. Rockland; A Tirrell, Kennebec; G M Brainard. Kenniston. Vinalhaven for Philadelphia; Star, Bray, from

Children's Garments

02, Ion 62 40, brig Ellen M Mitch-

lat 34

6.

We shall exhibit a great
variety of Styles in Black
Cloth, Satin de Lyon. Kliadarnes and Silk Dolmans,
Talmas and Mantles, Light
Cloth Jackets, Dolmans and
Ulsters, and the most complete line of

At Vfatanzas Mch 31st, barque Fannie H Lorlng,
Soule; Nellie Brett. Davis, ana R A Allen. Tarr. for
North of Hatteras; Minnie Hunter, Lathwaito, for
New York: Eva H Fisk, Newell and Syra, Pettinglli. for North of Hatteras; brigs Wapita, Peters,
do: Clara M Goodrich Look, fo» New Orleans: Tenerift'e. Tracy; Edw H Williams, Gould, and Jennie
Hulbert, Sparks, disg; sebs F L Kicuardson.Bel&no,
for North of Hatteras; Eagle Rock, Hammond, and
John Bird, Smith do; Canton, Henley, and Seth M
Todd. Norwood disg.
Sid fm Cardenas Mch 28. barque Josie Mildred,
Ginn, Delaware Breakwater ;
brig Gij)sy Queen,
Chandler, do; sebs John H Converse, Leighton, do;
Mima A Reed, Nash, Portland.
In port Mch 31, barque Nicola, Smith, for Delaware Breakwater; brigs Atlas, Gray;
Geo E Pale,
Pierce; H B Cleaves. Charlton; John T Ives. Mcsebs
from
Eva
Portland;
May, McDuffie,
Kenzie,
and Maggie Dalling, from Phil delphia.

April 1,

—

inst, barque Florence

26th, sell

Mch

ON

Thursday, April

AtB^parture Bay Mch 25, ship St Lucie, Rivers,

for Wilmington, Cal.
Arat Victoria Mch 28,
Wilmington, Cal.
Ar at Glasgow 6th ’inst,

Cleared.

Barque Norton Stover, Henley, Cardenas—Issac

—

San Francisco: Adam M Sin peon.Call, for Victoria;
Wm J Rotch, Bray, for do; barque* Edwin Reed,
Gilmore, for Portland, O; Wakefield, Crowell, for
do; W H Be«se. Baker, unc.
At Manila Feb 24, barque Cbas Stewart, Powors,
dicg, and others.
Ar at Gaboon Feb 13th, barque Cardenas, Yates,

■

SATURDAY, April 8.
Arrived.
Eleanora, Bragg, New York—mdse

GARMENTS

FOREIGN POKTN.

Lagos.

OF

LADIES’ AAD MISSES’

Shanghae Feb 27th, barque Fred P Litchfield,
Spaulding, for New York.
Shi fm Hiogo Feb 25, ship Charter Oak, Gilkey,
Hong Kong.
At Hong Hong Feb 21. ships Oneida. Carver, for

j

In Saco, April 1, Elijah B. Emmons of Saco and
Frances E. Clinton.
In >uco, March 11, Frank H. Richards and Rosie

—

At

Ar at Port Natal prev to 1st
Bearse, Boston.

MARRIA6EM.

OPENING

for Boston.

sight do6Vfc@7.

NOTICES

SPECIAL

PORTSMOUTH- Sailed 8th, schs Fannie Berry,
Eastport for New York; Cynosure, Camden for Boston; Uncle Sam. Rockland for do; Hyena, do for
Fall River; Granville, Rockland or Boston; Katie
Mitchell, Bath for New York; R D Rhode Rockport for Boston; Edward Frank. Bristol for Boston;
Fred Gray, Portland for New York; Sarah Hotchkiss, Belfast for Boston; C II Spofford, and H Curtis, Calais for do; Yankee Mai<1, Rockland for do;
Chase, do for New York; Maria Louise, Wiscasset

Havana Market.

5@66%

New York; J C Ilarraden, Strout. and Revolution,
Dawes, Machias; Hero, Lane. Win ter port; Mary
Eliza, Bullock, Belfasti Ripley. Beal. Camden: An*
telope Banks. Camden; Diadem Fuller. Ihomoston; Edward & Frank. Bowman, Bristol; Sarah
Hill, Gott. Or land; J H Miller, Paterson, Wiscasset;
Kate Mitchell, Oliver. Bath.
Cid 7th, sens Watchman, Tracy. Parrsboro; B L
Burt, Lunt, Kennebec; American Team, Handy, for
Boothbay; A E Kranz. Pervere. Bangor, to load for
New Orleans; J L Newton, Stover, Kennebeo.
Sid 7th, barque John C Smith.
Ar9tb, sclis Victor Puig, Harris, Baracoa; Live
Yankee. Lakeman, Grand Menan; Carrie E Spofford, Haskell, Calais; Flavilla, Blake, Rockport;
Uncle Sam. Shaw, Rockland.
Cld 9th, brigs Sullivan, Perry, for Porto Rico;
Georgia, Roberts, Portland; Jennie A Cheney, Arey,
Ponce; sobs Navariuo, Foss, Quaco; Eva L Ferris,
Soule. Savannah; Messenger, Falker, Beaufort, 8C;
Lulu. Baker, Kennebec, Montana. Brown, and Thus
Borden. Churbuk. do; John Williams, Pierce, do;
Helen Mar, Low. Carver’s Harbor; Lucy Graham,
Smith, Kennebec; Sandusky, Wbitney, Wiscasset;
Virginia, Burgess, Rockpcrt; DH Locke, Chase, for
Bay View; Plymouth Rock, do.
SALEM—Ar 7th. sebs Ella Brown, from St John
for New York; Lizzie, do for do; H S Boynton. New
York for Bangor; Lookout, Wareham for Pembroke
H Curtis, Calais for New York; Edw Stanley, Camden for New York; Carrie L Hix. Rockland* ior do;
Idaho, do lor New London; John Girard, fm do tor
Fall River; Maggie Belle, do for New Bedford. Lizzie Cochrane, Friendship for New York; Rosie &
Adra, W: casset for Bristol; Fred Gray, Portland
for New York

Receipts 13,o00; shipments 0,000 bush.

flariu-t.

The following quotations of stocks arc received
and corrected dally by Woodbury A Moulton (members of the Boston Stock Exchan rs), comer of Middle and Exchange stree *
Opening. Closina.
Boston Land.
7%
7%
6 Vi
Water Power...
6Vi
6
5
Land.
Aspinwall
25
Flint A Pere Marquette common
24Vi
101
O. S. A Clev. 7s.101
Hartford A Erie 7s. 60
493/4
90
A.T. AS. F..l90Vs
146
Boston A Maine.145Vi
96
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred. 96
62
6< 'Vi
L. R. A Ft. Smith...
A
65
Ont.
67
Marquette,IHoughton

Chicago
Ohioago

Chicago, Apill 8.—Flour steady. Wheat lower;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 34 Vi® 1 36 cash; 1 35%
®1 36 forApril; 1 26%@1 25% foi May; 1 24%®
1 24% for June; 1 21 %@1 21% for July; No 3 do
I 08@1 10. Com generally lower fit 1(9 a72Vic for
cash; 69Vic for April: 73%c for May;71Vi@71%c
for June; and July; rejected at 71Viic. uats are
generally lowei at 47@49%c foreash; 48%c for
for Mav; 47 %o for June; 44Vic for July. Eye is
Pork is
weak at 81®83Vie. Barley steady 1 05.
lower at 17 46® 17 60 cash;17 40® 17 46 forApril;
17 42%@17 46 May; 17 66 for June; 17 86 July.
Lard firmer at 1110®ll 12Vi for cash; 11 17Vi®
@11 20 for May; 11 32%@11 36 for June; 11 46®
II 47Vi for July. Hulk Meatelhigher; shoulders at
6 85; short ribs 10 00; short clear 10 26.
Eeoo.pts- 9,600 bbls nour, 16,000 bush *hcs‘,
49.C0<:| bush corn, 66,000 iutl| Oats, 1400 bi Ih
rye 18,000 bash barlt y.
■*ho meute 8 000 bbls Hour, 0,600 bush wheat,
360,000 bush corn, 101,000 bush oats, 10 0 bus!
r o 10,000 bush i«rley
Wheat weak;
ST. Louis, April 8 —Flour steady.
No 2 Red Fall at 1 29%@1 30 for cash; 1 82@1 33
for May; 1 21% June 1 08 July; No 3 at 124®
1 27%; No 4 at 1 15 bid. Corn higher at 73c cash;
71%o for April; 72%c May: 71%c June; 72Vic
for July. Oats lower at 63c cash 39Vic July. Poik
stronger at 17 90 asked cash. Lard dull 11 16.
Receipts—9,00* | bit nour 25,OOt -nub wm at,
79.0* 0 cash eira, 29 000 bush oat*. 0,0'J lus rye,
00 000 bush barley.
Shipmcnts-9,000 bbls Hour, 17,000 bush w eat,
90.tiOO bush oora, 3,000 bush oats, 1,000 las
Bariev. 1.000 bnsh rye.
Detroit, April 8.—Wheat firm; No 1 White spot
1 28 bid; April at 1 29% ; May at 1 29% hid, 1 30
asked; June at 1 27%: July I 23.

FROM

Deer Isle Mining Company.
Twin Lead.

man.

Arthur Muller of the Central Bank of Indianapolis, Ind., is a defaulter to the amount of
$30,000. Saturday the directors closed the
bank.
Starr H. Amblor, treasurer of the New York
College of Pharmacy,is under arrest for embezzling ¥7000 of the funds ot ths College.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

higher.

New

auumw w

interview. The subject of a
possible American protectorate over Peru was
Mr.
mentioned and
Cilley was asked what he
thought of it, and replied “ninety per cent of
the Peruvians would hail it with the liveliest
satisfaction.” At this, Secretary Blaine with
earnestness said, “Shipherd, can’hyou get Calderon to send up a deputation? If heshould send
three of hie host men hacked up with a strong
eudorsemant of the sentiments of leading men
of Peru, it would well be worth his while.
Congress could then learn from them the true
sentiment of the people of Peru.”
Witness next met Blaine on the train to
Philadelphia, a few days after this interview.
He (Shipherd) asked him familiarly and confidentially, his opinion of the fitness of two gentlemen (ex-Senators of the United States) to
be sent to Lima as commissioners of the Peruvian Compauy, and Mr. Blaine said, “Shipherd, they ar, the best men in the country for
that mission. Don’t fail to secure them.”
Recurring to the dispatch Mr. Blaine had
sent to Hurlbut relative to his supposed connection with the Credit Industrie!, Shipherd

THE ASSASSIN.

said, subsequently meeting Blaine, be (Blaine)

MUNICIPAL
-AND

Railway

—

Bonds

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations from New
Stocfc Exchange.

SAMUEL

488 and 490

Easter Cards, Easter Cards,
EASTER CARDS.

Street.

Clews &

Congress Street.
sndtf

ap4

EASTER CARDS,

aodtf

Ibankin^cl+OUSE^

Henry

TURNER^ BROS.

Fork

HANSON,

Middle

194

oct8

Styles.

Co.,

«

HOYT, TOGO k DONUM'S,
No. 191 Middle Street.

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR

TO

THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

Stocks and Bonds bought and fold only on comDeposits received.
mission for cash or on margin.
4 per cent, allewetl on all daily balances. Members
and
the
Chicago Board of
of N. y. Stock Exchange
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
janSleoiltf
S. n.

NILES,
Advertising Agent,
BOSTON.
TBEldONT ST.,
Contracts for Advertisements in Newspapers in all
cities and towns of tbo United States and the
BritishProvlnces.

A CHOICE VARIETY,’ PRICES SATISFACTORY.
d3t
ap7

JUST
lOOO

ARRIVED
BUSH f!i.S SCOTCH

Champion

Potatoes,

10(H) BCS1IEM IB1SB

Shamrock Potatoes,
Good for Seed Potatoes, for sale bj
W. BEST,
MARTI
mhSOdl’w
:ta Tree Slreel, I*«rllau«l, Me.

TTTID

PRESS.

^

OBSERVANCE

ITS

MOJiDAY MOKNIXttt APRIL 10.

IN

PORTLAND

CHURCHES.

THE PBES3
,>av Be obtained at tho Periodical Depots of N. G.
FeS'Oiiden. Marquis, Brunei A Co., Andrews, Armstrong Oor, Wentworth, Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland,
Bobori Costello, Boston A Maine Depot, and
(Jhisholr -Bros., on aU trains that run out of the

Description of the Floral Decorations.

A

How the Festival was Passed in

City Yesterday.

Small A Co.
C*2uburn, Willard
F. Pierce.

Angusta,
Bangor, J. H. Babb A Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Biddoford, F. M. Burnham.
Jellerson’s Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Ouiu wrland Mills, F. A. VerrtU.
DamariscoUa, E. W. Dunbar
Freei>ort, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeliarg, H. C. Harmon and Shirley A Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmor A Co.
Gotham, J. Irish.

Hallowed,

Easter was observed very generally by the
religions societies in Portland and vicinity yesterday. It is bat a few years since notice of
the great festal day was taken by only the Episcopal, Catholic and liberal denominations.
Nowall creeds uuito in offering jprayers of

thanksgiving, hymns of ipraise, and bringing
beautiful floral gifts in honor "of the occasion.
It may be interesting to our readors to know

Spaulding.

O. L.

Lewiston, Chandler A Estes.
Lisbon, O. E. Judkins.
Mechanic Fads A. W. Bridge, F. A, Midett,
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

0. Andrews.
Sabattns, E. H. Johnson.
Bacoarappa.at the Post Office.
Saco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
VinaJbaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. BUss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiseasset. Gibbs A Bundle*.

that this Christian festival will not fall on the
9th of April again until 1944, when the great
majority of those now livingwill have been gath-

Rockland, (h

ered to their fathers. Easter fell on April 9th,
1871. In 1886 it will fall on April 25, its latest
possible date, the first time it has occurred
since the introduction of the new style in 1752,
and it will not occur again on that date until

Kendrick,

Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmouth, o. E. Coombs.

CITY AND

^

VICINITyT

ADVEBTISB1MHNT8 TO-DAY.

NEW

ENTERT .INMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Miss Genevieve
Gilber -Closing Assembly.

Ward.

Hospital Concert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Horatio Staples—Boys’ Shirts.
School Supplies—F. E Pray.
Bargains— >»eu, vtoore&Co.
Engravings

and

Etchings—H.

The afcould not wholly overcome.
ternoon proved cloudy and drear with an occasional dash of sunshine. There was the usual
rush to the various churches to inspect the

Certificate.
“I have used Burdock's Blood Bitters with
great benefit for Indigestion and constipation
of the bowels.”
C. L. Easion,

“Hamilton, Out."
dlw

The pleasures of the table cease,
Whene’er the teeth begin to fail;
The beauties of the mouth decrease;
The broath’s no more a spicy gale;
And nil must soon in ruin lie,
Unless to SOZODONT we fly.

“Facts are stubborn things,” and it is a fact
that Adamson’s Botanic Balsam has performed
more genuine and
permanent cures thau any
Cough remedy on this or any other continent.
Try it for 10 cents. Regular size, 35 and 75
anrlO-MW&S&wlw

If you feel oppressed, discouraged, or out of
sorts, Wheat Bitters will relieve 99 out of 100
It is the great brain, blood and nerve
cases.
food.
aprlO-eod&v lw
Old Nurse.
Forty Years’ Experience oj
MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP is
the prescription of one of the best female physicians and nurses in the United States, and
an

has been used for forty years with never failing
by millions of mothers for their children. It relieves the child from pain, cures
dysentery and diarrhoea, griping in the bowels,
and wind-celic. By giving health to the child
success

it rests the mother.
a bottle.

Price Twenty-five Cents
decSS,M&W &wl v49

Haepbb’s Bazah.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Nv G. Fessenden, Lancaster
Hall and D, Wentworth, 553 Congress, corner
of Oak street.

Municipal Court.
BSFOHK .rCDOK

floral decorations which were in all cases appropriate, and in several very handsome.
There was not so profuse a display this year as
usual owing to the fact that with many florists,
the season had become far |advanced and they
A
had not as many flowers on hand as nsual.
were ordered
flowers
of
choice
number
great
from Boston at high prices, for even there the
to the dea and.
SQUARE UNIVERSALIST.
Here, also, the throng of sight-seers paused,
in order to take in the full beauty of the
A festoon of everbefore them.
scene
green, wreathed with bright colored flowers,
was caught up at the center of tho pulpit arch
was

KSIOBT.
and Charles Turner.

Satcbuay.—Patrick Feeney
$5 and costs each.
Bridget Sheehan. Vagrant. Thirty days in the
City House of Correction.
Intoxication. Fined

Brief Jottings.
35°

At the rear of the platby knot of lilies.
form a white cross, standing upon a triple base,
the whole structure being some
was placed,
twelve feet in height. This cross was partially
wreathed with myrtle, through tbe delicate
green of which could be read tbe letters

Snow last evening.
Mercury yesterday
sunrise, 43° at noon, 35° at snnset.
Exports last week $167,492.12.
Deaths recorded last week, 12.
There were 56 arrests last week; 11 for drunk-

I. H. S. in silver gilt, and the legend, “Jesus,
On a table at the right
Saviour of Men.”
was a bouquet of superb rhododendrons, of va-“
rious colors, and baskets of flowers and srnilax
The desk bad
from tbe side brackets.

hung

been removed, and on either side stood littio
tables bearing vases of callas. Tho front of
the platform was bedded in evergreen, and alof the railing, erected in front to
bo the top
keep the crowd from pressing on the flowers.
Directly in the front center was placed a large
pillow of delicate white azaleas, to the memoA beautiful triry of Mrs. Charles S. Fobes.
bute to Mrs. Isaac Jackson, composed of roses,
azaleas and heath principally, called universal
attention. There was a lovely cross and crown
of rare flowers to the memory of Mrs. Dr.
Getchell. Dr. Thayer’s tribute to Mrs.-Thayer
—an anchor, composed of white rosebuds, double English violets, cameiias, heath and smilax, was, as usual, one of the most elegant emblems seen anywhere during the day. There
was a beautiful floral lyre, two chords broken,
to the mornory of Mrs and Miss Adie. Among
tbe other memorials that attracted attention
were a star for Blanche Davis Mundy, a basket of choice flowers for Mrs. W. Farris, an
elegaut cross for Mrs. Worcester, a beautiful
wreath for the sculptor, E. K Thaxter, a star
for Mrs. Gatley, and a basket for Alvah Libby.
On the Billings tablet stood a superb lyre, tbe
Barstow tablet was prettily decorated, and also
It is posthe Washburn memorial window.
sible we may haver omitted some, but in the
crowd it was almost impossible to see the cards
attached to the emblems. On tbe front of the
organ gallery stood a beautiful bouquet.
Rev. Mr. Fluhrer, of Graud Rapids, Mich., \
preached an able sermon from I Corinthians,
us
eat and
xv. 32. “If the dead rise not, let
drink, for to-morrow we die.”

at

enness.

The Congress street horse cars commenced
their Sunday trips yesterday.
f
Rev. W. R. Alger will deliver the Memorial
Day oration before Bosworth Post.
The Item will reappear to-day. It will be a
little larger than when first published.
Chief Cloyes has ordered water to be turned
on to the city drinkiDg fountains to-day.
The Musical Herald for April is fall of good

things.
All R. P. D. Patriarchs will remember the
meeting at Encampment Hall this evening.
There were 12 arrests for drunkenness Saturday night, the greatest number for a long time

past.
Sawyer & Fernald are building a now stable
The stable will be 50 by
on Congress street.
100 feet and contain .80 stalls.

deputy sheriffs Saturday

afternoon seized twenty barrels of beer at the Eastern depot,
consigned to parties in this oity.
The Circassian of the Allan Line will be due
The

unequal

CONGRESS

a

eod&wlw

cents.

sun

sapply

Price SI.00, trial size 10cents.

aprlO

after the 21st of March in every year.
The day dawnedBbrightlyf yesterday, and tne
morning was typical of the Spring season. The
wind blew from the south, and east, with its
chill, which even the warm beams of

peculiar

G. Hewes.

aprlO

after an interval of 57 years. Then it will occur in 1943, and then not again for 163 yearsEaster has been observed as the anniversary of
the Saviour’s resurrection since A. D. 68. It
is the first Sunday following the first full moon

the

Libby Family—Hoyt, Fogg & Djnham.
Wanted.
Wanted—Lees Gas Governor Co.
The

Oar

here to-morrow. She arrived at Halifax, Saturday with 1100 passengers.
The annnal meeting of the Spanish Literary
Club will bo held next Wednesday evening aj
the room on Free street at 7.30 o’clock.
Mr. James Rand killed a dog, reported mad,
in Mr. C. D. Maynard’s house on Mayo street,

Saturday.
The annual meeting of the First Baptist Society will be held In the vs3try Monday evening at 7 o’clock.
A railing is to be put up in the Grand Trunk
depot so that passengers from incoming trains
will not bo troubled by the by-standers.
Quinn & Co. moved a twenty-ton boiler from
their shop yesterday morning, to the tug Ralph
Ross.
A runaway horse attached to a jigger made
things lively at the foot of Middle street, Sat-

urday.
Capt. John Armstrong with a crew of men
ane a sloop were engaged Saturday in dragging
for the chains of the schooner E. W. Jordan,
weecked near Two Lights.
Freeport High 'School will commence to-day.
W. E. Sargent is principal and Miss Anna Sargent assistant. Town schools begin Monday,
April 17tb.
Music, the new paper, is growing as it deIt is very bright, aud just, and the
serves to.
public will be glad to know it is to have a
dramatic column.
There will be a young men’s social religious
meeting at the rooms of the Young Meu’s
Christian Association this evening at 8 o'clock.
Topic: “Serving the Lord in business,” 1 Cor.

CONGRESS ST. CHCRCH.

This church was tastefully decorated with
plants and flowers. The morning sermon was
germane to the spirit of the day, but the Easter sermon was preached in the afternoon.
Key. Geo. D. Lindsay had for his text, I Cor.
15-20. He explained the words “first fruits"
and its analogy to Christ’s resurrection. He
dwelt upon the certainty of Christ’s resurrection, basing his remarks upon the authority of
God's word, and shewed how this was the burden of the appostles’ preaching, and belief in
this was made the condition of salvation, and
the acceptance of that same truth challenges
every candidate for admission into the ChrisBelief iu Christ's resurrection
tian Church
uaturally leads to belief in a general resurrection. Seoond: The manner of the resurrection
This is a disputed question. To avoid the difficulties connected with a literal resurrection,
error have been gone into of a more complicated and grave character than these thought to
be oavided. The preacher was opposed to the
iteurpielation, that what was meant was a resurrection of sonl from body, aud also to the
germ theory, and held to a common sense inter
pretation of the Bible doctriue of a literal resurrection, brushing all difficulties away with
the fact that au Almighty God is to accomplish
the work. Christ’s body was visiole and tangible. The first fruits were to represent the harvest, for honor and honesty’s sake the bulk
ought to be like the sample. With bodies like
unto His own shall be raised, according to the
mighty working by which He is to subdue all
thnigs unto Himself.
The rnnsic was of a very superior character,
and was r endered by a full chorus choir, and
was as follow!:

“Joy iu His resurrection,”.Rialto
..Charles Munike
Gb ria Patri
“The Lord is Risen”.Essex
CASCO STREET F. B. CHURCH.

tastefully grouped
about callas, covering nearly the entire pulpit
Plants in bloom

were

A vase of flowors ornamented the
table from which hung trailing vines. The
front of the desk and concealing it, stood a
beautiful English ivy, whose dark leaves furnished a striking background for a memorial
cross of azalea3, heath and rose buds, in memory of Miss Clara Deering. On either side were

platform.

memorials—a star of hyacinths centered about
a white japonica, in memory of Miss Gracie G.
Gatley; aud a wreath of daisies, rose buds,
pinks, forget-me-nots, and smilax, in memory
of Freddie Orr. Baskets of cut flowers iu the
immediate foreground heightened tho effect.
and green vinos were suspended from
the oreau and uallerv-front.
The pastor, Rev. J. M. Lowden, preached an

Myrtle

appropr iate aud eloquent sermon from Philipplans 3, 21: “Who shall change our vile body,
that it may be fashioned like uuto his glorious
body, according to the working whereby he is
able even to subdue all things unto himself.’’
Easter music by a chorus choir, led by Mr.
F. A. Bowdoin, Mrs. J. T,. Shaw, organist.
Organ voluntary..

10-11.
A party of fourteen daughters of Rebekah
from Bath, were entertained in a fraternal
manner Saturday night by Ivy Lodge, D. of R.

Anthem for Easter.Billings
Christ the Lord is risen.Mozart

of this city. The party returned to Bath on
the Pullman.
Steamer Machigonne, which has just received a new boiler and other repairs, was tried
Saturday for the first time, aud worked Batis
factorily. She was put on her old position on

The Chestnut street Methodist church wa s
not decorated, this society reserving their decorations more especially for Children’s Sunday, Rev. Mr. Coaey of Gorham preached
both morning and afternoon in exchange with
the pastor.

the fire-alarm card.
The marshal and deputies Saturday, seized
twenty gallons of whiskey and twenty of rum
at Bernard Devines's ou Adams street, also
one

eallon of whiskey at James Flynn’s,

on

Cumberland street.
The schooner Yankee Maid arrived Friday
from off shore (one day’s fishing), and stocked
8231. Henry Horr, one of the crew, and his
two sonB (the oldest not over 15 years of age),
stocked 810). The schooner Young Sultan arrived the same day and stocked 8184.
Under the new arrangement, to take effect
in June, the Eastern road train leaving Boston
gt 12.30 p. in., and Maine Central from Portland at 0.15 p. m., on Saturdays, will run

through

to

Bangor, arriving

there at about

9.45 p. m.
When the Criminal Court comes in, April
20th, the cut-under hayi'gek suits will be tried.
Drummond & Drummond will appear with
and for Dennett, N. & H. B. Cleaves, Strout &
Holmes, of this city, aud Enoch Foster of

Bethel for defendants.
Mr. 8. M. Sayford, State Secretary for Massachusetts, Mr. R. K. Remington of Fall River,
and Mr. H. M. Moore of Boston, have been invited to address the citizens of Portland on the
work of Young Men’s Christian Associations,
on Wednesday and Thursday evenings, April
26th and 27th, at State street church.
Easter Sale.
There will be a sale of aprons aud fancy

ar-

ticles at St. Luke’s church rooms, on Congress
street to-day and to-morrow, and all in search
of pretty things will do well by giving the ladies a call.

Hymn.Ma-on
Anthem—Praise God..English
CHESTNUT STREET.

CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH.

The decorations at this church, though not
profuse were very handsome. I t front and on
either side of the altar were magni Scent cal la
and EaBter lilies, roses, azaleas, and other
choice flowering plants in pots and bouquets,
charmingly commingled with vines and other
evergreens. Directly in front of the desk were

several memorials to members of the church
and Sabbath school who have died within the
past year. There was a superb lyre nearly two
feet in height composed of white azaleas and
green vines, also a vase filled with callas, rosebuds and vines—for Georgio Shepard; a hand"
some anchor some eighteen inches long, of
rosehnds, Easter lilies and vines—for Captain
Andrew Mack; and a beautiful wreath of
rosebuds, daisies, Easter lilies and vines—for
Miss Inez Hopkins.
In the afternoon Rev. C. A. Hayden preached a sermon appropriate to the occasion.
In
the evening the Sabbath School held its annual Easter concert, at which a large aupience
The school rendered finely the
was present.
Easter Sabbath School concert exerciso entitled “Jesus Hominum Salvator.”
CATHEDRAL OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.

The Easter festival was celebrated in the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception with
due splendor aud solemuity. Masses were celebrated at 7, 9 and 10.30 a. m., when a grand
Huh Mass was celebrated by Rev. T. P. Lineban, Rev. Thomas F. Delaney being deacon,
and Rev. J. O'Dowd sub-deacon. The grand
altar presented a beautifal Bight, being radiant
with numerous lights. The side altars were
also briliiautiy illuminated. Rev. T. P. Lineliau preached an eloquent aud fitting sermonon the great event commemorated.
He proved
from
various and authentic
sources the
resurrection of Christ. The music formed a

world yonr loved ones have gone." At
the moment a bright ray of sunshine from
without, illuminated the interior of tbe
church. The discourse was one that spoke of
the “triumphs of the heavenly over the earthly.’’ The singing by the choir was excellent
and was of that nature as was meet for a beautiful Easter morning. After the morning service the sacrament of the Holy Communion
was administered to communicants. An interesting service was held by members of the
Sabbath school in the afternoon at 3 o’clock.

such

the proprominent feature of the serTices, and
gramme, as published Saturday, was carried
WenMr.
out most successfully. The organist,
zel, rendered the several accompaniments in a

EASTER.

skillful manner. Grand vespers were held in
the evening at 7.30 o’clock. Rev. T. P. Linehan officiated. The grand altar looked exquisitely with its many lights. The singing, like
that of the morning, was of a pleasing nature
and much admired.
FIRST parish.

The Christmas garlands were allowed to remain at this church, thus adding to the decorations. On the wall in the rear of the pulpit
was the monogram I. H. S., in evergreen. Festoons of evergreen from the wall brackets!were
caught up to the centre of the pulpit arch aud
fastened by a knot of rosebuds from which deThe side
pended an elegant cross lof call as.
lights were dressed with ^smilax, a basket of
superb Marshal Niel roses depending from the
one, and another, of deep red roses, from the

The decorations at Plymouth church were
simple but beautiful. The reading desk was
bordered with smilax and two stars of white
flowers were pendant from it. Callas and baskets of flowers bordered the platform. There
were also a crown and cross of azaleas and violets, and a harp of roses, azaleas and tube roses.
There were beautiful floral tributes to the
memories of Mrs. Jerrish, William Lord How
and the daughters of Kufus D. Bean, Esq. An
Easter Hymn, written by|Dr. 8eward, was rendered by the organist and choir with fine taste,
as
also the musical programme, printed in
Saturday’s issue. Dr. Seward preached a sermon from the text, “Why seek ye the living
among the dead? He is not here but is risen.
Come, see the place where the Lord lay." The
following is Dr. Seward’s hymn:
Thou wast smitten, great Redeemer;

The edge of the pulpit was wreathed
with a festoon of magnifleant callas, amidst
which delicate blossoms of heath peeped forth,
and this feBtoon was caught up at either end
with a basket of bright flowers. On the front
of the pulpit a beautiful anchor of white camel ias, double English violets, white rose buds
and azaleas was suspended in memory of the

Thou wast crucified and dead;
Bruised, to Joseph’s tomb they bore thee,

late Commander E. E. Preble, flanked by a
knot of Easter lilies from Mr. John F. Anderson on the one side, and a star of delicate pink
aud white flowers on the other. At the base of
were placed three lovely floral emthe

Laid to rest thy wounded head;
But the darkness could not hold thee;
Tyrant death could not enchain;
Back to fullest life thou earnest,
Back to earth and men again.

pulpit

O’er the world bla«k darkness brooded,
All heaven watched the rocky tomb;
Earth’s fate in the balance trembled,

blems, all probably in memoriam. On the
front of the communion table which was festooned with smilax—two long palm-leaves, of
ot varnish,
a species that took on the polish
a
were crossed, and between them was placed
full bloom passion-flower. This exquisite emblem was contributed by Mrs. Pierce to the
There were
memory of the poet Longfellow.
on
a half dozen baskets jof the rarest (flowers
the table—the most of them bearing no names

_

Singing.Preble Chapel

School

street and First Pariah Schools
Rev. Mr. Phelan
Addreas...
.Singing.Preble Chapel School

Singing.Park

Distribution of cards.

,,

Address.Rev. Mr. Alger
United Schools
binging
Benediction.Dr* Bill
..

The Bchools presented a very fine appearance and sang admirably*
Among the pleasant features of the occasion was the presentation offerings for the Poor’s Purse of Preble
chapel by the First Parish and Park street
schools, and also the sum of twenty dollars by
Miss
Association
Dime
the
through
Jai e McLellan, all of which were appropriateBouquets
ly acknowledged by Mr. Phelan.
were presented to the Superintendent of the
Jordan
Mr.
E
A.
to
and
Preble chapel school,
instructor in music, and a handsome basket of
flowers to Mr. Phelan.
In the evening the church was packed to listen to the vesper service. The music was finely rendered, and the following was the programme, Mr. Kotzschmar being the organist :

Organ voluntary.
Vesper hymn..
The Magdalene...
iiveth.
-.

..

Solo —I know that my Redeemer
Miss Milliken.
Grand chorus—The strain upraise
Lord’s Prayer.

Warren

llandel
Stanley
on

FREE STREET.

Rev. James McWhinnie, pastor of this
church, preached au impressive and appropriate sermon for the day, from the passage of
Scripture as recorded in Romans, viii, 34th
“Who is he that condemneth? It is
verse:
Christ that died; yea, rather that is risen
again, who is even at the right hand of God,
who also maketh intercession for us.” From
this text the preacher presented as his theme,
the declaration of the Apostle to the Romans
as the Christian’s challenge to his spiritual
foes, based on the facts that Christ has died,
has risen, is enthroned with the Father and
maketh intercession for His people, and they
are those, the world over, who, repenting and
believing, receive Him as their Savior. The
sermon was listened to bv an unusually large
audience, tilling every seat in the church. The
music, under the leadership of Homer A.
Noyes, was exceptionally excellent even for
this church, where of late the choir has been
furnishing music of a high order. It v as as
follows:
Lefebure-Wely
Organ Voluntary.
Easter

Anthem—Angels roll

Soprano Solo—Come unto

the rock

mo

away..Holdt

n

.Coener

Miss Bartlett.

Offertory—Sweet Bye and Bye.
Response—Contralto solo—Hear our prayer .Stearns
Miss Long.
Hymns—Congregational.

.Clarke
Postiude—March In C
The soloists, Mr. Chase, tenor, Miss Bartlett,
soprano, and Miss Long, contralto, acqhitted
themselves admirably in the several parts assigned them. As usual at this church, the floral decorations, though not elaborate, were
abundant for tue purpose, and prettily arranged. Baskets and bouquets of flowers on the
communion table, a wreath upon the pulpit,
and a large cluster of callas placed upou a
stand beside the preaoher, gave a cheerful aspect, and were well arid appropriately fitted to
the subject on which the pastor addressed his

congregation.
FIRST BAPTIST.

At the First Baptist church in the afternoon,
Rev. Mr. Anderson preached from the text in
Coll., 3:3-4,—“Ye are dead, and your life is
hid with Christ in God, etc.”
Christianity is
power, and whatever may be its real characWe
ter it coi»‘i to ns bringing light and life.
may loos, at the assertion of the text in regard
to thi3 life, asking if it is a real life and if it
There is a life other
has a firm foundation.
a

than "the life of sense, a hidden, spiritual life,
and this life is to have its continuance and perfection in heaven with God. Are these two
On what are they
great truths real truths?
founded? They rest ou the revelation of life
Jesus conaud immortality in Jesus Christ.
trolled the powers that control us, and, rising
from the grave, he opened to his followers the
way iuto that eternal life to which, after his
resurrection, he returned. The singing was
very fine, and there was a vase of flowers each
side of the pulpit.
HIGH STREET.

The scent of the flowers was the first greeting
onjeutering tbe church,and as one passed np tbe
aisle bis attention was attracted by the massive
A large bank of
beauty of the decoration.
flowers in front of the pulpit and above it gave
all the transparent effect of pure white lilies
In the
and a cross of camelias and azaleas.
bank of flowers appeared the outline of a large
Imbedded in ivy leaves
cross in memoriam.
was a basket of flowers and there was also one
suspended from tbe ga3 fixture, a memorial of
whose rising shall be when the sea gives up
its dead.
Tbe pastor preached from Mark 16:9, a clear
and powerful sermon showing tbe spiritual side
one

To some it came with new
of the risen life.
force as the true meaning of the doctrine of
the resureection.
The music of the youug and fre3h voices of
the choir, and Miss O’Brien’s playing were
unusually brilliant, especially in the smooth
melody of Dudley Buck and the joyous expression of Mozart’s 2d used as a response. The
opening anthem by Tours was full of minor
chords.
In tbe evening tbe Sabbath School gave an
Easter concert with music by the choir, carols
by tbe children aud addresses by the pastor
and Mr. II. Staples.
The singing of the carols did credit to the instructor Mr. F. V. Chase.
NEW JERUSALEM

CHURCH.

The floral offerings at the New Church were
very beautiful and were artistically arranged.
Within the Bible repository were festoons of
smilax and, above, a golden cross with the
monogram I.H.S. upon the lower part of the
cross. Surrounding the entire repository was
an evergreen arch on which, in white everlastwere the words “All Hail.”
In front of the communion table was a high
pyramid of lilies ana choice plants. There
were six vases filled with flowers left by friends

ing,

at the front of the chancel in memory of departed ones. The pulpit was festooned with
smilax aud marguerites, and the baptismal
font was filled with geraniums, azaleas, tea
In front of the pulpit
roses aud Easter lilies.
was a cross composed of carnations of various
hues.
In the morning there was read the Responsive service in tbe Book of Worship, “The
Resurrection of
the Lord,” aud it was responded to in a chant by the choir. A Scripture lesson was then read from the Bible, telling of the recorded narrative of the “Resurrection of the Lord.” The choir sang the

"Te dominum.”

“Consider
Miss Keunard rendered
Lilies” very nicely and all the music was
the
efficient
fine
uuder
directorship of
very
Mrs. M. C. Milliken organist.
STREET.

The Christmas decorations remained at this
church and were very pretty. On the wall, at
the rear of the pulpit recess, was a large everIn
green cross, embroidered with callas.
front of the pulpit stood a large mound of
tropical leaves, ferns and grasses, supporting a
superb lyre of camelias, lilies, rosebuds and
heath, to the memory of Mrs. Samuel C.
On either side were floral memorial
emblems; a beautiful basket to Mrs. and Mr.
W. A. Bibber, another for Mrs. Amanda Hezelton, an anchor of azaleas, heath and violets,

Rolfe.

“Wandering Jew,” sursuperb
mounted by a vase of lilies, a basket of roses
and lilies supporting a bouquet of rosebuds,
column of

while the piano was covered with bouquets.
Mr. Alger preached a remarkably fine sermon from Paul’s epistle to the Corinthians,
XV, 55, “Oh grave! where is thy victory.”
The following was the musical programme:
Jubilate in C.Buck
Duet—When the Easter Bells.Abt
Mrs. Peters, Miss Waterhouse.
Easter Carol...
Solo—Lift Your Glad Voices .Holden
Mr. Beckett.
Easter hymn for ladies voices..
Gloria.Weis

The discourse by the Rev. J.
K. Smyth was upon the Saviour’s salutation
to the women on tbe Resurrection morning
of “All Hail.” Matt. XXVIII, 9.
Speaking of the doctrine of immortality and
of the beautiful world beyond, ho said, "To

At Pine St. there was no floral observance of
the day, the Methodist churches making Childrens’ day take Jhe place of Easter in this re-

gard.

ST. PAUL’S.
The great feast of Easter, “the day of days,’The decorawas duly observed at St. Paul's.
tions were tasteful aud quite elaborate. A
rood screen of three arches, wreathed with
evergreen and flowers, crossed the front of the
chancel. Bouquets of Easter lilies, with love-

fresh flowers, stood on either side of the
The altar cross was beautifully
super-altar.
wreathed with bright flowers, and over it was

ly

The altar cloth was
floral cross.
The mewreathed with smilax and flowers.
morial tablet of tho Rev. Mr. Root wa3
wreathed with evergreen and flowers. Beneath, on the credence table was placed a large
bouquet of flowers. The font was tilled with
Several meEaster lilies, with lovely leaves.
morial windows were decorated with baskets
of
Banks
of flowers and lilies.
floweriug
plauts were placed about the pulpit and lectern. A large congregation gathered at the
The rector, Rev. A. W.
morning service.
Little, preached a mest excellent sermoD, apthe theme being “The
the
for
day,
nropriate
resurrection of the God-man; the joy of the
whole earth; in the power of his Divine majesty.” Justice can not be done the sermon in
this brief notice. The music was well rendered by a quartette of fine voices, each part full
and complete, the whole being weli sustained
The selections were in good
by the organ.
taste and in keeping with the teachings of the
day. The Easter anthem was particularly
good and sung with much expression. The ofIn addition, the rector, by
fering was large.
his own personal exertions in behalf of the
several kind donors, put in the alms-basiu
eight hundred dollars, in payment of one of
the notes due. Mr. Little deserves the heatty
thanks of his parishioners, (which he undoubtedly will receive at the Easter parish meeting)
for his zeal and success in collecting so large
from friends outsido the parish.
an amount
At 3 p. in., a service for infant baptism was
held, after which the children’s services, or
Sunday School festival, was held. The Sunday School is growing in interest and numbers. The children sang the Easter hymn remarkably well. A service was held in the
a

LUKE’S.

The decorations were very beautiful and the
arch at the entrance of the choir from the nave
was particularly effective, being composed of
double red gerauiums, heath and tea roses.
Some of the emblems with which the church
was decorated were of great
beauty and appropriateness. At the rear of the church was
the legend, “Christ our pastor i3 sacrificed for
us,” and over the altar “Christ is Risen.” At
the early celebration of the Holy Communion,
Rev. Canon Sills was celebrant, and a large
number received the sacrament.
At the second service the Bishop administered the rite of confirmation to a large .class and
afterwards preached upon the Resurrection
and administered the Holy Communion to
thote who could not be present at the early
celebration.
At the Sunday School service there were
several beautiful carols sung and several children were baptized. Iu the evening there was
the usual choral service and the sermon was
preached by the Bishop. The Cathedral was
thronged with worshippers at all the services
and the music wa3 ^effective.
At the Saturday night service eight adults

baptized.
ST. LAWRENCE STREET.

Unusual preparations were made for the obof Easter. The church was elaborate,
ly decorated with cut dowers and house-plants
arranged in excellent taste and producing
servance

very beautiful effect. Over the pulpit were
these words, in evergreen letters, “Jesus tbe
Risen is Mighty to Save.” The music was prepared with great care and was exceedingly appropriate and was rendered in a manner very
a

creditable to the choir of the church.
The pastor, Rev. A. H. Wright, preached
from Acts i. 3; “To whow He shewed Himself
alive after His passion by many infallible
proofs.” The historical fact of our Lord’s resurrection and its spiritual revelatiou of the
p issibilities of humanity was the preacher’s
theme. In the evening there was a very intbring Easter concert by the Sunday school, of
which the evergreen motto, alluded to above,
Easter anthems and songs
was tbe subject.
were given by tbe choir and school. Tbe services and exercises of the day proved very satisfactory to the large audiences assembled.
Stephens’s.
font was trimmed with ever-

st.

baptismal
greens,bordered with callas and surmounted by
a pyramidal arch of smilax supporting a floral
The

a

On the sills of the large windows and
about the pulpit were baskets and wreaths of
roses and other exquisite flowers. There was a
tasteful arrangement of azaleas, a tribute to
the memory of Alice C. Shurtleff. Rev. Mr.
Dalton delivered an effective sermon in the
forenoon, selecting as his text Psalm 2:2.
cross.

STATE STREET.

The preacher, Rev. Dr. Gulliver, took his
14th chapter of Paul’s letter
text from the
to the Corinthians, where the apostle affirms
the certainty of the resurrection of Christ, and
the importance of this fundamental truth of the

Christian system. Christ’s resurrection was
firmly believed and affirmed by his disciples,
and it was the great truth which they preached
and which gave them power to arouso men
from spiritual death to a new and better life,
of which the resurrection of Jesus was the
pledge and first fruits. Under the inspiration
of the great truth of the resurrectiou of the
dead, tbe servants of Christ can go forth assured of the power of the gospel to move men
to a new life and bring the world back to its
allegiance to God.
The singing was appropriate to the day and
There
beautiful flowers adorned the pulpit.
was a vase of flowers each side of the pulpit; I

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

was

At the West End. First Lutheran, Abyssinian and other churches due notice was taken of

THE CAUY CONCERT POSTPONED.

The directors of the Maine General Hospital
have received telegrams from Miss Cary, stating she will bo compelled to postpone her concert advertised for Tuesday night. Miss Cary,
was taken lately
as we stated the other day,
with a severe attack of acute laryngitis, and
unable to come on from New York Saturas expected. It is feared she may not be
able to sing for some time to come.
was

day,

The Rentz-Santley troupe gave another excellent performance at Portland Theatre Sat-

urday night.

“Patience” will draw large houses Fast [afGet seats
ternoon and evening, to City Hall.
in advance at Stockbiidge’s.
Miss Leila Farrell will have crowded audiences at Portland Theatre Fast Day and evening. Her Bettina is said to be excellent, and
the piece will be capitally staged and costumed.
Walter Goold will conduct and Grimmer’s orchestra play
Miss Genevieve Ward, one of the finest actresses on the stage, will appear in her drama
of “Forget-me-not” at Portland Theatre Friday and Saturday. Those who saw Miss Ward
in “Jane Shore” at old Portland Theatre, several seasons ago, will not require nrging to attend on this occasion.
The Brignoli Concert Company will appear
at Portland Theatre next Monday evening.
Fannie Kellogg will take Clara Louise’s place,
Sara Barton the contralto’s place, and Mr.Babcock will be pianist. Adamowski will appear.
The Professor will be at Portland Theatre
the 21st and 22d.

with, in some cases pretty floral
decorations, and in all appropriate services.
The churches in Daeriug and Gorham also
observed Easter with beautiful decorations and

Personal.
Mr. Clark S. Samrnis, business agent for
Genevieve Ward, is at the Preble House.
Mr. Sylvan Shurtleff of Portland has charge
of the work in the new shoe shop at Norway,
and additional hands are being employed.
Mr. J. F- Chute, Grand K. of R. andS.,
Knights of Pythias, has recovered from hig

appropriate music.
Funeral of Warren Phillips.
The funeral of the late Warren Phillips took
place in Masonic Hall Saturday afternoon.
The services were conducted by the Grand

Lodge, by invitation of Anoient Landmark
Lodge, of which the deceased was a member.
The coffin was placed in the center of the hall,
the organist, Mr. M. C. Milliken, played the
Dead March in Sanl, after which Ancient
Landmark Lodge, the Grand Lodge and St
Alban Commandery entered in procession, and
the grand officers were conducted to their respective stations. Grand Master M. F. King
and Grand Junior Warden F. I. Day were
present, and Grand High Priest J. A. Locke
Past Grand Masters
Senior Warden.
acted
Drummond and Burnham were present. Mr.
Oliver Gerrish acted as Grand Chaplain. The
First Parish choir, consisting of Miss Milliken,
as

Mrs. Morrison,Messrs.Thnrston and Shaw,sang
“Unveil thy bosom, faithful tomb.”by Handel.
The grand officers read selections from Scripture, and the Grand Chaplain offered prayer.
After the chanting of the Lord’s Prayer by
the choir, Past Grand Masters Edward PBurnham and Josiah H. Drummond, made
short addresses. The Grand Lodge then performed the house funeral service, in the course
of which the choir sang “Cast thy bnrdeison
After the service
the Lord,” by Mendelssohn.
the procession passed oat, while the choir sung
“Slowlv, softly bear him forth,” to the music
of Pl6yel’s Hymn.
The officers of Ancient Landmark Lodge,
and the mourning friends accompanied the
body to Evergreen Cemetery Brothers J. B.
Coyle, Charles Fobes, Geo. L. Swett, C. J.
Farrington, J. Y. Hodgdon, R. B. Swift, Geo.
and L. W. Fobes acted as pall-

bearers.
More About Corn Packing.
New York parties, interested in the packing
of corn, have arranged for the purchase of the
mortgage bonds oovering the property of J.
Winslow Jones & Co. limited, and will at once

proceed

to

organize

a

corporation nnder

Maine statutes for the carrying on of the busiThe concern will
a strictly cash basis.
have ample means and ask no credit.
As this movement will bo the means of disness on

tributing

a large
sum of money through the
hope the new company will be met in
a liberal spirit, and that the farmers and every,
one interested, will lend their aid, as it wonld
be a great pity to see the fifteen corn factories
recently occupied by Jones & Company remain

state,

we

idle.
The product of these factories, cf run to their
full capacity, wonld be nearly a million dollars, nearly all of which money would remain
in 'he state, tire only purchase to be made out
of the state being tin, solder and a few other
materials.
The new company will confine itself strictly
to the packing of corn, and will have nothing
to do with lobster or fish.
The Montgomery Guards.
The grand excursion to Lewiston to-day
promises to be a grand success. The train
leaves the Maine Central railroad depot at 5
p. m. A special train will leave Lewiston for
Portland at 4 o’clock to-morrow morning, for
the benefit of those wishing to return immedi-

ately after the entertainment. Tickets will be
good on all trains leaving Lewiston on Tuesday.

The following will be the order of exer-

cises:
Band Concert by Johnson's Military Band of Lewiston.

Military

Exhibition.
Company .movements in Double Bank.
Manual of Arcus, by Command.
Company Movements in Single Bank, silent,
silent Manual and Bay ..net Exercise,
Military ball, with a choice order of dances.

Tickets for the round trip, including admission to the entertainment $1.50.
The Meaning of Longfellow’s Will.
An ex-Surrogato of New York, in speaking
of blunders made in drawing wills, is quoted
as

saying:

“Most wills drawn up by laymen without the
assistance of lawyers are wonderfully simple.
Longfellow’s will is so unintelligibly expressed
that it will require probably several lawyers
and a Probate Court or two, to declare what it
Whether the annuity to Mrs. Pierce
means.
could be held to be a charge upon testator’s
whether
Samuel takes an annuity or
realty;
ouly a life use of $500; and so of the bequests
to Stephen’s and Alexander’s children, and to
Greene’s; and whether there is any devise of
any of testator’s real estate, at all; all these
questions afford room for donbt, and some may
compel litigation and lawyers’ costs.
Bounds Returned.
Officer Miles returned at 5 a. m. yesterday from
Denver, bringing Sam Bounds the Scarboro
forger. "When Miie9 reached Denver he found
that Rounds was about to have a bearing with a
chance of getting clear. He went to the Governor of Colorado, showed his requisition papers, received from him an order on the Denver
chief of police for Bounds, seized his man and
brought him on in five days. Bounds was taken

to

jail.

of the Dominion line steamer

Brooklyn.

These

avorage 1,800 pounds each and cost
Mr. Bhea expects Jo realize 82,500
81,000.
each. They will be taken to Canada to-day.
Mr. Ulioa also imported by the same steamer
animals

and live bull terrier
very fine blooded and valuable.

two

shepherd

dogs, all

I. A. B. A.
Tonight the Irish American Belief Association will give their nineteenth annnal ball at
City Hall. The association dancos have attained a popularity in this city rarely equalled and
on this occasion the house will be crowded. After a long Lenten season it may be expected
that rejoicings will be held and Terpsichore is
the favorite goddess on these occasions. Chandler's quadrille band will furnish excellent
music.

_

Sudden Death.
It was reported that Mr. Edwaid Barry,
aged about 70, died suddenly in his pew at St.
Domimo’s church yesterday morning, but investigation at his house, near the corner of
Spting and South streets, revealed the fact

consumption
Saturday night.

that he died of
on

■t^UYo

oUllXlothe

unVQ’
dVJ Y d

Cape Elizabeth.
The Reform Club had its quarterly election
of officers last week, resulting as follows:
President—O. L. Robertson.
1st Vice President—G. W. Stone.
2d Vice President—W. H. Turner.
Secretary—F. N. Perry.
Treasurer—N. B. Knight.
Chaplain—T. W. Weldon.
The Secretary reports an increase of 84 members during the quarter last past, and but few
violations of the pledge.
Some miscreant set fire to some brush on the
Cliff Cottage lot, which burnt over the entire
lot, consuming the old henery building and its
contents, besides a part of the front fence,
gateway, &c., and injuring the fruit trees.
The town has authorized the selectmen to

place lights

Bridge street, Knightville,
bridge to school house.

on

from Portland
At the funeral of Mrs. Pillshury last week,
Geo. Fickett anil Geo. T. Dyer were acting as
bearers, and seated on the front seat of the
carriage drawn by the latter’s horse; the horse
kicked up, striking them bath on the leg near
the knee. Mr. Dyer has been confined to his
Mr. Fickett first ventured
house ever since.
It was a narrow escape
last Wednesday.
from a severe accident.

out

DeerlngAt a class meeting of the class of ’82, Westbrook Seminary the following were chosen officers

OXlUXlOJo

and the manner in which they performed
their arduous duties, won the unstinted praise
of all.present. There was a very large attend-

ning,

talent.
The old buildings on the Odd Fellows lot on
Main street are being removed, and in place of
them there will probably be erected during
the coming yoar a fine brick block containing

by home

stores, offices, halls, etc.
There was a special observance of Easter
Sunday at the different churches, and in the
evening Sabbath school concerts were given
by the Congregational aad Methodist Socie-

(fClr*

We have all sizes.

HORATIO

STAPLES,

246

MIDDLE

ST.,

PORTLAND.
dlw

aprlO

THE LIBBY FAMILY.

BARGAINS!

“The Libby Family in America” is
ready for the subscribers. It contains 628 closely printed pages, and 27
portraits. A limited number of copies
may be had by non-snbscribers at the
now

Each day during the present
week we shall offer in our leading departments special lots at
less
than
very much
regular
wholesale prices. We have been
prepariug for this sale for several
weeks, and intend to make it an
object for people to come down
town on purpose to secure some
of these rare bargains.

subscription price.

HOYT, FOGG & D0YHY.il,
No. 191 Middle Street.
alw
aplO

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

shall sell Towels.

Monday

we

Tuesday

we shall sell Cotton Underwear.

Wednesday
Thursday

“

“

Laces.

“

“

Corsets.

Friday

“

“

Infants’ Goods.

Saturday

“

“

Men’s Shirts.

Proposals will be received by tin undersigned
until April 15th, for furnishing the public schools
of the city of Portland, for the current year, (commencing April 17th, 1882, ending March 31st.
1883,) with books, stationery and other supplies oi
the kind usually
by the city for school use.
A list of the articles wanted will do furnished by
calling on the Supt. of School Buildings at the
The right
School Committee room. City Building.
is reserved to reject all such proposals as may be
considered contrary to the interests of the city.

provided

Particulars will be announced
in the morning and
evening
papers, immediately preceding
the sale.
The Towels to be sold Iffouday
are worth
$1.75 per dozen at
wholesale, but will be sold at 50
cents for
half-dozen, quantity
limited to six for each purchaser.

F. E.

PRAY,

Superintendent School Building*.
April 8th,

aplOdlw

1882.

THE FI3TEAT COLLECTIOK OF

and

Engravings
shown in Portland

I Ever

Etchings
exeibition at the

now on

store of

Owen, Moore & Co.

H
593
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C.

HEWES,

n

Wanted.
AGENT, for sale of our gas governors. Machines of superior and acknowledged merit.
Small capital required. Address, LEES uAS GOV
ERNOR CO., Providence, R. 1.
aplOdlw
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SALES~

AUCTION

AN

Street.

Congcess

aplO

HORSES
AT AUCTION.
On Tuesday, April 11, 1882,
At 10 o’clock A. M., at my Sa!e Stable#, No.
81 Franklin sireet, I shall sell about 40 horses.
Have been used by Lumbermen, are young and
praoica ly sound. Ameng them are many pairs of
horses, well adapted to general fmsinete.
"hey are a much better‘class of horses than Is usually used in lumbering business; weigth from 10 to
14 hundred; same horses? were sold last fad at from
■5125 to $2o0. Were shipped to me on commission,
and must be sold without reserve as 1 have no room
for them.

rxnETW

Spring

5ood

&

KIFUS RAHO.
F. O BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer!.

Summer

dEt

P'S

a

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

DRESSGOODS

Auctioneer)) and Commission Merchants
Mule.rMiu IS) Exchange Ml.
r. O.

Just Received at

C.

RAILKV,

Regular

dise
m.

sale of

W. AI UU.

Furniture and General McreUan-

every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’eloe. a.
oct3dtf
Consignments solicited.
—•
...

CHAMBERLIN ft HOMSIED'S i

Extracts from Brief Testimonials
-FOR-

Cor. Congress & Elm Sts.

MANN’S

mar20

REACTIONARY HEALTH -LIFE
from

INTERESTING
to those In wont of

BOOTS and SHOES.
In order to reduce onr Stock to make
Goods of onr own manufacture.

I am a
regenerated woman. Its effect
has been magical. 1 esteem it a blessing which can
not be over-estimated.

physically

Clayton Keith, .11. D.,
St. Louis.
It hardens the muscles, steadies the nerv es, and
tones np the whole physical system, thus enabling
it to lesist disease.

room for

Business Troubles.
failures for last week are
in Maine:

following

The

ported

re-

Wm. Pulverman, clothing, Lewiston, reportIt is thought that
ed failed, is in insolvency.
50 cents on 81 will be realized.
Wm. Plaisted & Son, tanners, Lincoln aud
Preston, reported failed. Liabilities estimated
at from 8100,000 to 8115,000 due in Boston,Bangor, Portland, Calais and Lincoln.
The liabilities of C. M. Daicey, boot and
shoe manufacturer, South Paris, reported failed, are 86000; actual assets 83500.
A. O. Stewart, grocer, Bangor, recently reported failed, has liabilities of 83000; nominal

8250.

L. P. Brogg, stove3 and tinware, Portland,
is reported assigned. Liabilities about 8840.
Maurice Cummings, fruit, Portland, is reported in insolvency.
Stephen T. Jewett, dry goods, Denmark, reported failed in January, is settling in insolvency.
R. W. Norton, fruits, Kennebunk, is reported in insolvency.

We offer at COST for the SEXT THIRTY DAYS onr entire stock of Ladles’,
Gents’, Boys’, Hisses’, and Children’s
Boots and Shoes. This Is a rare opportunity as our Stock is large, and consists
of goods from fine hand sewed to comlio not fail to call
mon medium grades.
and examine onr goods before buying
elsewhere.

WHITNEY GAITER SHOE CO.,
Cor. Union St.. Under Falmouth Hotel.SXi

Janl

CALL and SEE

admitted.
N. Gorham—D. P. Parker & Co., dis.;

Indorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
Also

a

stock of flrat-clasa

choice

PIANOS AND ORGANS.

for boys.

University.

R. C.

Moffat, 11. D.,

Brooklyn.
It is the

aginable.

most perfect compendium of exercise imIt is particularly adapted to ladies suff-

from uterine and kindred weaknesses.
A.

L«ni(, 11. D.,

1 was astonished at the wonderful potency of cumulative exercise in react ing and relieving chronic
It has been a new revinfirmities of long standing
elation to me and other medical friends.

€. Peckhnm Fitch, 31. D«,
New York.
It is almost indispensable for the maintenance of
health: it develops the entire muscular structure,
and imparts tone and vitality to the whole organism

201 MIDDLE STREET.
3 Free Street Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

Call and examine them.

FIRST

_dtf

By Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment. Cares, as
by magic, Pimples, Black Heads or Grubs
ths
on the face, leaving
skin clear, healthy and beautiful. Afro cures Itch,
Salt Rheum, Sore Nipples, Sore Lips, old, obstinate
Ulcers snd Sores, Ac.
if

Blotches and Eruptions

SKIN DISEASES.
and only positive cure for skin dis
eases ever discovered.
John Cromer, Esq., Tionesta, Forest Co., Pa.,
suffered for 12 years from a skin disease, which appeared oa bis head. He employed many physicians
and used numerous remedies, but they all failed to
effect a cure. Dr. Frazier’s Magic Ointment was
recommended to him. He tried it and one box effected a complete cure.
This is but a sample of
the many testimonials which we have of the marvelous cures which have been wrought by Dr.
Frazier’s Magic Ointment
first

For Blind, Bleeding, Itching or Ulcerate 1 Piles,
Dr. William’s Indian Pile Ointment is a sure
Price $1.00 by mail.
cure.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Wholesale Agents, Portland, Mo.

dS.W&wly

OF

MOLASSES.
2M7 PUNS.
) N»w landing
tral iVh.rf,
24 TIKKCKS,
) “Althea.”
10 BBLS.

nt
ex

t'enHebe.

EASTER CARDS
AT

uili28

Birthday Cards.

—

Store.

Music

I’aucy

IOOO

Cards marked down.

Odd Cards 5 cts
NO.

a

dozen.

156 EXCHANGE

ST.,
<M

mar23

Mo Commercial Street^

Exchange

AT

NEAR CITE HALL.

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,

BAILEY &

—

Stockbridge’s

—

SEW CROP BARBADOES

I

EASTER CARDS

ARRIVAL
—

8K1N DISEASES CURED

jjyi'lie

Harvard

It furnishes a concentrated form of exerc ise whic
I nave found salutary, agreeable and exhi arating
The particular apparatus you use, “The Reactionary
Lifter,” is a most ingenious, convenient, compact,
and serviceable arrangement.

HEALTH LIFT ROOMS

sep29
A frequent inquiry made by fathers and
mothers of boys is, “Why cannot we buy shirts
all made for our boys?” That question is
answered in our advertising columns to-day
by Horatio Staples, who has a fall stock of a
very nico quality and perfectly fitting shirts

its ef-

Hamilton,
Saratoga Springs.
It is entirely satisfactory to mo, and possesses all
the merits claimed for it.
David Wooster, H. D.,
San Francisco.
I doLOt bosita*© to unqualifiedly commend the
Lifter
to all pe sons suffering fro a dysReactionary
peptic or rheumatic affections, and to every person
of sedentary employments.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, H» D.,

r uovb
now

aim

11. D

Robert

Buffalo.

D.

Frank D Pullen & Co.
Lewiston—John Garner & Co., gro., dis.;
•
now John Garner.
Portland—C. G. Thwing & Co., table mfrs.,
&
Corvee.
Babb
dis.; now
Fletcher & Co., groceries; George Fletcher

Horatio Ciemez, 31. D..
New York.
fully satisfied with your machine

hawMs

are

Pullen, clo., Geo. E.
Homestead and George Pullen, adm.; now

I am
fects.

ering

Business Changes.
The following businest changes for the week

reported:
Bangor—Frank

prominent Professional Men.

Caroline B.Winslow, Ml. D.,
trashing ton, D. C.
With three months’ use of the Keactionary Lifter,

tles.

apl

uneasy

OXllxtlOggjjQQi.j^oy witli a
JO?3*
four months vacation
BOYS’SHIRTS to riot in.

and the cash receipts
satisfactory.
Under the auspices of this society a concert
will be given in the church on next Thursday
evening. Miss Bryant of Portland has been
engaged for the occasion. She will be assisted

at his residence

most

were

ance.

assets

the

upon

volicking,
IjL/Yo qtxttdrpoi

Saccarappa.
evening the Ladies Mission Cir-

On Thursday
cle connected with the Congregational society
Four gentlemen memmet at their chapel.
bers of the circle, Messrs. Springer, Phinney,
Burroughs, and Warren had volunteered to
provide and prepare refreshments for the eve-

the bosoms which

en

President—Geo. P. Morgan.
Vice President—W. B. Irish.
Secretary—Lizzie B. Jordan.
Treasurer—F. 0. Soaulding.
The class contains sixteen members.
At a meeting of the Eramotson Adelphi tho
following officers were elected for the term:

ed representatives to the Grand Ledge session,
to he held in Augusta on Wednesday and
Thursday of this week.

novel

a

prevents wrinkling
BOYS’ SHIRTS and displacement, ev-

of the class:

Presklent—Fred W. Palmer,
Vice President—A. C. Lippincott.
Secretary—Miss Hiscock.
Treasury—F. W. Crandon.
Pres. Committee—E. P. Spofford, G. P.
Morgan, Ida Merrill.
At Ils'.ey Lodge, David Moulton, William
W. Merrill and Edward B. Sargent were elect-

quality of

potent arrangement

QXTTTymQ

Accidents.
named Crooker, while

uninjured.

possible
Material

They have

Claims for examination and adjudication.

The horse was

best

BOYS’ SHIRTS alld Workmanship.

monitor Wassue, and the double-enders Pontusuc and Agawam, and for damages sustained
by reason of changes of plans and delays. He
asks the reference of the claim to the Court o*

D. P. Parker.

Imported Stock.
At the stable of Mr. Samuel Bandall on India street, may be seen seven very flue horses.
They were imported by Mr. Bhea of Montreal,
from England, and arrived here the last trip

aSrornc!

T3rkv«3>

The Senate committee on claims has under
consideration a claim of George W. Lawrence,
of Damariscotta, for extra kbor and materials used by him in the construction of the

urday.

full line of BOVS’USUCHllERID SHIRTS of

0

Brooklyn.

A young man
crossing
Middle street, Saturday afternoon, was struck
by a bar of iron protruding from the rear of a
wagon and received a bad scalp wound.
Mr. G. H. Cloyes’ delivery team slumped
through into the sewer on Deering street, Sat-

Wehavejustputin

BOYS’ SHIRTS
^

late illness, and the new lodge at Freeport
will be instituted Wednesday evening.
The many friends of Mr. W. H. Yeaton, a
Brown medal scholar of the High School, class
of '70, will regret to learn that he is very sick
in

ADVERTISEMENTS_

ToTmT STAPLES.

NOTES.

the festival,

E. Raymond,

NEW

festival of the

IN GENERAL.

the

were

as

irom the Te Deum, by Llovd, with fine effect.
The decorations manifested .excellent tasto in
the arrangement, no attempt being made at
Baskets of roses and mixed flowers
display.
were arranged on either aide of the desk, in
front and suspended from it was a cross of rosebuds and smilax.
Upon the communion table
there was arranged a mound of azaleas surmounted by a cluster of callas. In front of the
communion table there was a beautiful anchor
composed ofjaponicas and Easter lilies, in
memory of Henry W. Freeman.
In the evening there was an Easter Sabbath
School concert which filled the church.

Kise from death to life above.

ST.

merely

not

splendidly rendered, one marked
feature of its excellence being her clear enunciation. Mr. F. C. Payson also sang a bass solo

Welcome! vernal, Easter morning!
Welcome! ble-sed, risen ord!
Thou hast couque?ed death in dying!
Say to us the quickening word;
Send thine angel to our oeath-caves,
Seal to burst aud stone to move;
Speak to us who spake to Lazarus,

evening.

WILLISTON CHUECH.

The pastor, Rev. Mr. Clark, preached an exceedingly interesting and appropriate discourse
from the text founded in Mark 16, 4—“Who
shall roll us away the stone.”
The resurrection of Christ is the foundation rock of the
Christian’s hops because it rolls away the fear
of death, of hopeless grief for Christian friends,
of doubt and perplexity concerning the future.
We should therefore consider Easter in its true

Merrill,

In death’s grave of sin and darkness
We in bitter bondage lay;
None cou d break the iron fetter,
None change dismal ni ht to day;
But his rising burst our prison
Closed; the long aud de dly strife!
Now we rise from shame to glory.
Mount with him from life to life!

suspended

The vesper service was held in the afternoon
at 3 o’clock.
Rev. G. W. Doherty officiated.
The altar looked handsome with its many
lights, prettily arranged.
The services closed
with the benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.

The orof rare excellence.
gan prelude, as rendered by Mr. Murray was
particularly flue and will not soon be forgotten
by the audience whose pleasure it was to listen. The soprano solo “Love's redeeming
work is done,” from Mozart, by Miss Clara H.

PINE ST.

Dr. Hill preached two excellent sermons
the Resurrection.

celebrated by Rev. Henry J. McGill. The
pastor, Rev. C. W. Doherty, preached an eloquent sermon on the resurrection. He showed
that, despite all claims to the contrary, the
Son of God rose gloriously and triumphantly
on this day. Tho musical programme, as published Saturday, was rendered with ability and
skill, under the direction of Mr. James Watts.
Tho organist, Miss Fannie Egan, played the
various accompaniments in an artistic manner.

lhe music was

Leap! sad hearts, from dark to-day;
Send the shout adown the ages,
Christ is risen! He lives alway!

a

DOMINIC'S.
The Easter services at St. Dominic’s church
were in accordance with the great festival
commemorated.
At 10.30 a. m., High Mass
sx.

church.

Faithful hearts bleed sore at nightfall,
Eyes are d m with blinding tears;
Sad 1 they mix the burtal spices,
Fled is hope, for all the years!
Lo! at morn! cast off! the death-robes!

PARK

memory of Dr. Hersom; on the other side a
wreath from which a vino of white blossoms
ran across|the front of the desk; below it, in
front, a lovely star, and below that, on tbe
platform, a sheaf of wheat enclosing violets, in
memory of the late Joshua Maxwell.

significance,

Bound up in that silent room;
But at midnight thundering earthquake,
Mighty angel from the 8 xv,
Wrench he closed gates asunder,—
Sunri-e Bhiues on victory.

1

Y---—on one side of the desk a basket of flowers in

was

PLYMOUTH CHUBCH.

oilier.

—and two maguificant crosses fof white camelias, roses, heath,and azaleas, tributes to Mrs.
A8a and Mrs. William Clapp. In the centre
of the table stood the usual vase of exquisite
cal las—the Nichols’ memorial—and a tall jar
of the same variety of lilies stood below the
table in front. On the one side of the communion table was a magnificient bea of flowcross of
ers and smilax, udoii which rested a
beutiful white rosebuds, to the memory of
Hon. Nathan Clifford, aud near by was an exlate
quisite cross and crown a tribute tosidethewas
a
Mrs. Dearborn. On the opposite
large basket of handsome flowers dedicated to
Hon. Moses M. Butler so long Moderator of the
society. On the front of the organ gallery
stood the usual magnificent floral lyre, flanked by several handsome bouquets.
In the afternoon the Preble Chaple and Park
street scholars united with those of the First
Parish as usual. The services were most interesting and the following programme was
carried out:
Singing...••••••••••••••••••••• Preble Chapel Schoo.
Introductory service.
Singing, .Park street and First Pariah Schools
Ro pouse and prayer.

a

CLOTHES VVRINGERS.
Prices reduced

“UNIVERSAL,”

on

“NOVELTY”

AND “EUREKA.”

KENDALL&WHITNEY
1*«.tlami, Aptil 1st.

ap3dtf

DODD’S

NOYES’,
Street,

POliTLlNO.

(12w

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
BOS'lON
MI YVAMHINCiTON *'*•.,
Advertisements leceived for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowert
Oontraet Prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estunatoe promptly furnished.
File of the Panes *«pt for Inspeetion at any time
Send for Circular.
Estimates furnished.
A List of 100 ohoice newspapers.

LHartford Courant.l

AGRICULTURAL.
spring Pruning.

beariug thin, reverse the operation.
hardy grape and the peach have more
other
power to reproduce shoots than any
of our hardy fruit bearers, and some pruning
the
The

removal of expanded leaves may be resorted to, if necessary. The needlessly numerous shoots on the grape should however be
or

practicable, and any
trees
supernumerary shoots on young peach
even head.
may be removed to make a good,
Removing the suckers from raspberries is
nothing more than pruning away the underground shoots, and it iB obviously important
to do this work the very moment their tips
rubbed off as

early

as

the surface. The same
principle applies to the strawberry, cultivated
in hills or stools, by the prevention of abundant runners and side shoots, and not by
hoeing up a matted bed and leaving a single
above

seen

are

place.
The same general rule applies to roseof which, and more parsome
bushes,
ticularly the hardy, moderate growers, require
pruning as well as manuring to keep up
their vigor, and to give large, fully developed flowers. With such plants it is especially i mportant to do all the pruning before
in a

plant

FOR

the buds swell. So likewise currant bushes
which have become a mass of stunted
shoots, may be greatly Improved in size and,
of the fruit, by eveuly cutting out

__

WANTED.
where there are several servants, a reto assist in housekeeping and sewAddress J. P. BAXTER, 61 Deering St.

family
INliable
a

woman

ing.

__dlw

apr6

Salesman Wanted.
Salesman wanted to sell Groc-

Experienced
aud Flour. References required.
An eries
E. C. UEKSEV & CO.
ap5

___dtf
A. CARD.

AM desirous of associating with me as Agent
for this city, a thoroughly live, energetic gentleman, possessed of go d business qualifications and
integrity, and with whom 1 am able to make a very
satisfactory arrangement. I a so desire agents at
several promi1 ent places throughout the State (previous knowledge of the business not necessary), and
also a “Special Agent” to travel, who is not to “high
toned” to w rk for business. I do not wish too em-

I

POWDER
Pure,

any “office manager,” or any one to sit in an office while other men do the work. Our city agency
has been very satisfactorily filled for »he Dast four
months by Mr. W A. Morris who retires from it to
enter upon business in a distant State. Address,

ploy

Absolutely

A marvel of purity,
varies.
More economical
wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and canno' be sold in commultitude
of
low
with
the
test, short weight,
petition
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Bakes® Powder Co.
febi 8d&wly
New York.
This

J. F.

powder never

strength and

Wanted.

A
Middle St.

did like ‘May’; not
nearly so pretty as‘Mary’; wonder thes? don’t
change the name of the month to ‘Mary.’"
bah Jove!
Second swell—“Clevaw ideaw,
Make awystaws good to Jane, you know!”

Steamer City of Richmond.

TO LEI.
—

Complete Treatment

are

ISLAND,
MACKEY’S
term of years. For

TO LET.

STORE

fo Lee.
STORY of building corner of High and
Commercial Sts. A desirable place for light
if
Power
furnished
manufacturing business.
want' d. A. A. MITCHELL.
March 17, 1882.
mar 18
dim*

UPPER

5 finished
unfinished room, with stable connected with ell, 2 acres cf e M.elleut garden land, besied
a number of acres of flats, water front; about 70
fruit trees in bearing; situated on the County
road, leading from Kuightville to Turner’s Island
in Cape Elizabeth, Vi mile from Portland Bridge.
For further particulars, apply to
John
WatR. E.
son, near the premi es or N.
Agent, 93 Exchange St, City.
apr7dlm

THE

One Dollar.

Chapix’3 Buchu-paiba.—A quick, complete!
for Catarrh of the Bladder, Urinary,
Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or
female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty
of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick
Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid Urine,
Milky and other deposits. Stricture, Stinging,
Smarting, Irritation, Inflammation, Whites,
Impure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in the
Back and Thighs, Dragging Down, Dripping.
Ulcers, Tumors, &c. $1, at druggists, byes-'
press, prepaid, Si.25.
Chafix's Injectiox Fixun is to be uses,,
with Buchu-paiba, in cases of Impure ory
Diseased Discharges, With Syringe, fcl, aiS
prepaid, fortfl.25.g
druggists, sent by express,on
receipt of ®2.25.§
Both by express, prepaid,
E. S. WELLS, uGi-sey City, H.J
cure

dislodged, membrane
cleansed, disinfected and healed, breath sweetened,
restored and const!
and
taste
hearing
smell,
mucus

'e

tutlonai ravages checked.

Bronchitis, Droppings into the Throat, Pains in
Chest, Dyspepsia, Wasting of Strength and

tho

Flesh, Loss of sleep, &c.. cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Sol-

to see.

vent and one Dr Sanford’s Inhaler in one package,
Ask for Sanford’s Radiof all druggists for $ I.
WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, viass.
cal Core.

»
_

Like oil upon troubled waters is Hale's
Honey of Horehound and Tar upon a cold.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure m one minute.

|

ONE COLLINS’

1

rnmamaaBammKsr-rsn-'AW'-waw**
_WF Wly42

MRS. LYDIA E- P1NKHAM, OF LYHH, KSS.,

VOLTAIC ELECTRIC PLAS
TER, c< sting £& cc» t*. wil*
instantly relieve Pain. Weak

i

and inflammation of the
Lunge, Liver, Kidieys. and

ness

don’t

Western

Pinkham,
Mass., for pamphlets.

avenue,

"Can we conceive
of time and still occu-

of any thing as being
pyingBpace?” Musical Student(tbonghtfully):
"Yes, sir: A poor singer in a chorus—Musical
World.
out

"Wheat

powerful invigorator
and debility, and is unComplaints. Price §1.00
A

Bitters.”

in cases of weakness
equalled in Female
per bottle.

The Bonham Messenger says whiskey must
Whiskey need not go as long as there are
so many people who are willing to pay for the
privilege of carrying it.—Texas Siftings.

go.

"Elixib of Life Boot” is an infallible
remedy for Kidney and Liver Complaints. One
trial proves it. It is a purely vegetable com-

pound

and

perfectly

safe.

The wild, untutored compositor informed
the readers that a certain book was "full of
merit as a nest,’’when it was written "as full of
meat as a nut.” His corpse now awaits the coroner.—New Haven Begiater.
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The Purest, Safest and most Powerful Restorative
In Medicine for Feeblo and Exhausted Constitutions, Nervous and General Debility,
Consumption and Wasting Diseases
Of tiia Kidneys and Liver.
HEPABED without fermentation from Canadian Barley Malt mui Fresh bap, combined
Nourwith Quinine Bark, and warranted more
and Pmdfying,
ishing, Strengthening, V itnhzlng
and Fat Probv reason of tlieir richness in Bone
ot malt or
ducing Material, than all other forms
in
medicine. One bottle of Malt Bitters equals
ale o.
beer,
of
lager
nourishment fifty bottles
uorter.while free from the objections urged against
tonics,11 bitters, etc.
malt liquors, alcoholic
BITTEB8 build up anew the nervous,
For
osseous (bone) and muscular system.
feeble digestion, sick headache, constiand deep-seated
bronchitis
pation, dyspepsia,
of the kidneys,
coughs, consumption, weakness
menliver and urinary organs, emaciation, dropsy,
delicate
females,
tal, physical or nervous debility,and
every foim of
the
and
aged,
mothers,
nursing
decline, they are truly marvellous.

£
**

3
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LYDIA E. PINKHAM’8
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
Ib

quarts

Change of Life.

ill dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
an curly stage of development. Tho tendency to cancerous humors there Is checked very speedily by Its nse.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and IndiIt

and warranted geu-

the Malt Bitters Company.
Boston.
Sold Everywhere. Malt Bitters Co.,

ti.1i

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and backache, la always permanently cured by Its use.

2aw&weow3m
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It will at all times and under all circumstances act In

harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either 6exthis
Compound Is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass. Price 81. BIx bottles for $5. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also in tho ferin of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Bend for pamphlet. Address as abovo. Mention this Paper.
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKIIAK’S
Lr_2R PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousntea
and torpidity of the liver. 25 conte per box.
£3“ Sold by nil Druggists. -TDft

The Great Healing Remedy.

three verses. What he would have done if be
had taken another drink can only bo conjectured.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

oct!7_MW&Fly

fessES

Druggist’s Testimony.
McCarthy, druggist, Ottawa, Out.,

states that he was afflicted with chronic bronchitis for some years, and was completely cured
by the use of Thomas’ Electric Oil.

eow&wcowly
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English

Duplex, Oxford

For Sale Wholesale) and Retail.

House For Sale!
in

9 finished

room

perfect
furnace,

land.

SCREW

^
((
cows.

ALL

'•as

opened

The
supposed to contain about one
hundred acres. The
consist of a good farmthree
one
house,
barns,
stable, a new hen house
and yard, hogpens and sheds. Cuts about fifty 5) a *
of hay and has a good pasture. A fine orchard newgrafted. The s il is loam with clay bottom, and
the farm is in a very high state of cultivation, it
also has a valuable lot of pine timber on it, which
will be reserved if desired by the purchaser. Terms
of payment made easy. Apply to EL BRIDGE GERRY, JOHN C. GERRY, 157 High St.
Portland, March 14th, 1882. marl5

ly

d&wtfll_

Farm for Sale.
Cape Elizabeth,
road,
from the town house, consisting of twentyINmile
of
five
well watered and
on

tho

Hannaford

laud, good buildings,

acres

cuts from twenty to twenty-five tons hay, and under
a good state of cultivation.
Enquire on the premises.
HIRAM LIBBY.

mar25

d8w*

FARR

FOR SALE.

x Lave a farm Bituated in the
Town of Yarmouth on the Freeport Road-about V; mile from the
Falls containing 50 acres of land,
~w«ll divided into
m
m
Tillage, Pasture
anti YVoouiaii'i with 2 acres of Marsh. There is a
young and thrifty orchard upon the place containing 11<* trees, just beginning to bear. Good buildings, wPh a never failing supply of water. Good
soil, easily worked, free from rooks, splendidly loto a gf>od market.
cated and
This is one of
the b»Bt larois in the Town and very desirable to
any one wishing a farm. I will sell or exchange
for real estate situated in Portland on fav rable
terms. If not sold on or before April sth, I will be
prepared to ”l.ease” for a term of years. Be son
tor Belling—I have other business and cannot attend
to it. Fur terms «c., address or apply to W. H.
GREEN, No 34 Emery St.. Portland Me.
^vi-

■

m r;

handy

feb21 dtf
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BERRY,

(paid ffidndei,

No. 37 Plum Street.

t Runs through to Bangor overy morning, and Skowhogan Sunday Morning, bnt not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast cr Bucksport, Sunday
Limited Tickets first and second class far
John and Halifax on sale at reduced

lapsed
policies. 6,811,479.76

Portland,

Dec.

PAYSUN TUCKER, Snp’t.

Amount paid policy holders and

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. B,

Received for premiums. 39,631,785.47
Total premiums received deducted
from total payments to pol cy

WINTER
ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Dec. 3,
iSSI, Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7,30 a. us., and
1.05 p. ra,, arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.80 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.46 p.

holders and invested assets give
interest gain over*all expenses

of.

RECElPTs"siNCE

6,506>567.73

1873 HAVE PAID

DEATH LOSSES AND EXPENSES.
Premium receipts in 1881 were 300.000

more

than for 1880.
There was *n increase of over $600,000 of assets
—3,319 policies and $9,536,667 insurance. The
new insurance amonnted to $15 038,242.
Since 1876 the payments of the company to policy holders have been $2,901,348 in excess of premiums
In 1878 payments were $1,104,215 more than
premiums received—yet the assets and surplus, one
year excepted, have steadily increased.

ENDOWMENT INVESTMENTS
The $3,318,815 matured endowments paid living
members have given insurance and p tid an average
•f 4Va per cent, compound iuterest on the money
invested. For insurance apply to

T. T. Merry
STATE ACT.,

LEWIS

AUBURN.

McLELLAN,
GOBHAJI.

D. W. FESSENDEN and
C. M. C. PRATT,
PORTLAND
LOCAL

A CENTS,

OFFICE:

49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

feb!7

eodtf

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF NEW FORK

AGAINST

INSURE

RISKS

MARINE

ONLY.

CUaiw,
Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Naaiina, Lowell, Windham, and Bpping at 7,30 a. sn. and 1.03 p. us.
For Manchester, Loncord and points North at
1.05 u. in.
For Rochester, MpWaavnle, Alfred, Wsterbers and Sacs Rfver.7.36 a. its., 1.03
p. re., and (mixed) at 6.30 p. in. Returning
leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.24
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.35 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.46 p. m.
For tlortcna, Noeearnppa. Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s,
Mills,
at 7 30 a. is.,
1,05, 6,‘JO and (mixed;
•6.30 p, m.
The 1.03 p. m. train from*Portland oonnects at
4ye' June, with Hoosar Tunnel Route for
11 West, and at Cnioa Depot, Worcester, for
mVvrli via Norwich Line, and all rail,

btipriugfield, also with N. V & N. E. R.
t<
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Boston & Albany R. K, for

ghia,
the West.

Premiums on Marine Bisks from 1st
January 1881, to 31st December,
1881....
$4,039,487 10
Premiums on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1881
1,587,534 47
Premiums.

$5,627,021 57

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

to «»:< > tAikets (at any railroad
boat otiicc la New England) vSa

BOl'SD

BKOOli

or

dlf

C.
feb25

Beady

JORDAN, AiM, Maine.
dtf

A

other alcoholic preparation.

public

section of

our

country of Udolpho Wolfe’s

Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale uuequaiod

by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers,

166 FORE ST.

<

a
reserves

week.
A bond will be required. The city
the right to reject any bid.
Per order
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH.
dlw
April 6.1882.

__apti

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Notice.

the City of Portland hereby
persons liable to taxation
they will b» in session every
city
secular day from the first to the fifteenth day of
April next, inclusive, at t'»eir room in City Hall,
from ten to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and
from three to five o’clock in the afternoon, for
the purpose of receiving lists- of the polls and
estates taxable in said city.
And all such persons are hereby notified to
make and bring lo said Assessors true and per*
feet lists of all their polls and estates, real and
personal, or held by them as guardian, executor,
administrator, trustee, or otherwise, ou the first
and be prepared to make oath
day of April, 1882,
to the truth of the same.
And when es»ates of persons deceased have
been divided during the past \ear, or have changed
hands from any cause the executor, auministrator,
or other person interested, is
hereby warned to
Assessors of

THE
give notice to all
that
in said

change,

and

in

default of

such no ice will be held under the law to pay
the tax assessed although such estate has been
and paid over.
wholly distributedwho
Ana any person
neglects to comply with this
doomed
to a tax according to the
be
will
notice
laws of the State, and be barred of the right to
make application to the Assessors or the County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that ne was unable to offer such
lists within the time hereby appointed.
03p~rn no ase where the Assessors have been
put t# the disagreeable necessity of making a
doom will the possession or Government bonds
allowed as a
or deposits in the Savings Banks be
plea in mitigation of such doom.

Marsh,

Cyrus K. Ladd,

George C.

J Assessors.

mar31

one

of their first-class

steamships

WM CHANS.
D. H. M ILL ER,

BERKSHIRE.

and

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY,

3 o’clock, P. M from Central Wharf, Boston,
direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of
CAROLINA®.
VIRGINIA,
TENNESSEE,
FLORIDA,
GEORGIA,
ALABAMA,
and ARKANSAS.
LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI,
By Va., Tciin. A <<a. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
By Atlantic Coait Line and Beaboard Air
I.in**. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 22# Washington st.
By Inland A: Seaboard t ousling t o and
Potomac M. W. t o. to Washington, D. C., and
Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICKftCTB to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through 3 ickete to all parts of the South anti
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 andi
306 Wawblngton St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; $7.00 Becond class, Including me**)

and berths.
JK. StiTIPitO.’V, CJcn. Agent, 53 Central
Wharf. Boniod

nov2-dtf

lNTKUNATI0NA.il 8TEAMSH1T CO.

Enstport, Hie., Calais, Hie.,
John, N.B., Halifax, N. S.,
CharloUetoxtu, P. E. I.

St.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

tries”

TWO

week.

PER

ON AND AFTER IKON..
..
t.
m DAT, NOV. 4!Mh, Mlrnln
-**■■&*& ctn of tkaift Line wllii
a^io^rgSffaPitewrTwife' Leave Railroad Wharf,.
of
foot
State
every
street,
Monday,,
at 6 p. m.,
for
and
Eastport and.
St. John, with connections foa Calais, Robbinston
St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock.,
Grand
Menan, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,

|.„Ul

Thursday,

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Sbediao,
Bathurst,
Dalhwnsie, CnarPictou,
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, and Prince Edward Island Rail Hoads
and Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any 1>
CSP^Freighl
formation regarding the same may be had at fee*
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulais, with Excursion Routes, Tickets.
information apply aL
State Room3 and furthe/
T. C. HBR«
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St.,
SKY
President, and Manager
nov24dti

Direct

Stcamsblp

Line.

Saturday.

Wharfage.

From Long Wharf Alston, 8 p
From PiDe S-ree* Wharf
Philadelphia, at If a. m
Insurance one-half the rated
BHiling vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., anc Boitr..
b? connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pqutge Ki^hi Delian. Bound Trip 918>,
Meals and RooS included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
fi. B. ^AMP^ON, Agrx;.
U) r,w<. WHj.yf, Bwo
m.

PACIFIC MAIL 8.
FOR

{S^JSg*,

lansP

P. BALDWIN,
Agent C. R. R. of N. J.

>3 ON DAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1881

$1.00.
FOSTER, M1LBURN L CO., Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.

TRIAL SIZE,

PRICE,

8.1^

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,
■sandwich

Island.,

New

Zealand

<*■-•

Australia,
The now an
splendid steamers tail from Net.
fork ob the ICth, 26th and 30th of each month
carrying passengers «n.l freight for San Francisco

Below.
S. S. City of Para, April 20 I 8. 8. Colon,.. .April 29
S. 8
Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only
April 10.
as

For freight or passage ■ hies and the fclient
matlos, apply to the General Eastern Agent!,

10 Cents.

infer

C.L. BAKTLtTT * VO.,
113 State Street, cat. Brand St., Baatau.
or to \V. D. LITTLE 4 GO.,
81 Kiotango St.. Portland.
to38dtJ

une ureat ^Tag-

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Blddoford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth.
Newburyport, Salem, Lyan and Heston, arriving
A special
at 6.30a. m.
Sleeping Oar will be

At

4

a.

rat.

ready for occupancy la Portland station, at 9.00

and is attached to this train for Boston.
this car will not be ready untill 11

m,

p.

(Sunday nights
p. m.
At 8.45

for Cape Elizabeth, Sear boro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
a. m.

Newburyport,
Chelsea
Lynn,

1.10 p.

Salem,

Gloucester,

Rockport,

and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
for Cape Elizabeth, ^carboro, Saco,
Kennebunk, Wells, North and South

Bicdeford,

Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Lynn, Chelsea ana
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern ana Western

room

dt4PrJ6

Seminal Weakness.
Impotency, and all
Diseases that follow
as a sequence of SelfAbuse; as Lops of
Memory, Universal
Lassitude, Pain in
the Back, Dimness
of Vision, Premature
Old Age, and many
other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or
Consumption and a AFTER
Premature Grave.
ja^FuIl particulars in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every one. flESr*The Specific Medicine is
sold by all druggists at f 1 per package, or sue packages for f 5
or will be sent free by mail on receipt of the money, by

points.

addressing

THE

63P*Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
tuid Young Bf Stone, cor. Congress and Green Sts.

7

>.icet Ages*
General Passenger and
f), W. 8 AN BORN. Master Trans pc rtat’on
decB
_

EtSANOE

OF

LEA VINO

PORTLAN l >

m.—For all stations, through to Burliugton, Swantoa, Montreal and Ogritnu-

8.45

a.

burg.

4.45 p.
tions.

m.—

For Fabyau’s and Intermediate sta

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND
11.00 a. m.—From Fabyau’s and Bartlett.
0.00 p. m. From Burlington and Kwanton.
J. HAMILTON. 8up't.
deo6dtf
Portland. Dec. 3, 1881.

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

CHANG EOF TIME.
after MONDAY, OCT.
run as follows:
MPAEtrCREN:
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10
and

17th,

ON 1881, trains will

a.

12.36 and 6.15 p. m.
For Oorham, 7.30 a. m., 1. 30 and 6.16 p.
For Rorhan, 4.00 p. m., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1.
p.

m.

p.

m.

m„
m.

30

as

Chicago, Montreal

and

uehee,

m.

are

colds

eod&wly

a;)«l Souibwed.

JOSEPH HICKSON, t limsrtv)
W. J. SPICER SnputetPiirtcot,

specific

for

and

—

YEW i:\GLA\D
STEAMSHIP
11

4IL“.i

Brain Treat-

by

FISTULA AND FILES.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842.) and
ROBERT M. READ, (YL D., Harvard 187G ) have
associated themselves together at 41 Somerset street,
Boston, and give especial attention to the treatment
of PISTVi A. PIL^S, AND ALL Dig.
EAWKF4 OF THE ItfcCTlTitl, without deten-

IMPORTED

LKJUOKS

oC all kinds, in the

S'AC&AGKS,

&S0K, importers,
VORTLAIVD1IIR

IVotfee to Laborers,

Flail

a

Friday Eveulng, the following -esoltt-

tlon was adop ed.
“No xuemDer of this Union shall work
Shanahan or John Feeny for two months
under penalty of expulsion.”

adclpliia.
L»r**

-v

Information'apply

to
For Rates and
D. D. C. .TRINK. Agent.
No. 3 Old State House, Boston, Masi
feb20d

_

DOMINION LINE.
The steamers of this Line will
during the winter reason
between this port and
Live? pool. The vessels are Clj de
bui t. ful* powered and have superior, accommodation for cahin and steerage passengers
Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Pates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
run

fortnightly

TORONTO,tCapt. Gibson.19th Marth
...30th March
ONTARIO, Capt Williams..
BKOOKLYN, Capt. Lind&ll.13th April.
DOMINION.. 27th April.
......

AATK8

OF

PASSAGE.

Cab n. $50.00 Gold!Cabin return.
$90.00 Gold
For passage, &c.. apply to DAVID TORRANCE
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight OSi'«
dec5 dtvuay 1
ees, foot of India street.

General Ocean

PASSAGE
WUbw»ra ana prepaia, wiu cnoice or the
-tt, largest and best lines and steamers, crossthe lane routes free from ice and
icebergs,
viz: the White
Star, Anchor, Cun&rd, State, S&tional, American, Ked Star,
American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in
Ireland, Scotland, England,

fast#''

on

Franco, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Kussia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, viz: Cabin, $60 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to

steamer and

notice to all

Portland, April 7,1882.

ROAD.

Hamburg

giro
laborers that at
11H1S
meeting of the Port and Laborers’ Benevolent
held

Union,

BAO

Line*
to
Connecting there with ^Wde *te*ir
Wn»hingtou. D. C., and
Chnrlenton, M.

g

—tea SALS BV—

is to

cnnection with

COLONY

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER there connecting with the Clyde Uteans-.**», sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
direct to

tion from business.

Abundant
references given.
Correspondence
answered.
Office hours—12 to 5 o clock T. M. feblO eodSm

IW r»RR St

LINE

BOSTON

?RO^

»

recent cases Each bo* contains one
onth’s treatment. One dollar a b >x, or six boxe
for five dolmall prepaid ou receipt of price. The
lars; sent
proprietors, John C. West & Co., guarantee six boxes
to cure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accom anied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antce to return the money if the treatment does not
effect a cure.
Guarantees issued through 11 H.
HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents u Portland,
Me., at Junctiou Middle and Free Sts.
uovlb
dAwly46

ft, STANLEY

—

Through Rates and Bills Lading uiven from any
point in New England to Philadelphia.

sions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Loss
ol Memory. Spermatorrhoea, Inuotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overertiou, self-abuse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One
ox will cure

OKJGIVAI.

AND

in

Hysteria, Dizziness, Convul-

WINES &

General Agent.

PHILADELPHIA

fow

DEBILITY.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

r.

00U7(ltf

a

Guaranteed

Cure

ment: a

Tickets Solif at Reduced Rates 1

North west,

bw

the head.
Agreeable to use. Apply by the little finger
U a w gT
■
■ « l.
r CYbria into the nostrils. On
recoin* bf 60c will mail a package. For sale in Port
lAr*a by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. T.
riov24
U&wly48

-AND-

To Canada, Detroit, CbS('Ht?«,Milhvaakee
Cinvinnuti, Hi. Loni«,OwkIib. Hagiunw, Hi. Pnnl, £vlt Lake City,
Denver, Han Fruaciaco,
and all points in me

realized

usual.

as

LOYLB,^r.,

CLYDE'S^

cleanses
passages of

application', a thorough treatment will
Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaledfo

A

taken

__dtf

smell jbenefieial re^ts

74 EXCH ANGE STREET

Sore
Throat, Bronchitis, Influenza, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, and
every Affection of the Throat,
Lungs and Chest, including Consumption. Sold by all Druggists.

Freight

from additional colds,
completely heals the
sores and restores the
sense
of taste and

PASSENGER OFFICES

DEPOT AT TOOT V>F INDIA ST.

Portland,

Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretion*,
allays inflammation,
protects the membrane

NERVOUS

Until farther notice passenger train*
will ruu as follow

uny and oofif
will alternately !e*ve FRANKLIN* WHAJ
at 7 <*’clook p.m. and INDIA WHAT f
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays eseugf ^dv
Passenger* by this line are remirded that «vjy
core a comfortable night’s rest and avoid tte.
Expanse
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston la&«
fii/ht
Tickets and StateroomB for sal* ft n/H,
YOUNG’8, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via t’ue varioui
Rail and Sound Lines for sale,.
Brooke

Elys’CreamBalm
J Effectually
the uasal

TIIUE.

Oaaud after Monday, December5tb, 1881.

FARE $1.00.
iiteamor* Forest

tuvoriM

JT. B.

leaving

LUOrCS TUTTLE.

Congress St.,

Steamers!

aug^Wdlyr

CATARRH.

leave Boston.

On trains
Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. and
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through tickets to all points Went am?
tioath may be had of J, M. French, Ticket Master,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Uinon Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Kent* afetf
SScrtbs sold at Bepot Ticket Office.

Fro

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

GRAY MEDICINE CO.,
No. .106 Main Street, Burra*), N. Y.

At 8.‘10 a. tn. and arrive in Portland at 12 30 p.
m. At 12.SO. p. m. and arrivo in Portland at 6.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.
Butiman Parlor Clara.

12.30 p.

WILL CERTAINLY CURE

TAHIRS.

BEFORE 7AXIN8.

m.

ARRUALN.
From Lewiston and A ubnrn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Rorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30

marl.

sail

PHIMB£i;p»lA

-ON-

)

Burgess, J

will be famished at the

will

JOHN HOPKINS,
WM. LAW HENCE,
ALLEGHAN* Y,

dlT

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
Appetite, Juandice, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.

Trains

Clerk

by
City
nntit April 15}h, for the removal of City Hal.
SEALED
Removal to be made not less than three times

of such

iAr

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

REMOVAL OF CITY OFFAL.

notice

Washington

An
TRADE MARK il ah Remedy.
TRADEMARK
unfailing cure for

ADVERTISEMENTS

Assessors^

&

Steamship Line,

W.l. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale A«sts.

At

the

Baltimore, Norfolk

M©

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

CORRESPONDENT.
feb4dlint©odllm&w6w6
F®b. 4,1882.

BIDS will be received

HENRY FOX, General Ajfeut, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 2k*.
Ezcnauge Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdecKdtf
sengers will be taken by this lina.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

H.

J. W. M UNGER,

CITY

Eleanor* and Franconia

Will anti; fn;,’ er notice leave Franklin Wharf,
ONDAY and THURSDAY, nt 8
Po-tland, every
I.il.,anit leave Pier 37. Em*. River, New York,
every MONDAY Mid THURSDAT, at * P. M.
Tbeso steamers are fitted up with fine accommodation* for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for traveler* between New
York and Maine. During the summer month* tbeso
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New Vork. Passage, includinn
8tate Room, *5; meals citra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to de*tinntk>» at
For farther information apply to
once.

—k-FD—

BOVTEi

Train* leave Portland.

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, Sd Vice President
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND:

Steame;

Boston

PiJEW CNDLANDAGENCE,
319 Woshiiision Street, Boston.
Gen. P&bs.

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly line to New York.

-Y-

FARJES,
N*w York and Philadrtphta

Tloa

Train for Bettou.

Maine

trial of arer SO years duration in every

ate&ra

Days

bakes & co., Dorcuester, Mass.

FOR SALE.
80j),G00it. ary Hemkvii Boards,
for Immediate delivery.
ADDRESS,

to every

Bpress Trains, Double Track, Stsne Balias
onrp

every

M.W&Flj

aa for persons in health.
Sold by Clrocers everywhere.

MfnEMLOIllOIRDS

superior

Ik

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Holders on
Dividend to Policy
Premiums Terminating in 1881

Losses

Night

STATION IN NEWYBBKAft&SSi.

ASSETS,”

well

in

Schnapps

Most Central Station in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R.
NINTSg AN» GRECH STREETS,

cihSSdtf

Ii i (Icli. i jus, nourishing,
cn!.
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as

flF.M&W A v f v

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

He

Cocoa, from which the excess'of
Oil has been removed. It has three
times fhe strength <f t-ocoa mixed
Starch, \ w "■ rent or Sugar,
£•.r r.:<>ro ecnnomh
and is tb •. f

fob24

as

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R.. and
at (JrandTrunk
Transfer Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trupk R. R.
Through tickets to ail points South and West, at
Depot offices and at ficUtne (t Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street
»Does not stopat Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticke^ Agent.
T. Snr,t.
OEO. P. WE
decSdtf

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

MacUiaaport,

leaves

1 ne Lewiston c rnnecta at Rockland with Boston
& Bangor "learners for Bangor and River Landings
every Saturday morning.
GEORGE L. I>A V, General Ticket Agent.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
dtf
Portland, April 8. 1882.

or ether causes,

-BETWEEN-

Warranted absolutely pu ye

w.

vegetable decomposition

m.

For

necessary

corrective of water rendered impure by

Bound Brook Route.

Blank schedules
of the Assessors.

>BmM Coeos.

As a general beverage and

48=W YORK.

ATLANTIC

Ilotnrniug,

day Horning, at 4.80 o'clock, and Millbridgo
f'hur* <ay at §4. M.f
every ITleuday and
touching at intermediate landings, arriving in Portland same evening, rtouneoting
with
Pullman

Alexandria.

I •'f

Stephen

BAEEE’S

SCHNAPPS.

Portiafld aod Worcester Line.

INTEREST

SdiMain Aromatic

5th, 1881.

$46,138,353.20
.46,138,353.30

Th# 8 learner LEWT.TOW,
Mw»CHARLES DEERING,
ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,
ly’.il^iM'Tn ii jiffy Portland,
every
Friday
eveuiug- at 11.15 o’clock, or on the arrival of
Pullxfian train from Boston, fer Hock laud, ina<
liae, Beei l»lr, Mvrigvrick, Ho, W«*»l Harbor, Bar ISarbor (Mt. Desert), iflillbridge,
Joueaport and WarhixiMport
Also leave Fortlaud every Tuesday Eve*
uing same time for T! ill bridge, touching at intermediate Landings.

‘aJUtiLi

a;

dec2dtf

Total.$27,278 894.24
.18,859,458.96

Arrangement.

C'ommeDciug April lltb, INS1.'.

every

morning.

ered and

invested for them

WOLFE’S

only.

P'.

Add pres, assets.

Spring

a. m.

1 Sleeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Maine Central U. R.

3,318,815,64

endowments...

Paid for surrend-

GOLD MEDAL, FAEI3, 1878.

from

April ¥»!: lo24tb.

losses.$9,628,549.55

Paid for matured

point*

<

'Sookj foh

■

Edwards A Walker’s
store,

Financial Record from Organization to January 1st, 1882.

give

L A

STEPHEN

>' No. 276 Middle St.,
over

Total..15,536,847.35
Surplua Over 4 per cent.
Reserve.
3,033*611.61

buildings

Square. PertlHud.
Prloeb reasonable and satisfaction f caranteed.

I'ar'.iaud ^ai cap be found

Hardware

|

an

18,859,458.96

actua
Reserve,
ries, 4 per cfc.. .$15,553,068.00
All other liabilities.
283,779.35

farm is

t'Ji

F. IS. KENISOltf
office

295,964.01
288,468.53

40 PER CEUT.

ap£dlw&w2wl4

FRESCO PAINTERS.

dm.w&f&vvly46

r

1,364,422.87

in bank.

Accrued interest
and rent.
All other assets.,

FAKIR FOR SALE.
fTIHE undersigned offers his farm for sale, pleasJL antly situated in Deering on the Gray road,
about 4 V2 miles or thirty minutes ride from Port-

JtfST & JIWK’I'OK.

bottle. Sold everywhere.
ntnrT, Johnson & Lord, Proprietors,
Partington, Vt.

JOB

S.m.j

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 7,1882.

treatment of above diseases.
Price 25 ets. and 60 ets. per

noYl7

S- and other

bonds, (market

value). 2,486,491.66
Cash on hand and

Has a valuable orchard, and wood and timber on i\
The place is very conveniently situated in reference
to churches, schools, post office, R. R. station, telegraph and telephone lines. Good markets near, at
Gorham,Saecarappa and Cumberland Mills villages,
JOHN A. WATERMAN.
Apply to

Every bottle warranted to
give satisfaction. Send address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions for the

-——■—

U

$13,165,466.40. Eastern _RaiIroad.

THE

most cases

AT

morlgages. .$11,043,228.04
Premium notes.. 1,620,674.45
Real estate. 1,720,219.30
&

For Sale-Farm in Gerbam.
James Phinney farm, near Gorbam village,
is •■ffered at a bargain. It con ains nearly one
hundred acres of 1 and, with house and two barns.

INSTANTANEOUS.

THE SCYTHE SHOP

BOSTON,

bonds

on

repair,
improvements, new
Address
water, heating apparatus &c.
mar31dtfA. B., Press Office.

hot

SB, One tr'a^ w'** Prove >ts
merits. Its effects are in

tB

620,270.88
Total..3.891,385.90

Total Marine

Sores, S;on
HORSES.

oelO__
A CAR.D.

notice.
harpersons are hereby cautioned Against
borlua or trusting any of the orew of the
A LL the fixtures and good will of a firgt-olasa
Austrian B a It “Boliear,'* Coaulioh roaster, from
/tl restaurant, located In business part of the cltv. Myers, as no Mils 01 their contracting will be paid
For Particulars, call on J. BKEVYEIt, Jr., Mo. 49%
I tv CT.pr-.ln or consignees.
mar21dtf
Exchange street, city.
I ap7d3t*
CILAS. LEAVITT & CO.

the pleasantest locality
the city.
and collar. House in
INrooms,
bath
with moderu

NEURALGIA,

SALE__

FOR SALE.

of JOHN S. BARSTOW, near
mh29eod&wtf

or

place.

Galls, Strains, Scratches,

GO.

fiat

■

Street, Portland,

the

REMEDY

OAaw,

and Harvard Burners.

Would reiurn Ills thanks for the liberal
rounge received daring his short stay
a Portland; and being obliged to leave
FOR SAFE.
for the West for a short time will leave
hisbusiuess with E. Dana, Jr 698 Congress St., who is one of the oldest Druggists in the city, and whose experience
to tone in
Taftsvillo, Vt.. now occupied by the Km ar- in Ilttiug of Trusses is second
son Edge Tool Co.
Possession g*vcn Sept. 1st,
the city, will tie a sure guaranty of
1882. For particulars address A. G. DKWEf,
fair and honorable dealing, and will inQuechee, Vermont.
ap3dlm
of patronage. While
-’— I sure a large share
absent, Mr. Dana will apply them and
Corn Packers !
guarantee to h >Id ail cases treated by
him or refund the money.
PRESSES and Dies for the manufacture
F. 0. TIiOMES.
of Corn Cans for sale. Enquire of
Portland, April 4.188JJ._*p4d2w
mh20dtf
BCRIfHA.fl & KOBBICL.
■

and irom the store and Post Office about one half
mile. This place will be offered at tie lowest figures to pj.rtiejj d siring to purchase.
For information inquire of G. M. S EIDERS, 93 Exchange

BUSiNhbfo CAR Ob.

and all other
Pains and Aches.
It is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

F. O. THOMES

FOR

THE

EXTERNAL

Bums and Scalds,
bb^xJ Mfe, iiefeaele,
Frosted Feet and

|

expressage and all
other expenses....

eod2w

Farm For Sale.
Staples place, very pleasantly located, on
the New Gloucester road, in the town of North
Yarmouth, will be so d at a bargain for cash. It
contains about 100 acres ot good land, divided into
wood, pasture and mowing lauds, with an orchard.
The buildings are a good two story house with an
ell. and a barn. The buildirgs and pasture are supplied with never falling water. It is distant from
the depot, chursh and school house about one mile,

gggj Sprains, Bruises,

Fitted complete with the

lady
cooking puddings, biscuits, donghnnts, dumplings, cakes, &c., to Congress Yeast Powder.
I can’t say of

Gorham, April 5, 188ap6

±S CRAMPS,

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.

"I owe my success in

fails and that is what
some others I have used.”

9

With XseaatfnI Pottery
Centre*.

salaries, commissions to agents,
medical fees, advertising, postage,

Taxes,

Loans

and

MUM dHTML RAILROAD.

RUFUS WHITNEY.

February 20th, 1882.

5E EliiHATIII,

THUMPS

lish "elephant” thau Jumbo, let him bring over Poland.—Norristown Herald.

never

UJ

ELEGANT

Barnum having secured "Jumbo,” Forepaugh is now looking about for an attraction
that will excel it. If he wants a bigger Eng-

It

FOR MAW AMD BEAST.

fete

"I wonder if I could trade my machine for
the "Domestic?” Yes, at 12 Elm street.

said:

_

■9P THE BEST

If you want to do the thing, young man, yon
mosn’t spell Tzar witn a Cz—you must write
Czar with a Ts. (Over in Russia the Nihilists
are trying to right their Tsczar with a glass
bomb, but there is snch a thing as carrying
these spelling reforms to excess).

A Portland

Positive Cnre

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
locommon to our best female population*
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal Weakness, and Is particularly adapted to the

MALT

Put up in German
nine when signed by

a

Total.$2,271,016.02

Portland, Bangor & Machias
STEAMBOAT CO.

On nerd after Mouday, April
Train*
i), IN 'J*
Passenger
~=-3SS5 Leave Portland for Canton, at 5.30
LEAVE
P RTLAN D
will
'‘■"Leave l^wiston at 1.67 p. in.
FOIL BOSTON at 8.45 a. in. 1.10
Stage conneetionj with Byron, Mexico, DUfiehl, (Express,) and 3.30 p. m., arriving at Boston at
Pern, Livermoro, West Stunner and Turner.
6.10, aud 8.00 p. m Returning, leave Boa
OTIS HAITOKD, Supt.
ton at 8.30 n. m (Express), 12.30, 8.30 p. m.,
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dee., 6th, 1881.
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00
Portland for Hcarborongb 12 each
p. in.
aud Pine Point, at 8.45 a.m. 3.30 and 5.30
p.rn. (See Note.) F* r Old Orchard Beach,
Haco, Hiddeford aud Kennebanh, at 8.45
a. m. 1.10,3.30 and 5.30 p.m. For Well*, at 8.46
Od and alter Monday, l)cc. 5tb, Passenger ; a. m. and 3.30 p. m. (See note.) For North Ber1
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portlaud
wick, Naltnoa Falla, «real Fall*, Dover,
for Hi, John, Halifax and the Provinces, I Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
and all stations onE, & N. A. Railway,
Market, at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. in. For
12.55, and fll.15 p m.; St. Andrews, Ml. Stefticcheaicr, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.46
phen, Fredericton, Aroostook County,
a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m.
For Alton Slay,
IrJLoosebead Lake, and all stations on IS. Ar
at 8.45
m. and 3.30 p. m.
For Mauchestcr
Piscataquis B. R.; 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
aad
N.
lb
and
remain
4’oiftord,
ovor
foi
II.,
Lawrence,) at 8.46
(via
noon,
m.,
Bangor
niglit);
Junction) at 8.30 p. m.
Bangor, Bucksport, Oexter, Belfast and a. ci.; ivia Now Market
*> ill lean SiiRscbauU
Train
12.45
Moruing
for
12.65
p.m.,
Hkowhegau,
p.m.,$11.16p.
Peril a n<< at 7.26.
m. Waterrille, 7.00 a. m. 12.46 p. m,, 12.65
m. train from Port1.10
m.
and
6.16
m.
^“NOTE-The
p.
11.16
p.
p.
p. m.,
Saturdays only,
land. will not stop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Augusta, Klallowell, Gardiner, RichPoint or Wells, except io take passengers for
mond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m.,12.65 p.
Boston.
m., 6.15 p. m., tll.16 p. m.; Batb, 7.00 a. m.
Parlor Onra on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
J2.r5p. m., 6.16 p. m. and 11.15 p. m. on
a. m. 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.45 a. m. and
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Hum A
1.10 p. m.
R.
R.« 7.00 a. m.f
Lincoln
12.66 p.
Parlor €ar Meat* secured in advance at
in.:
Auburn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m.,
Depot Ticket Office.
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
ffiPThe 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connect*
a. m., tll.16 p. m.;
Farmington, Phillips,
with Nomad Line* Steotucr* for New York
Rangeley Lake, Monmouth, Wintbrop,
all rail lines for the West. The 3.30 p. in.
and
Read Held, West Waterrille and North
train connects with all Bail Line* for New
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via
York
and the Mouth and Went.
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
NUN DAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and
Bokiou and Way Stations at 1.00 p. m.
Boston
for Portland at 8.00 p. m.
From Halifax, 8,15 a. m., 2.45 p. m., .st.
8.16
a.
John,
m., 9.00 p. m.j Hoolton. 0.00
Sr. Stephen, 9.45 a. m.: tsucksport,
а. m.;
Trains on Boston & Maine road concoct with >;U
steamers runing between
Portland and Bangor.
б. 30 a m.. 5. p. m,; Bangor, 7.16 a. m., t7.45
Dexter, 7.06 a. m.. 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eaitport, Calais, 3fc.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trtxnb
.35 a. m., 2.5o p. m.; Nkou htgaa, 8 20 a. m.
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
2.40 p. m.; Waterville, 9.22a.m. 1.65, tlO.OO
and Portland & Ogdeegbur? trains at. Transfer Stap. m.; and 6.10 a. m (Mondays only) Augusta,
tion.
6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.46 p.m., tl0.66 p. m.:
All trams stop at Ex&tor ten minutes for rofresn*
Oardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m,, 3.07 p. in.,
aiento. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
111.14 p. m Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.10
Transfer
Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
p. m., Brunswick, 7.26 a. m., 11.48 a. m.,
THROUGH TICKETS to all
Weet and
4.35 p. m., 112.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
Soutn
8.20 a. m., 1.85 p. m. C.cwision, 7.20 a. m.,
may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
11.28 a. m., 4.15 p. m, Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office* 40 Exchange -it.
Farmington, 8.20 a, m.: tViulhrop 10.25
JA8. T. Ft .BEE, Gen. SSM.
as
a. m. being duo in Portland
follows: The
S. H. STEVENS Don- Ago-.:, Portland.
morning train* from Augusta and Bath,
doc2
dtf
8.35 a. m. Lewiston, 8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05
connecting
p.
The afternoon
trains from Waterville,
in.
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

repair, situated in Gorham, near the North
street M. E. Church.
This property is to be sold od
account of the ill health of ;the 0 wner. A very desirable place for a person looking for a small farm
in good condition. For particulars address by mall,
or enquire on the premises of

Gorham, April 3,1882.

P

“Only a smile that was given to me’’ inspires
rhymester in the New York News to write

F.

A

675,030.41

and
Surrendered
Lap*ed Policies... 110,908.25
Dlviuends to Policy
Holders.... 768,610.86

Farm for Sale.
FARM of thirty acres, with buildings in good

X

MALT BITTERS
-J i 11 c e

d&wtf

aprl_

o

perfect remedy for troublesome itching and
vexatious pimples.

H.

condition.
Will be sold with farm, a good
stock of Farming Tools.
For further particulars,
of
JOHN
M.
inquire
ALLEN, Saccarappa, Me.

a
o

When the skin is parched and freckled by
strong northwest winds and the face becomes
dry and scaly, it can be restored to smoothness
and good color by Dr. Benson’s Sljiu Cure. A

a

good

O

Lynn,

psychology:

c

Th&M2w

ap6

(232 a 15
Professor in

&
£

For the delicate and complicated difficulties
peculiar to the female constitution, Lydia E.
Pinkbam’s Vegetable
Compound is the
sovereign remedy. It aims at the cause and
produces lasting results. Send to Mrs. Lydia
233

(S

Urinary Organs, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia and Sciatica. Sold
everywhere.

_

B.

one

FARM FOB «ALF.
Farm belonging to the late D. O. Small, very
pleasantly located on road leading from South
Windham to Windham Hill, one mile from Gambo
P O. R. R. Station, will be sold at a bargain.^Sfimnll
payment required, balance can stand with mortgage
on time.
Said farm contains about 90 acres land,
divided into Wood, Timber, Pasturing and Mowing
the
buildings are a good two story bouse wi b
lanes;
ell, \*ood and carriage house with large barn, all in

CHRONIC CATARRH.
Choking, pntrid

Why is a certain kind of window called a
bay window? Because people go there when

fancy-work

ESTATE.

FOB SALE.
Story House and Eli, containing

Ty»rooms,

1,194,570.97

Total..$ 3,374,133.-33
disbursements.
Death Losses.$816,435.50
EndowMatured

dlw

To Let.
No. 2 Union Wharf, corner of Coinmer
clal Streec. Address box 1717, Portlmd, Me.
or B. SHAW, 48V2 Exchange Street.
Portland, April 3d, 1882.
ap3eod2w

CATARRHAL COUGH.

Some women who do
work.

FREE

19

ap7

KLAL

INCOME.
For Premiums.. ..$2,179,562.36

ments

& MAINE RAILROAD

SBRING ARRANGEMENT.
_Leave Canton for Portland
; -SffjSlfLewiston, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.

Paidfor dividends 8,620,039.28

furnished and

Head Colds, Watery Dischargee from the Nose and
Eyes, Ringing Noises in the Head, Nervous Headache and Chills and Fever instantly relieved.

We know of no greater
world.’’
necessity to be relieved, than a stubborn cold,
and we know of no better relief than Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup.

fancy

PortlaEd Harbor, for a
particulars apply to tbe

unfurnished,
ROOMS
STREET, opposite Blanchard House.

15e. boxes clears out Rats, Mice, Roaches,!
Flies, Ants, Mosquitoes, Bed-Bugs, Insects,!
Skunk, Weasel, Crows, Gophers, Chipmunks H

Twenty-Third Annual Statement. January
1st, 1882,

Received for premiums.$39,641,785*47
Paid for death

at the Preble House between 10 and
11 o’clock A. M., Saturday 8th inst,, or by letter.
ap7d2tWILLIAM M. CUSHINQ.

undersigned

SNEEZING CATARRH

we

another

they look out

----i

■

FARM TO LET.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE.

not as macb of the
think, read a Mobametan
proverb, “God has bestowed the good things of
this world to relieve our necessities, not to
reward our virtues; these will be rewarded in
as

■

S/GARD1NER,

—

heathen

Railroad Wharf.
ap4 dtf

TO

.-..

MILWAUKEE, W*S.

For Interest.

Rumford Falls & BncKfield BOSTON

1.15,

LIFE INSURANCE COWAN If,

Total..

Farmer Wanted.
CARRY on a small farm.
Wife must be-a
good butter maker. Address A. B., box 1983.
mar 18
dtf

First swell—“I never

Some
heathen

ap8d3t*

Joiners Wanted.

ON

Mutual

ASSETS.

Give kind, size and
SMALL printing press.
price, and address G. W. DAVENPORT. 181

CATARRH

Wit and Wisdom-

FERRIS,

llniiagcr Agencies. Union Mvlnal Lite Insurance Company.
dlw
ap4_ PORH.AKO MAINE.

quality

the old and feeble branches, leaving the
young and most vigorous ones, and applying
manure and culture if the soil is not rich
enough.—Country Gentleman.

apr7d3t

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

iorthwFstem

a

City.

Wo did not compel her to send us the return
We remailod the fashion letter at
postage.
once to its author at our own expense and
We trust that
against our established rulo.
this most generous act will in itself convince
about us.
mean
Mrs! E. that there is nothimg
We can assure her that such is the case; and,
if she will begin with that conviction, we can
come on to talk of money matters at once and
without embarrassment.
Iu the fiist place, it is not exactly according
to our methods of doing business to print advertisements anu let other people collect the
pay for them. The Courant is 118 years old—
the oldest newspaper of continuous publication
in the country—bat it would have died in its
arliest youth had the attempt been made to
bring it up by any such proceedings as this.
Just by way of illustration, we will aBk Mrs. E.
how she would have liked it had every other
circumstance been as her letter narrates, except this—that this enterprising millinery firm
had offered the two dollars to us, not to her.
Could she sec any money in it for herself under such conditions?
Probably not; and yet
that was about our fix.
But reverse it, and suppose the two dollars
We would say simply that
to be offered to us.
Courant costs thirty dollars,
a colamn of The
and if this article, enclosed to us, were to be
condensed into two-tbirtieths (or two dollars’
worth) of a column, about all the miillinery it
would be likely to suggest would be the evident trimming that we had given it here in
the office. We should want the credit of that
ourselves.
two mnaamentai mistaaes prevent conceuing this bargain—the two dollars were offered
to the wrong party; and they were not enough,
if offered to the right party. But we are sorry
for our correspondent if she needs the money.
A better way for her to earn it by her pen is in
copying legal documents at so much a page or
in writing letters that are not advertisements
and that newspapers are ready to buy for their
Such letters before long will esown merits.
That is the way to
tablish your reputation.
begin. After you’ve got your hand in, you can
of
the
great
professional female
procession
join
correspondents and give up about half of every
letter to puffery as a matter of course, charging the expense of the same impartially upon
both the puffer and the puffee.
Then you can make up your mind that this
is a pretty good sort of a world to live in and to
puff, aud you will seldom blush—except when
you think of the time when you gave yourself
away i*i this innocent manner before you
learned that the true way was to charge both
parties and explain to neither.

auu

to

JAMES P. BAXTER

the season, at Old Orchard,
faithful, efficient girl, for general house work In a small
family. References required. Apply 88 Park St.,

I trust that 1 have not asked too
paper for me.
much, aud that you oan think favorably of my proposition. Will you please let me know if you cannot use it, aud I will send postage for its return But
if you use it ail you need do is to Bend me oue copy,
for which favor, iu all, I shall appreciate very much.
Ple-.se send word ear' y. as 1 must use it iu ils season.
MRS. JE.
Yours very respsctfully,

io*ait pear trees,
flue fruit, need occasional and mode rate
pruning in connection witli manuring and
cultivation. If the trees already are feeble
and overbear, prune away a portion of the
fruit spurs, and allow one-haif or more of
the length of the long, young shoots to
is too vigorous and
grow. But if the growth
evcuiy

Apply

_

Wanted.

other people, who may have the same ideas. It
is as follows:—
B-, March 23d. ’82.
Mr. Editor, Dear Sir:— I venture to send you a
on
fashion letter
millinery with tlje name of Blank
The firm would not
.S Co., ft ibis city attached.
from
here as Hartford, but will pay
advenSe so far
1 e a couple of dollars for writing a letter and using
As it is &d opening for me to earn a
their name.
little money with my pen, 1 am Degging the favor
of you, to allow it a space in your paper, ana one

opened.

tricks and perfectly safe for

ap8dl w

places, for the purpose of setting right any

young transplanted tree, shortened
back in time, would send out shoots ten inches long, they would grow scarcely an inch if
the penning is done after the leaves have
10 urar

be

without

small children.
MUST

singer is a fictitious person. ItBhowssuoh an
utter misapprehension of the newspaper business that we publish it, disguising names and

a

WALTER.

POYY

the

will apply particularly to auy of the more
moderate growing hedge plauts, as the buckthorn or the barberry, or to those like the
honey locust, which do not naturally throw
out a profusion of side shoots. It is less important for the Osage orange, which has
more power to reproduce shoots, but even
Osage hedges should not be cheeked at all
while forming. On the other hand, after
the hedge has attained full strength and
height, summer pruuii g, by retarding the
grow’b, may lessen the labor of keeping it
within bounds.
The worst effect of late pruning is seen
when the heads of newly transplanted young
fruit trees are cut back after the leaves open,
which nearly prevents all growth for the year,
and often Biases a feeble tree afterwards.
The differepce is at least ten to one; that is,

INSURANCE

_WANTS.

uine letter.
We received it a few days ago
and have no reason to think that it was merely
a clever advertising device of some firm or that

Wo see so many examples, through the
country, of the bad effects of pruni g trees
and shrubs too late in spring or during sumsubmer, that we are induced to recur to the
ject, as a reminder to those who understand
the matter, but who are apt to overlook It at
the proper time. Many young hedges are
spoiled by early summer pruning. In some
instances the growth of the new shoots lias
been so retarded as not to amount to more
than one-tenth the growth where the work is
done in time. When hedges are young, it is
important to secure a strong and rapid
growth, and they should not be cutor sheared
after the buds begin to swell. This remark

where

miscellaneous'

■

To a Female Correspondent.
The following is to'a'.l appearances a gen-

for Mr.
coming

President pro tem.
ap8d8t

port, lieturn tickets *ery low.
8'erliui; and i'oaiinruinI exchange in
Also agent Morris European and
suit.
American Express for packages and freight to all
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal By the cargo. .Apply to
sums to

I. L. FARMER, Agent,
Ns. £1 Exchange Street.

well 10

dt(

V

